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l.O INTRODUCTION

Thls reporl: describes the detailed results achieved for a program
I,}

to determine the impact from vibrations related to highway use.
L These results are based upon a detailed literature review,
_i _,. technical analyses, and field test measurements all related to tile
_ l-ti topic of environmental vibration resulting from traffic movement on

_i h]ghways.

' _i ]_t As described In the following sections, the effort reported herein
v: places many aspects of the higllway-lnduced vibration prol)leln In

_! perspective, hl particular, it is indicated that tral'fic-lnduced
;' I_] vibration problems are not new but that both the frequency of occur-

rence and time frequency of damage awards to a plaintiff appear to be
_:J increas ng on an arlnLlal basis in time United States. By assembling

_Jl data reported in the literature, quantitative bounds descr bng the
;' I_ vibration levels and frequency content required for llUmal_perception

and building damage are presented. By assembling complaint data
?! _ill complied as a result of this effort and assessing the documented

legal precedents resulting from court actions, quantitative assessment
: of what the public complains about and the courts r judgement about

:_: t_ these complaints is presented.
;:_ By analogy wlth community noise, traffic-Induced vibration requires a
.iJ description of level, frequency content and time variation for proper
:_ _ definition of the vibration, Whereas, a community can be exposed to
,:= significant transportatlon system noise on a large geographical scale,
; J
!.; transportatlon system environmental vibration is much more coaflned.
_:] _ As a result, public officials do not receive apparently as many com-

plaints related to vibration as compared to complaints related to noise,
but vibration complaints are more persistent and tile likelihood of

B receiving damage awards Is greater than the corresponding situationi': wlth noise. Concern over community noise has resulted in defined criteria
:_ and standardized instrumentation and measurement techniques. Such defined
j criteria and standardization do not presently exist for environmental
[_i I_ vibration in general or traffic-lnduced vibration in particular.,fl

:_ The problem of traffic-induced vlbratlons causing public annoyance and/
ili I_ or building damage is a problem that Is being experienced in urban areas
!! _II of Industrlallzed countries and is presently a recogn ze( environmental
_i consideration. As reported by ]nvestigato's in England, Czechoslovakla,
_: i_ the USSR, Japan and as concluded from tlmestudy reported heroin for tlme

'_ I_ United States, the problem of traffic-lnduced vibration is Increasing on
i an annual basis.
i

! l_ The o,'gan,zatlon of this report is such that the maln body presentsa condensation of the data and results of more extensive investi-
gations, The details of partlcular data and the detail discussion

concerning a particular topic is included In the appendices of tilereport as noted.

r
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2.0 OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AIIDAPPROACII

Tilemaln objectives of this research program are:
• Clarify the nature and extent of the trafflc-lnduced vii}ration

,] m problem by improving t[_uuad_rstandh_g of vibration excitation,

.-, [_ propagation and effects.

• Develop guldeline.sto preclude or control environmental vibrations

dover nq special attention to the trafflc-induced vii}ratlonsitua-;'_ tions resulting in complaints and/or litigation.

! m The scope of this research progran is limited to tilerole.of highway
operations In generating environmental vibrations. The examination of

- parameters describing traffic-lnduced vibrations includes consider_tlon of

• Vehicle-pavement interaction

• Structures sensitive to vibration

B • Activities sensltlve to vibration.

':- _ For thls program the dynalaiccharacteristics of vehicles are to be con-_-_
_,_ _ sldered only in relation to their vibration-produclng interaction with

I:hehighway pavement. Vibration sonsltiw structures and actlvlties are
considered to be only those 11keiy to be located In the proximity of the
highway.

;

;, To fulfill the objectives of this _esearch program, eight basic

_i _ tasks have b_en dePined. These tasks are:
[Jm

• TASK A: Literature Review and Evaluation
reel

• TASK B: Complaint Assessment and Problem Definition

'>_ • TASK C: Analysis of Highway Vibration

_i TASK D: Field Testing

• _ • TASK E: Isolation (Abatement) Techniques
El

• TASK F: Oeveloplnent of Design Guidelines

• TASK G: Develop Simpllfled Neasurement and Data Reduction
Procedures

• TASK H: Refinement of Traffic Flow Model
Q

j •



+ 2.1 Task A, Literature Review and EvaTuatlon

Environmental vibration resultlng from h[gilway traffic has been investi-

for tlle (Bernhard (1941), Seutherland (i950)) withgated past 30 years
,, tilemost interest - as reflected by publlshed literature - being expressed

in the past four years. The probl(:m has arisen as a result of occupant
', _,_ annoyance and alleged building damage and/or destruction related to tile

ili movement of heavy hlghway vehicles along streets and hlgllways In theproximity of the buildings (Southerland (1950), Bate (1971), Whlffin and

_1 Leonard (1971), House (1973), and Tokita (1973)). These referencesIndicate filetthe problem of trafflc-[nduced vll)ratlon is a growing
environmental problem related to tile ong-termn exposure of structures to
Seismic foundation motion and that tile problem can be expect(.,d to worsen

_,_ unresolved. Fortunately, as result present literature
if left O[ = tile
review and evaluation many of the de:tailed canslderatlons related to the.
various aspects of traffic-lnduced vlbratlon have been assembled, sun_narized,

[_ and placed In perspective. This section describes the objective, approaall,and results of Task A. Literature Review and Evaluation.

{,_ The objective of the Literature Review and Evaluation Is to review and toevaluate previous and current studies on vibration excitation and propagation
_ from the highway source to the receiver to determlne the effects of vibration

gos rooturoso0dhumans
This task included a review of literature in the following topics classified

' in relation to either source characteristics, path characteristics, receiver

characteristics,or legal literature:

,._ Source Characterlstlcs:

• Hlgllway Traffic-lnduced Vlbrat]ons

!!"ii [_ • Railway and Subway Vibrations
:i:;i • Construction and Blasting Impacts

• Sonic Booms

Path Characteristics:

r_ e Vibration Propagation and Attenuation

Receiver Characteristics:

• Geologlcal Survey Techniques

• VibrationCrlterla

o Human Threshold Levels for Vibration Perception

• Human Response to Vibration Spectra and Levels

Legal Literature:

3
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The detail topic classification used for the literature revlmv and

: rm evaluation Is presented In Table AI-I of Appendix I.

As deflned by the scope of thls research program, llterature defining
the ro]e of hlglwlay operations In generatlng environmental vibratlons

and literature prov]dlng analyses and data rulated to tile basic topicslisted above were given prlmary conslderntlon. Basically, the ]Iterature
" review encompassed both a computer search, provided by the Contract

_-_', pl_ Manager, usl,_g T_{IS and efforts in scann Ig abstracts, Ioc,_lting source

material, and revlevilng Indlvldual papers ar reports.

As each |iterature source Item was reviewed_ a brief annotation was made_ of the contents of the Item _/Ith emphasis being placed upon identifying
specific data or results applicable to the description of trafflc-induced
vibration resulting From hlgh_.lay operations. The ]iterature so revlewed
was cataloged by toplc - as described In Appendix I. The annotated1

'l]i bibliography resultlng from the literature review and evaluatlon is

_: presented in Appendix 1.EW

_ Currently, the annotated bibliography presented in Appendix I lists over
200 technical sources classlfled in relation to the hlghway vlbratlon

/i I_ problem. Tills listing Is not to be considered as final since the 11ter-

il;l _ ature review and evaluation Is a continuing program task as indicated by;. Figure 2-1. Additlonally, the bibliographies presen!:ed in Appendix II1
on Law, and In Appendix IV on Human Response, supplement the listing In
AppendixI.

The Engineering guldelines, developed under Tasks E l:hrough H,

present additional tecllnica] references concerning traffic-inducedvibrations (1)_ _,.,!

_'," Nunlbers I ( ) denote references listed at the end of tile
report,



2.2 Task B, Complaint Assessment

In order to deflno the nature of the problem for traffic-Induced

vlbratlons, It:Is n_cessary to establish the occurrence and frequencyof complaints or litigation associated with traffla-Induced vibrations.
,, In particular. It is necessary to define the problem for the hig1,1ay

environment In tile United States.1

,: As reported in the llteratura, much of the emphasis for studying
. _ traffic-lnduced vibration has resulted from building damage to historic

property In Europe (t_ata (197]), Whiffen and Leonard_ (197l),llousec(]973)). In Japan, Crafflc-lnduced vlbratlon Is b_Ing as.asked in
relation to ether environmental seismic vibration sources such as rail-

IT way lines, manufacturing processes, etc. (Toklta (1973)). Slmilar
t;s studles have been reported by l_arkan (1962) in the USSR. Althouq

previous investigators have studled the problem of trafflc-induced

i' _ vlbratlen in relation to their respectlve national communil;ies, it Is
:_ L_J problematical that:their efforts properly define the corresponding

situation in the United States. IIence,the main objective of Task g
'; _4 of this research program is to provide a definition of the traffic-

I _ induced vibration problem as encountered by highway planners andI' l,m
designersin th_ United States.

14

_: Initially, the approach selected to determine the occurrence of traffic-
. I:_ Induced vibration complaints was to develop a questionnaire to survey
': public officials directly Involved with highway planning, design and

_ [_ maintenance. However, after revlawTng the schedule l lm,tat,ons for thls;_ task, it was mutually decided by the contractor and FIIWAContract
_: Manager that a direct approach aimed at locating specific complaint data
4 would be of more benefit to thls p, ogranl.1:

The approach taken was to contact, as assisted and directed by FHIVA
Contract Ilanager, Regional FIIgA offices to determine any si_.uatlons that

_: [';_ might have come to their attention related to either complaints and/or
i_ litigation resulting from traffic-induced vibrations. Each Regional

FHgA office then directed the Inquiries to the appropriate State FIII_A
_"_ offices, and municipal agencies. This approach allowed a direct contact

wlth concerned public officials regarding specific situations tllat had
beon and are currently being experienced in the field.

Following a contact sequence beginning wlth FIIUARegional offices and
ending with S_ate DOT offices, the complaint data cantered around
environmental considerations during highway planning and operation.

P'_ Complaint data resulting from contacts with municipal agencies totally
centered around highway operational situations. FHWAand State DOT
contacts identlfied 29 situations and municipal contacts Identified an

P" addltlonal 39 situations, Of the situations Identlfled, 51 cases were
well documented and 17 were not. All municlpal contacts Indicated
that they had experienced some form of complaint related to traffic-

F-1 Induced vibration (the 3,9 situations Indicated above resulted from a
J 45_ response of municipal agencies contacted).

I
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In order to classify tho highway vlbratlon complaint data, two basiccategories are used: planning considerations and operational con}plaints.
PIannlng considerations are taken to be those statements of concern

related to trafflc-lnduced vibrations voiced by citizens during theplannlng stage of highway design. Operatlona] complaints are complaints
related to trafflc-induced vibrations volcod by citizens as e rosult of

_, traffic operations on highways or streets.
': All complaint data related to p anl _g conalderatlons were obtained from

the FIIIIARegional Office and State hOT conl:acts. These cases represented
q a total of I0% of all complaint data and related to proposed highway
t? allgnmants near existing bulldinos. The cases Involved two hospitals,

two observatories, one school, one apartment building, and one office
buIIdlng, Except for the highway alignment near J:heobservatories all

_i concerns ware apparently alleviated so as not to adversely affect tile
highway design. However, the two observatories, in conjunction wlth
local environmental and neighborhood groups, blocked the development of

a state trafflc-lnduced vibration, air and noisetel kvay us_n_ pal lution,
as a basis for emphasizing the adverse impact of the proposed highway
allgnment. (II: was alleged that trafflc-lnduced vlbratloll would have

I L,_ disrupted tileobservatories capabilities to make long-term photographic
;' I_ exposures as e resull:of traffic-lnduced vibrations causing the to/escape

foundation to vibrate and, hence, result In blurred photographs taken

_ throughthe telescopes.)
II

Table g.2-I presents a summary of the various physlca] factors descrlbing
the operational complaint data compiled as a result of the inquiries to

I'_ FHI4A,state and municipal agenclcs. The following conclus,ons are drawn
• i_ from the data summarized in Table 2.2-I.

I_ ') 8_]_ of the cases resu,ted from act,on taken by ,nd,vidua,s.

" 2) 90_ of the cases related to private residences

(_ _ 4_ of tilecases related Co rental property_ _a 6_ of the cases related to conlmerclalproperty

_" 3) 82_ of the cases placed source and receiver within 400 feat of

ii, eachother

4) 63% of the cases alleged vibration annoyance only
!_ ]9_ of tile cases alleged building damage only

2_ of the cases alleged noise resultlng from vibration only
4_ of tile cases el]aged combined vlbratloa annoyance and building

[_ damage
6_ of tilecases alleged combined building damage and noise resulting

from vlbratlon

im 2_ of the cases alleged combined vibration annoyance, buIldlngdamage, and noise resulting from vibration

5) 47_ of the cases Identified heavy vehicles only as causing,.,

perceptible vibrations

T
i' ,' 6
! ,!
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TABLE2.2-I

SU/IHARYOF COHFLAIHTDATAFOR TRAFFIC-INDUCEDVIBRATIOtlS



12 20_ of the cases Identlfi_d all traffic as caus ng perceptible
vibrations

i 8% Indicated that vehicle speed was a factor

,!ii G) 26_ of the cases Identified specific damage to tileroad surface
as causing perceptible vlbratlons

_' _ 59% of the cases Identified rough road surfaces as causlng
;.' i_ perceptible vibrations

7) 63% of tilecases were passively al]evlated by resurfaclng the• _, roadway and/or perforn ng maintenance
i 40% of the cases were passively alleviated by lowering the speed

limit or decreasing allowable load IImll:s on the roadway

F lB_ of the cases resulted in no action by tiled_legated public
; ; agency

"I I_ 8) 2_ of tilecases resulted in litigation with results unknown at'_ thisl:lme,

i
i_ _I 9) All cases were uniformly distributed over the four seasons of the
_: I'] year.

Tilecomgilatlon of complaint:data also indicated that the occurrence of

[_ eomplalnts to vibrationis increasingfromyear
related trafflc-lnduced

to year. Since the complaint data has been compiled from existing public
records and slace the complaintants usually make themselves we] I-known to

I_ local officials through telephone calls and correspondence, it is reason-_, able to assume that the complaint data is complete. Figure 2.2-I was
prepared to Indicate the number of complaints received by year for three

[_ of the munlclpal,t,es contacted.

The followlng conclusions have been developed as a result of the complaint
j_ data evaluation conducted under Task B:

_:! • Highway planners and designers can expect to be faced with resolvlng
traffic-induced vibration as an environmental factor in conjunctl_n

_._ with air pollution, noise, and other potential adverse Impacts_i associated with hlghway construction and operation.

,;: _ • Trafflc-induced vibration is essentially an urban problem that can
occur generally within 400 feet of a highway or street carrying
heavy vehicles at moderato speeds, (Every municipal agency con-

_; t:acted had experienced trafflc-induced vibration problems.)

';i U

• Public complaints generally arise from either annoyance at feeling
a structure vibrate and/or observing some form of bui ]d ng damage

L_ t:hat is alleged to result from traffic moving over a highway,Highway agencies can expect very persistent action by tilepublic
until the agency alleviates and/or resolves the situation.

i! a
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. I!! • The frequency of complaints related to hlgw_ay- nduced vibratlon
. appears to be increaslng about IOP_to 20_ per year.

• _ • Nlghway agencies, public works departments, transit authorities,
i] ' and other affected public agencies are generally unaware of tile

data available to assist in "eso v ng these problems and, as a

result, are extremely sen!;Itivewhen epproachlng complaintsrelated to trafflc-lnduced vibration,

_ Fll The sensitive approach taken by public agencies when dealing with traffic-
induced vibratlollis undoubtedly duo in part to the apparc_,nl:complexities
In describing quantitatlvely on a t(-'chnicalbasis tilerelatlonsi_ipbetween
the source (traffic) and the receiver (bui d ng and occupants) and the

potential legal situation If annoyance and property damage are alleged.

_ In addition to locating, compiling, and assessing complaint data related to
_,; ra trafflc-lnduced vlbration, the effort in Task B also included an evaluation
;, l_ of thc_ legal codes and literature in the United States to determine the
_': foundations and precedents upon which it get on related to traffic-lnduced

[_ vibration have been based. The detailed results of this task are presentedIn Appendlx III. A summary of these results _re presented here.

,q
E_ Environmental vibration, Including highway vibration, has not been the

[._ subject of much legislative activity in the United States. The
ffolse Control

_ Act of 1972 focuses on measurable (acoustic) sound and Is not concerned with
perceptible vibration or effects of vibration separable from sound. Thls

[_ differs from the approach taken by common law courts In the United States
i_'l which have always been willing to recognize vibration and noise as differing
_Ii I] aspects of a common nuisance activity.

!3 I_ Federal statutes phrased in general terms which codify a governmental duty
to protect environmental quality and to guard against adverse environmental

"] I_ effects will allow the complaintant, In the appropriate case, legal redress
[_ since the courts recognize vibration as an environmental insult. Although

_"! _ no vibration cases have, at this time, been decided under these statutes,
the standard of environmental quality provided for would require appropriate

i I:! safeguards to be Implemented by federal officials during tileconstruction
11 and maintenance of a project. Pertinent federal statutes are_

Ill • National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321, paragraphs IOl
i_I and102)

, m Federal Highway Act (23 U.S.C., IOgh)

•_i" ii FNWA: 23 Code of Federal Regulations, Appendix A_ Envlronnlental
" Impact Statements, Paragraph 4
,r

:. • lllstoricPreservation (1(_ U.s.a., 470(f))

i,
I;] • FIIWA:23 Code of Federal Regulatlonsp Appendix A, Procedures for

". _'_ Historic Preservation

._ _ • FIIUA:23 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 772 (Regulationspromulgated pursuant to the Noise Control Act)



State statutes regulating vibrat:ion have recently been enacted (19711
, legislative s_sslon: Connecticut, Kentucky, and Maryland) based upon the
! Council of State Government's suggested State Noise Control Act. This

model regulation does not attempt to regulate vibration specifically but'_': expands the definition of noise to Include vibration. This type of
statute could be applied to traffic-lnduced vibration, but since the

statutes are new, no litigation or enforcement activity has resulted,[,
; tiunicipal ordinances regu at ng vibration generally Form a part of the

zoning codes and renemble classic nuisance ordinances. Since zoning codes

[= are generally concerned with stationary aourc(..s of noise, vibration, Fumes,
smoke, etc., it is problematical that th_se ordinances are broad enough,
in their present form, to deal with traffic-induced vibration. Ilowever,

since many cltles have passed noise ordinances relative to moving sources.It Is concelvable that trafflc-induced vlbration could be encompassed by
municipal codes. Whereas sonic municlpal ordinances are subjective in

[.I respect to vibration Intensities and duration, other municipal codes are
s quite specific In their regulations as Indlcat_d In Table 2.2-2.

I: As noted in Table 2.2-2, some zoning codes are rather technically sophis-ticated (Peoria, Columbus, and Tucson) whereas the Chicago and Denver
codes rely totally upon the subjective response of individuals and the
level of human vibration perception.

Since human perception and response to vibration represents a very signi-
ficant factor in anticipating complaints, the assessment of complaints also

_, I_I Included a compilation and evaluation of the quantitative description of
lJ human vibration perception and psycho]oglcaI Factors that possibly influence

the variabI11ty of tilelevels of human perception and response to vibration.

i_ The details of the results of thls sub-task are presented In Appendix IV,Human Response to Building Vlbrat:lon. A discussion of tile int:errelatlon-
ships between the quantitative measure of human vibration perception and
other aspects of the trafflc-lnduced vibration problem are discussed In

[_ the following section.

There has been no attempt, either nationally or locally, to draft a compre-

hensive statutory scheme to regulate vibration such as has been the casewith noise. Whereas th_ National Environmental Policy Act could thooretl-
tally serve as a basis for plaintiff's relief In Future I t got on, the

[._ control of excessive envlronmenta] vibration is currently approached bythe plaintiff using tlletraditional, but limited and rather Ineffective,
theories of nuisance and inverse condemnation.

Common law courts have recognized excessive vibration insult
as an which

may be redressed using a number of traditional legal remedies such as
nulsance or Inverse condemnation. As a resu]t_ a survey of adjudicated

i_ cases arising From vibration was conducted. Thls survey covered both non-
_.. highway cases and highway-related vibration cases since vibration, if con-

sidered excessive, very woli may be viewed by tho courts as only various
, aspects of a common offense.

nB
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TABI_E2.2-2

EXAtIPLEHUM ICIPAL ZOI_UIG CODES REGULATlt_GV IBRATION

_ 14UIHCIPALITY QUAIJTITATIVEMEASURE OF VIRRATIOII

_ _ Ghlcago, Ill. VIbratlon must not be perceptible (without
"_ Instruments) at lot Ih_e.

':; _ Peorla, I I I. Three component ground velocl ty measurements
'_' specIFled along a lot llne. Computation of
'_ velocity From dlsplacemcnt measurements

_j allowed. Eontlnuous and Impulse vibrationdeFlned.

. _ Columbus, Ohlo Table of dlstance versus allowable pounds_._ of explosive For blasting operations.
Ground dlsp]acen_ent anlp]Itude spectre,J

"_ B deflned.

'_.i Denver, Colo. Vibration must not be perceptible (withoutInstruments) at lot line.

Tucson, Aclz. Humanly perceptible vibration beyond a lot
line for three minut_s or more in an'/one

," _ hour betv_een7:O0 At4to 7:O0 PI4or For
i.! thirty seconds or more in any one hour
_il between 7:00 Pit to 7:00 AH IS not allowed.



J

' I_ Details of the various adjudlcat'ed cases are presented In Appendix III' where the classiflcatien of these cases is nmde as follows:

i

_.. o The Constitutional Requirement of Compensation

o Tangible versus Intangible Damages

'.i " • lllgllx./ay Construction

• lilghway Operation
• Inadequacy of tlulsance l.aw

I Private Party Defendants

• Inverse Condemnation

15 • Severance Damages

_ • Special D_mages
L_

i Special Plantlffs

I_ " PracQdura

- From tillseffort, it has been concluded tha_ a property owner proving

that cracked walls, broken windows, or other forms of tangible injury have_j resulted from highway operations will receive damage awards by the courts.
_i! If the property owner seeks damages for annoyance only, It Is necessary

to examine the state law, but if the property owner has been awarded
."-I[I_ severance damages, such as partial land acquisition For highway r g t-of-
,+ _ way, it Is much more likely _hat additional damages will be awarded as
_ compared to a property owner whose land Is simply adjacent to tha highway.
:'": _ Special damages that have not been suffered by the comrnuniI:y at large have
i i_ been successfully claimed by such plaintiffs as hospitals, schools, and
_'+ churches.

: Tabl_ 2.2-3 is presented as a result of the Task B effort to indicate an
assessment of litigation related to traffic-lnduced vibrr+tlon (See
Appendix II, Table All-4), It is possibly significant to note that seven

of tileeight cases reported For tiletlme period 1970 to 1973 were ruled In

favor of the plaintiff. Threa cases alleged building damage (38£). and
flve cases alleged annoyance (62,_).six cases IdentiFied heavy vehicles

_- |_ on]y as I:he sou,'c_ (7.G_), and _,l,O C _ _ e _ IdentlfT_d al, traffic ns the
source (25_). Considering the sample size tt]is data correlates raasonab]y
well with the analyeis of complaint data presented in Section 2.2.

?;.
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I M I I I. m I M, I I I IEI_' _,,_

TABLE 2.3-3

SUMMARY OF ADJUDICATEDCASES RESULTINGFROH HIGHWAYBELATED"VIBRATIONPROBLEMS]963-1972

compi0,ntCa_eNo. I _ _I4 516 7 BI_ _0,i,_i_,,, _916,7i_19
I r r

IndividualAction x x x I x x x × x x x x

I

I
BoardorComm.Action x x x x x x x x

PrivateProperty x x x x x x x x x x x

Pnbllc Property x x x x I x x x

CommerclalProperty I x
SourceUithln 400_ x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Source Deyond 400l

BuildingDamage x x x x x x x x

Annoyance x x x x• x x x x x x x

Noiae _entIoned x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Heavy Vehiclea/Machlnery x x x x x x x x x x I x x x x

I

All Traffic x x x x x
_t +

ForPIalntlff x x x x x x x x x x
i

Aga'inetPlaintiff x x x x I x x x x x
I I

196611968196BllgGB19691969 1970 19701970 1971 1971 1971 197219721963 1964 1965 1965 1966
I i

Remarks _'_The court awarded$9,210.O0to compensatefor diminutionof value,

+ The court awarded$37,190.OOfor dan}ages.
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3.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Tile analysls of tile engineering aspects of Irarfic-lnduoed vil)ratlonmm
comprised the most slgnificant effort or the prelect. This analysls

I J focused upon the role of vehicle/pavement: interaction as a source of
trafflc-induced vibral:ion, This approach considered a detailed

_i vibration analysis of tile vehicle suspension system. Two l:ypes of
i_ pavement surface roughness were consldured: "bumps or potholes" and

random surface rolJghn_ss,

The vellicle r(.'spanse to i}ulllp axeital:ion was reso]ved in terms of a
"shock specLl'um H for th_ susp_nsion systeJi}, The result is a ra_ber
sinlple tocimique for esthll,hthig th_ impact racLor commonly used il_

; ,_ hlq way deslgu, It is bellL_ved that tills result i!; new.

i! The vehicle response to random pavel$lLjll1_ 5nrrac(J l'OUghlleSS _,l_is obLailled
[_ using standard techniques ran random vibration analysis. The road

surface roughness was dcscribud by all amplitude pol/ur spectral dens ll:y
; function. This aspect of the problem was pl.lrsued Lo ostablisll an
'._! l_ll approximate relationship beLween the Present Serviceability Rating

,. (PSR) index of roughness and tile surface roughness pol.ler spectrum
_! I_I description. It Is believed that this result, as an approximation, is

_" new in its app]icatlon to both pavemeat loading and traffic-induced
vibration analysis,

Dtlth an estimate of the pavement _oughness and the vehicle dynamic
;" _ response to the pavement roughness, estimates of pavement loading

l_ were developed. The loadlng Is characterized by an impulse or an
_'_ hllpact for bumps and by l:he mean-square dynamic Bad ng For random
_ t_ surface roughness. Based upon the estimates of both the hnpacl, loading

_'i i_ and tile mean-square loading, the role of the vehicle suspension sys,a,n
". in charac'terizlng, the Inading becanle apparent, Due to a ]auk of

:, appropriate data, an approximate estimation nlel:hod For calculating tire
!I sl:iffness was developed. For tile case cJf hnpact Ioadlng, Lhc degree ofLq
:.: _'tunlng H between l:he bLimp _eOlIi_try arid the vehicle suspension SySt_:31ll

appears to ba the dominant racf:or. For tile case of random surface
_ l_ "aug ness, the esl:hllation procedure [ndicaEes Lh_t dynamic pavenle.nt

]oadlng is a few percent of the sLatic tire ]Bad and inay actually
decrease In an absolute sense as stal:[c tire load is increased,

L_ Wlth know edge or tile loading, it is to estinlate l:he
possiblea

pavement response Lo the Ioadh_g if an apgroprlar:e dynamic n_adel of
the pavemelt/subg°ade system is available. Huch effort was expended

II In developing and refining a dynamic model of the pavelnenL/sub(jrade

',i _ systenh After considering a range of parameters describhlg lhe
pavement/subgrade vibratlon characterisiLcs, it appears that tile

I i pavenlent fundamen ta ] lllode Is the doll_i nan L dynamic charactel- i s L ic,

M Tile ._)de] developed shnulates both radiation stlrfness and dotal>lag
of tile pavement/subgrade with the surround ig parent, sell system.

! 1,0 The parameters required to define this model are conlmon englneering
f _ terms used in pavement design.

l
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_: Using the pavoment/subgrade model developed under tthis program, I:he
7 [81 pavement response Lo both impact loading and random loading was

estimated. The results obtained From this analysis are simple and
i approximai:o, Tile resul ts also appeal" tie yiehl estimates I:hai:are

!; m withln an order of magnltud(., of field measured values (within I0 dB).

I]
C:q It was beyond the scope of tthepresentt program {.oconduct exi:enslve
_ field tests tie establish vehlclo vibrai:ion emission lL_vels for the

._.. ","i _. range of parameters encouni:ered in I, ighway des qn. Fari:unai:ely, [h_
....1.. I'.1 research efforts conducted by Tokita (2) in Japan provided a basis for

. :, colnbin[ng I:he results of both tile analysis and field I:est data obi:airled

in this study. The result ls a simple functional relationship between_: vehicle gross weight, pavement roughness, and speed used to estimate
_;,! traffic-induced vibration a olgslde a roadway,

I_ In order model traffic-induced vibration for traffic
to corllp l ex flows,

it was necessary to develop a I:heory based upon I:heconcept of an

i ._,_ equivalent: vibrattion level, The theory is analoqous to traffic noise

[_ models except thai: I:he geo/nei:ric spreading of waves away from thehighway and the absorption losses of I:hevibratlan energy with dlsttance

are different. Th0 model dewloped tieshllulai:ecomplex traffic flows,

I_ predici:s that each vehicle appears as a single identifiable source._! This appears to be I:rue even for heavy hlgh-speed I:rafflc flows,J

:.: _._ In order I:o assess the impaci: of traffic-induced vibration on the
_l highway neighbor, [_: was necessary to asselnble criteria for evaluai:ing

_._ both human percepi:lon and the poteni:ial For struci:ural danklge to
buildings. Appendlx IV coni:alns a review of many of the psyche!ogloal

':' _1_ factors thai: may Influence both human percepttion and complaint response
:_!; _ to traffic-induced vibration. The discussion in Appendix IV focuses
"_ upon resldeni:ial sli:uai:ions since this aspect of the traffic-induced

_.d _!-_ vibration problem was identtifJed as the most frequently encountered
complalni: sii:uation. In engineering terms, criteria for human percep-

:_ tion and building response were developed from Reference 3 daLa,
These criteria are pl'esentted, discussed, and usage Is indicated by

_ example in thc Reference I guidelines,

• The detail engineering analysis conduci:ed to develop berth prediction

!i_ I_ models and to assisi: in eva uai:ing I:he field tesi: results are presented
ii:,_ in Appendix V. These results were used I:odevelop I:heeng neer nq

! guidelines presen{:ed in Reference I.

Ii_#_

Under ttheTask D effort, field testing was conduci:ed t.o evaluai:e and
_; I:oquantify I:he pl'oblem of I:raffic-induced vlbration. Field m_asure-

meats were conductted Lo evaluate complaint crli:eria, abat:e,lentt

[_ strategies (deep ttrcnches cut in th_ ground), and building response to
1 trafflc-induced vibrattion. These dai:a are presented in Appendix Vl.
, Based upon the analysis of this data, recommendai:ions for simplified

' I_ field nleasurelneni:emethodology were developed. These recolnrnendations
km are presented in Reference I,



4.O SUMMARY

This report and Its appendices contain detailed information on l:h_follovllng aspects of Lhe traffic-induced vlbratlon problem:

APPENDIX I ANNOTATED DIBI.IOGRAPNY (by F. f. Rudder" and_.: S. I). Pettyjohn)

APPENDIX II ASSESSHENT OF COMPLAINT DAI'A AND ADJUDICATED CASES
(by J, N. B_Jl]antlne alld t,l, L, 14aclntyre)

;.!
APPENDIX III LEGAL PERSPECTIVE OF H]GIR,IAY INDUCED VIBRATION

(by Prof, J, W. Futrel])
APPENDIX IV IIUI.IANRESPONSE TO BUILDING VII]RATION (by Dr. C. L.

_II Nolland)

APPENDIX V ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC INDUCED VIDRATIONS

_ (by F. F, Rudder and Dr. B, l,lazanti)

['_ APPENDIX VI FIELD tIEASURE_IEi_JTSOF TRAFFIC-INDUCED VIBRATION

(by F. P. Rudder, L. V. t_azzare]la, and J. D.

!i] _ Pettyjohn).

These appendices provide a det:ailed basis to asslsl; public officials
_' I_ and englneers in ovaluatlng trafflc-lnduced vibration problems. The

,,_ _ appendices support the methodoloDy, reconlmendal[ons and conclusions"I

_.i_ of the Reference l guidelines for the analysis of trafflc-lnduced
_._ vibratloa.

_:'!
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APPENDIX I

'i _ ANNOTATED I]I DLIOGRAPHY
j,

,_ The fol]owlng annotated bibliography represents the results of the

_{_ first phase of Task A, Literature Review and Evaluation. The litera-

l!, i! tare review encompassed both a computer search using TRIg and efforts
_ _ In scanning abstracts, |ocating source material, and reviewing Indivi-

i_ dual papers or reports. The data listed In this annotated bibIIography

' _ _i_ is supplemented by the literature reviewed and listed In Appendix Ill

i:it_
_C on law, In Appendix IV on human response to vibration, and Appendix V

onEnoioeoringAspo0t0.
The istlng Is categorized by topic as follows:

_ Source Characteristics (Section A-I)

. ' Path Characteristics (Section A-2)

_"i Receiver Characteristics (Section A-3)

-! _ Legal Literature (Section A-4)

': _ A complete listing of the classification topics is presented Ini'_i TableA-i.

"r



i TABLE AI-I

;' _ LITERATURE REVIEW AND EVALUATION

(. TOPIC CLASSIFICATION

' (Continued)

A.I SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

_!i _ A,I.I ltIghwa Y Vibrations
• _.,_ A.I,I.I Vehicle and Traffic Flow Description

_( _ A.I.l,2 Highway Design Construction, and Halntenance Standards

_'_ _ A. 1.2 Environmental Vibrations_._ A.1.2.1 Sonic Booms

_i:i A,I,2.2 Railway Operational Vibrations
_., A.I.2.3 Subway Operational Vibrations

•" A,I.2,4 Construction Generated Vibrations

_;'im;!_ A.I.2.5 Blasting Vibrations
!,

c', _ A.I.3 Vibration Standards _ Criteria
_i{ A.I.3,i Standards Controlling Highway Vlbratlon

•, _ A.I.3,2 Standards Controlling Envlronmental Vibration
_:{ A.I.3,3 Measurement Standards

_ A,2 PATH CHARACTERISTICS
%!

.... : A.2.1 Oeol,og,ical guryey Techniques

_'!_.__ A,2,i,I Soil Sampling Techniquas
_, A.2,1,2 Sell Testing Techniques

!i A.2.1,3 Soil Parameters Related to Highway Design

i_i _ A,2.2 _4av_ Propagation
,, A.2.2,1 Analytical Oescriptlon

A.2.2.2 Experimental Description and Techniques

L_ A,2,2,3 Experimental Data

AI-I

r.,,, ......



TABLE AI'I
(Concluded)

m

1_ A.2.3 Wave AttEnuation

A.2.3. i Analytical DescriptionA,2,3,2 Experlmantai Description and Techniques
!'t

C.} A.2.3.3 ExperimEntal Data

A,2,4 Countermeasure Techniques

A,2,4,l Foundation and Footing Design
A,2,Jl.2 Trench Design

A,2,4,3 Barrier Design
A,2,4,4 Experimental Data

A.3 RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

't_:: A.3.1 I!uman,ResponsE tO Vibration (See Appendix III)

m
A,3,2 Structural Response

I A,3,2,1 SoiI-Foundatlon Coupling
A,3,2,2 Vibration CharactEristics of Building Structure

II A.3.2.3 Component Mode Vibration

._. A,3,2,k Building Design Standards

,_,_::_"Il A,3,2,5 Building Damage Criteria

._( A,4 LAWS GOVERNING AND LITIGATION ARISING FROM VIBRATION (S_e Appendix IV)

AI-2
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: A•I•I•] VEHICLE VIBRATIONS AND TRAFFIC FLOW DESCRIPTION

i I_ Yasuo Toklta; "Ground Vibrations Generated by Factorie% t4achlne
c and Vehlcles," Inter-Noise '73, Tech Univ. of Denmark, Copenhagen,

ll Aug. 22-211, 1973, pp. 85-89, Experimental results presented in theform of graphs for factory equipment and vel_leles. Results are to
be considered In the Ieglslation of vibration criterion in Japan.

':; Table of day/night horlzontal/vertlcal vibration limits presented.

_; I/hlffln,A• C.; Leonard, O• R.; "A Survey of Trafflc-lnduced Vibra-
tions," Road Res• Lab, Dept. of the Environment, RRL Report LR /I18,

" _J Crowthorne, Berkshire, 1971. A genera] comprehensive study of the
_; |'_ generation and transmission of vibrations, measurement of tilese

vibrations, comparison wlth other sources of ground vil}ration,
r_ structural end equipment response, human reaction and correlation

_, I_ of criteria.

i{'i ,_ Bate, M.; "Effects on Buildings of Vibrations Caused by Traffic,"
_;_ Build• Scl• V6, pp. 221-246, 1971 Analytical analyses for bulIdlng

; L_ motion dave]aped by matrix methods or Laplace transforms, results of
experimental work presented in Form of a probability histogram and

}i _ tables of basic characteristics of the Investigated statlstical sets•

i:'i

House, H. E.; "Traffic-lnduced Vibrations in gul]dlngs/' J. of the

Instit. of IImy•Engrs., The Highway Engrs•, V2O, H2, Feb. '73, p. 6-16..": General discussion of excitation forces, pavement/ground response,
propagation through sells, foundation and buIIdlng response, detection

:'! and damage criteria and life reduction In buildings. Figures on ground
i!i li vibration reduction with dlstance, magnification of vibes In structures,

_! I_ subjective response to vibrations, and life reduction In houses.

!,_![] Sutherland, H. B.; 'IAStudy of the Vibrations Produced In Structures
i'. [] by Heavy Vehicles,H Hlghway Res. Beard Proceedings of the 30th Annual

;_:] Meeting, 1950. ExperlmentaI results• Figures show how various

_;! _ factors affect vibrations. Factor_ are: I) weight of vehicle, 2)_I speed of vehicle, 3) braking and acceleration characteristics, /I)con-
_I dition of road surface, _) thickness of road bed, 6) distance of vehicle

from structure, and 7) nature of sol1 underlying roadway.

+_ _ Trait, J. d.; IJhlffln,A. C•; "ileasurementsof the Axle-Loads of Hovlng
VehlcIes on Trunk Roads,'tRoads & Road Constr., V43, pp. 209-21£I, 1965.

1; Discussion of axle-load daily variation and seasonal variation.

i Bernhard, R. R.; "Noise Tremor Due to Traffic," J. Acous. Sac. Amer.,
I:_ V12, Jan. '41, pp. 338-3h7• Experimental results of highway and rail-

road vibration, A very general analytical method Is offered. Results
i presented In form oF space diagrams.

_. Chu, M. L•; Doyle, G, R.; "Experimental Verification of Linear Random
Vibration Theory as Applied to a Four-Wheel Vehicle Traversing a Random

:' Terraln,'_JASA Abstract, V55, Supplement, p.._2, 1974. Analytical

_ model of vibration of vehicle and experimental results from simulator.

A1 "3
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Vlrchls, V. J.; Robson, J.'D.; "Response of an Accelerating VehtcTa

to Random Road Undulation," J. of Snd. G Vib., Oct, '71, V18, Nd,pp 423-427. Analytical procedure developed For vehicle Itself.
. Experimental results applied to analytical procedure.

- _ Robson, J, D.; "Deductions from the Spectra of Vehicle Response
Duo to Road Profile Excitation," J. of Snd. & VIb., V7, N2,

: rn pp ]56"158, 1968. Response of the vehlcle. Relationship between

._.i _ varying veloclties and vehiclo response.

'_ :'i Foley, J, T.; Gons, M. B.; Nagnuson, C. F; "Current Predictive

Transpor tat ion,
Models of the Dynamic Environment of " " J. Environ-

'SI mental Sciences, VI6, NI, JA/FE '73, pp, 18-28. The dynamic an-
: vironment experienced by cargo during transport.

Prlode, T.; "Noise and Vibrotlon Problems in ColnmerciaTVohlcles,"
" J. of:Snd. & Vib., VS, pp. 129-154, 1967. Experimental results of

noise and vibration in tilevehlcle cab, at tilecurbshle and in"tile

department, is noise and vibration in the cab.
cargo Emphasis on

;, llarmellnk,M. O.; "Noise and Vibration Control for Transportation

Systems," Dept. of lligllways,Ontario, D.H.O. Report No. RR ]68,? Oct. _70_ pp. 52. A very comprehensive state-of-the-art summary
of nolse and vibration control for transport systems. Described

:i. E_ are the physical properties of noise and vibration, Its measurement
B and analysis, Its effects, tolerable leveIs, its sources and ways

of suppressing, and the control of transportation noise and vlbra-
tion.

Prlode, T.; "Origins of Automotive Vohlcle Noise," J. of Sad. &
Vib., 1971, VlS, NI, pp. 61-73. Charecteristics of tilenoise pro-

_ ducod by the various major elements of a vehicle are discussed.
It Is shown that the noise emitted by the vehicle elements Is
determined primarily by the operational speed.

i_ _ Asplnall, D, T.; "Control of Road Noise by Vehlcla Design," J. of
Snd. & Vlb., VI3, N4, 1970, pp, 435-444. A discussion of noise con-
trol for vehicles _:oreduce both the Internal and the external noise

levels.

Waters, P. E.; "Control of Road Noise by Vehicle Operation," J, of

Snd. S Vlb., 1970, V]3, N4, pp. 445-453. Prosentatlon of somepreliminary nvost gotlons Into the noise emitted by road vehicles
under various operating conditions. It Is found that noise at
constant speed increases at a mean rate of 12 dBA per doubling of

distance.

, Kurzo, U. J.; "Noise from Complex Road Traffic," J. of Sad. & Vlb.,

1971, Vlg, N2, 167-177. Statistical are derived,
pp. parameters

Noise from freely flowllng traffic calculated considering traffic
''= mlxesj numerous roads, barriers, and other influences that can be

Ici approximated by tilesuperposltion of contributions from statistically
' [_ Independent elements.
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Kurze, U. J,; "Statistics of Road Traffic Nolsop" J. of Snd. & Vib.,

1971, VI8, N2, pp. 171-195. Analytical determination of the statistical: parameters of traffic noise. The probabillty distrlbution, tilemean
end the variance of the sound pressure level are calculated.

,,, Johnson, D. R.; Saundars, E. G.; The Evaluation of Noise from Freely
_ Flowing Road Traffic," J. of gnd. & Vib., 1968, VT, H2, pp. 287-309.

m Results of sound level surveys taken at a variety of ]ocatlons and

of road traffic types. Examines the effect of velocity, th_ Immedlatei.

. surroundings alld of gradients. Some equations are derived,

Yaow_ K. W.; "A Stochastic Hodel of the Noise Field Emitted from

i_ Traffic in Steady Flow," J. of Snd. Z-Vib., 1974, V32, N2, pp. 227-239.
Assumes steady-flow Is equal to statistically stationary traffic flow.

i __, A theoretical model Is developed.

Peters, 5.; "The Prediction of Railway Noise Profiles," J. of Snd. &
m Vlb., 1974, V32, N1 pp. 87-99. A method for predicting the rise and

decay of the noise emitted from a passing train is [)resented.

'_ Relter, W. F., Jr.; Hart, F. D.; "Experimental Investigation of thei

_ Vibrational Characteristics of Truck Tires," JASA Abstract, VSI, NI,
:_.i[_ Prt. I, 1972, p. 8B. Results of an experiment to obtain the data

necessary to describe the vibrational behavior of truck tlres, effects
;I [] of pressure, tread, and load on frequency and mode shapes and the

[] relationship between sidewall and tread vibration.

!;; _ Relter_ W. H.; Harper, L. J.; Eberhardt, A. E.; "In Service Tire Vibra-
tlon Investigation," JASA Abstract_ V53, NI, 1973, p. 306. Experimental
data obtained for tire sound end vibration for understanding tire noise_x

_c .oeneratlngmechanisms and Influence of load, tread type, tread wear

_i:i _ and speed.

:_ Copiay, L. G.; "Consulting Experience wlth the New Federal Highway
!! _ Noise Standards," JASA Abstract, V53, Ni, 1973, p. 305. The paper
)_:! _ addresses procedural aspects of the standards.
., t

) A.I.l.2 HIGItWAYDESIGN, CONSTRUCTION,AND MAINTENANCESTAIIDARDS

;:! Bernhard, R. K.; "Highway Investigation by Heans of induced VibratIon_"
_ Penn State Col. Bull., Engr, Exp. Sin., BulI. No. 49, V33, 1939. The
E_ results of tests to determine properties of the highway and the subsoil.

Straight forward equations given for propagation speed in lower strata

, _ and depth of strata. Curve of amplitude vs. distance provided.

i; "Penn Stete=s Continuing Pavement Test is Yielding Valuable Research
:: Results," Highway Research flows,N53, i/inter'73, Pp. 20-21. Tests

performed bridge and hlghwey materials.
to check varlous surfaces

Sol] pressure and stress on sell and pavement Is monitored. Skld
tests being performed.
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Nayal% P. R.i "Surface-Roughness Effects In Rolling Contact," J. of

Applied Mechanics, V39, g2, '72_ pp. analytical
June 115G-/160. An

procedure is developed to explain surface-roughness. The solution
• - Is most applicable when the normal load is low or tile surface roughness

Is hlgh,

' Dodds, C. J.; Robson, J. D.I "The Description of Road Surface Roughness,"

J. of Snd. & Vlb., 1973, V3], N2, pp. 175-]83. The development of an=r_ ana|ytlcel technique to describe road surface unduIatlons which can
be used to describe vehicle response. Solution is tile resul_ of an
assumption that road surfaces may be considered as realizations of

!:_ ,_ homogeneous and isotroplc two-dimenslonal gausslan random processes.

Wltllamsj T. E, If.; "Higllway Engineering and tile Influence of Geometric

Design Charecterlstlcs on Noise," J. of Snd. & Vlb., VIS, NI, 8 Mar.'7], pp. 17-22. General discussion of noise from traffic and those
things which can be done to the highway or along the right or ways to

lower noise levels. Table of day/night nolse levels for a variety ofroads.

Bar, I/.;"Urban Transport and Envlronment," J. of Snd. & Vib., 197],

41-51, General dlscusslon of the conflicts betweenVlS, N1, Pp. a

good urban environment and the needs of transport is developed. Using
established common ground on five issues, a plan of attack Is proffered,

Brown_ S. F.; Bush, D. I.; "Dynamlc Response of Model Pavement Structure,"
Transpor. Engr. J., ASCE, vgS, TE4, Prec. Pap, 9363, llov. '72, pp. 1005-

1022. In-situ measurements of stress, strain and deflection In a labmodel pavement subjected to dynamic loading is reported. Alm of the
11

i! test was to check the valldlty of llnear elastic theoretical solutions

_ the three layer system.
ilobblns,E. g.; l#arnes,C. E.; "Traffic Data for Concrete Pavement
Design," Transpor. Engr. J., ASCE, V99, TEl, Proc. Pap. 9555, Feb. '73,

_ pp. 17-29. Reported in this paper is the development of generalized
"_' m trafflc data representative of road and street type. It Is for use
.... with computer program PCCII_/Y.

'I Phang, I¢, A.; "Vehlcle Weight Regulation and the Effects of Increased
'; Loading on Pavements, =' Dept. of Highways, Ontario, OllO Report Me.

,-s RR 151, Nov. '69, pp. 16. A comparison of tileeffects of increased
"' _ loading on flexible and rlg{d pavements Is made with some recommenda-
•; _ tlons for the future.

: _ Casgoly, P. F.; Campbell, T. I.; Agarwal, A. C.l "Bridge Vibration
, I_ Study," Ministry of Transportation and Communications, MTC Report No,

181, Sop, '72, pp. 30. A computer program is the basis of this
!'_ l"it comprehensive study. Free vibration theory Is examined wlth comparisons

J_ of theoretical and experimental results made also.
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Jung, F. W,: "Slmplifled Deslgn Live Load Patterns for Use in Con-

troillng Vehlcle Weights on Brldges,_'Dept. llighways,Ontario,
of

DIIOReport No. RR 1119,Sap, 'Og. This report is a study in general
• msthematlcal terms, of the affect of axle group loads on the forces

and moments of continuous and simply supported brldge structures.ii The approach is deterministic rather than statistical, having valldity

i'i m for a limited range of bridge spans.

_ Veletsos, A, S.; Tseng Huang: "Analysis of Dynamic Response of Highway
,, Bridges," J, Engr. liech. Div., ASCE, V96, Ei4S, Oct. '70, pp. 593-620.

: ,i;l z= Analytloal technlque is developed to describe both tile vehlcie and
the bridge, their motions and the constraints to be used to compute

!'! the dynamlc response of highway bridges uader the action of moving
: vehicles.

'i _ Page, J.; Hlmpact Tests on Pipes Buried under Roads," RRL Report No.
_" 35, Road Research Laboratory, t.IinIstryof Transport, Crowthorne,
' _ 1956. The results of tests to determine Impact factor and dynamic

I:_I strains are reported for four types of vehicles on both smooth
:; and rough surfaces.

;; Brown, P. P.; J'AlrfleidPavement Evaluation Procedures," J. Aerospace
.C, Transportation Olv., ASCE, Vg], ATI, Prec. Pap. _299, April '65, pp.L_

It', 15-31. A summary of current procedures describing methods of appraising

surface conditions; in place and lab test determination of load capacityand procedures for converting a multi-wheel system to a single wheat

i load system Is provided.

,:i Yang, tl.C,; "Interaction of Aircraft and ground Structure," J. Structo
_ Dlv,, ASCE, V96, Prt. i, STG, Prec. Pap. 7_60, June '70, pp. 1119-II/_2.

Derives an analytical procedure to account for aircraft response,

structure response, pavement response to the excitations created
and

.ii when the rolling aircraft traverses rough surfaces.

Burr, J. O.; Leblanc, E. J.; "Res, Report No. 75, Res. Proj. No. 7i-3C(B),!L_; Louisiana liPR i(ll), Louisiana Dept. of Hwys., Harch '74. Results of
:1 a study of the vibration of ]umlnaires located at bridoes and overpasses
_ I_ and the various dampers tested to suppress these vlbratlons are reported.

L_

A,].2 ENVIRONHENTAL VIBRATIONS

Ferahian, R. H.; Graefe, P. W. U. i "Comparison of Earthquake, Blast,
and Pulse Excitations, _Engr. Journ., V55, N3, March _72, pp. 12"19.

"}_._ The results of a comparlson of the response spectra for the acceleration
of three types of forcing function are discussed. Graphs of acceleration

i: amp]Itude vs. frequency or time are presented for the three functions,

Gray, D. D.; Johnson, K. L.; "The Dynamic Response of Elastic Bodies in
!i Roiling Contact to Random Roughness of their Surfaces," d. of Snd, _.

tt_ Vlb., i972, V22, N3, pp. 323-_112. The theory and techniques of random
vibration are applied to this study to assess the fluctuations in the

,: contact force for a wheel or a rail. Both theoretical and experlmental
results are obtained.
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A,1.2.1 SONIC I)OOHS
: Goforth, T. T.; HcDonald, J. A,; "A Physical Interpretation of Seismic
;i Waves Induced by Sonic Boomsp" J. Seophys. Res., V75, Prt. 5, lie, 26,

,_,, pp. 5087-5092, 1970. Assuming that aircraft flying level and un-
accelerated lsequlvalent to a static load, a computer program ls run
to compare experimental and theoretical results. Figures showing the

,_, _ll comparisons Is given.
L.I

iii Cook, J. C.; Doforth, T.; Cool<, R. K.; "Seismic and Underwater Responsesto Sonic Boom," J. Acous. Soc. America, V51, He. 2, Prt. 3, 1972, pp.

= )i 729-741. Thls report ls a summary of work done In relation to seismic
_ end underwater responses to sonic boots, Doth experimental and theorotlcaI
:' results are Included. It compares the maximum particle velocity resulting

_" _ from a sonic boom as being equa] to the velocity resulting from a car
• passing at 30 mph, 30 feet away on a paved road. Velocity profiles are
• Included.

Cook, J. C.; aoforth, T. T.; "Ground tlotion from Sonic Booms," J. of
_, Aircraft, AIAA, Har. 170, V7, N2_ pp. 126, 129. A general discussion
_; I_ of crlterlon for building damage (21N/SEt), equipment used to measure

seismic responses, and results of some experlmenta] results.
C

!ii Esplnosa, A. F.; Slera, J. P.; lllckey,H. V.; "Seismic Waves Generated
" _ by Sonic Seems: A Geoacoustlcal Problem," J. Acous. Soc. Amer., VII4,
,:, t_ N4, 1968, pp. 1074-I082. The observations derived from experlmental

measurements of seismic waves generated by sonic-booms. Figures showing

:,, _ relative amplltude vs. period are presented.

_i:_ De]Ins, I.; McCarty_ V._i.;Kaschak, G.; Donn, W. L.; _I0bservatlonof
_i I_ EGr|y Arriving Solsmlc Signal from Appolo 16 Launch," JASA Abstract,

_iTi V52, NS, Prt. l, 1972, p. 1312. Discussion of rocket-generated seismicl
disturbances end signal characterlstlcs, analysis techniques and

ii'i Instrumentation Is given.

DaIlns, I.; McCarty, V. M.; "Strong Seismic Wave Generation Hecllanlsms
'_" During Large Rocket Launches and Static Tests," JASA Abstract, V51, NI,
_t, _ prt. ], 1972, p. It16. Provided Is a discussion of three types of waves
.'I'_ generated during launch and static firings, their propagatlon and
"it characteristics along with Instrumentation to measure.

Weber, G._ "Sonlc Do_n Exposure Effects II.l: Structures and Terrain,"
J. of Snd.& Vib., Feb. _72, V20p Nil, pp. 505-509. Tills report ls a
general discussion and evaluation of effects of sonic booms on topo-

graphical features and ground motion effects on structures and a dis-
cussion of structural parameters,

_ _ 14arrenjC. H. E._ IIRecentSonlc-Sang Studies in the United Klngdom_"
]_I J. Acous. Soc. Amer., VSI, N2, Prt. 3, 1972, pp. 783-789. Thls paper

cites the results of resent sonic-boom studies Including experimental
i F_ results of the influence of sonlc-booms on greenhouses, cathedrals, and

other hlstorlc and non-historic structures.

i;
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PauagadhI, L. J.; Yajnik, H. D.; "Vibration of Circular Elastic PlatesDue to Sonic Boom," Acous. Sac. Amer., V52, Nip Prt. 2, 1972, pp. 260-
269. An analytical formula Is developed to describe the response of
large clrcular plates to axlsymotric transl_,k vibrations. The result-

S, ing solution Is than applied to three structural materials with the
i tl; aid of a computer. Plots of dynamlc deflection are glven.

;i i_ Crocker, t4. J.; Hudson, R. R.; "Structure Response to Sonic Booms,"

,/_ J. of Snd. £, Vlb., 1969, vg, N3, pp. 454-468. Using an Idealized
;4 mathematlcal expression to represent an H-_lave and considering struc-

J I_ rural members as a mass-sprlng-damper system_ the various sonlc-boom

!_ parameters are varied to determine their relative influence on
structural response.!:!

G _ C1arkson, D. L.; Mayas, il. H.; "Sonlc-Boom Induced Buildlng Structure
_:: _J Responses Including Damage, "J. Acous. Sac. Amer., VSl_ N2, Prt. 3,

1972, pp. 742-757. This article Is a comprehensive study on structure

response to airborne waves, including sections on the response and: damage to historic buildings. The study Includes some analysis and
exper lmonta] results.

Hubbard, H. H.; Hayes, _.I.H.;IrSonlcBoom Effects on People and
: Structures," NASA SP-147, National Aeronautlcal _;Space Adm., Langley

Research Center, 1967. A general discussion of the effects of sonic-

ii i _i boom overpressures on the responses of persons Inside and outside a= dwe111ng and the response of the structure to airborne waves. Figures
i_ showing the effect of rise time and duration on tileplots of relative
; _ Jl_ amplitude vs. frequency are also shown.

_' Rylander, R.; Soranson, S.; Andrea, B, O.; Chateller, g.; Espmarkp Y.;
"_ Larsson, T.; Thackray, R. I.; "--"onlcBoom Exposure Effects - AFleld

Study on Humans _ Animals, "J. of Snd. t.Vlb., 1974, V33, N4, pp. 471-
i'i 486. Explained In thls report Is the result of a field experiment to
!i study the reactions of humans after exposure to sonlc-booms with special
'.' reference to startle reactions. Animal responses were monitored also.
b

Hay, D. N.; "The Loudness of Sonic Booms Heard Outdoors as Simple
,L _ Functions of 0verpressure and Rise Time," J. of Snd. _.Vlb., 1971, V]8,

m NI, pp, 3}-43. In this study a comparison Is made between some derived
, semi-empirical formulas with accepted theoretlcaI loudness calculations In

m_ the prediction of the loudness of sonic booms heard outside• An experi-

_ mental as well as analytlcaI assessment was made.

l_;t A.1.2.2. RAIL_¢AYOPERATION VIBRATIONS
;i []
, Nayak, P. R.; "Contact Vibrations," J. of Snd. _.Vlb., V22, N3, 1972,
• '_'Zl pp. 297-322. Thls paper develops some of the theoretical groundwork

I_ necessary for detailed physical explanations of experimentally observed
phenomena In vibratory point contact. Three cases are analyzed; undamped
free vlbratlonsp forced damped vibrations with slnusolda] Input_ and

vlbratlans with broadband random input.

Nayak, P. R.I _'Contact Vibrations of a _/heel on a Ral], _=J. of Snd. &

VIb., 1973, V28, N2, pp. 277-293. An analytical model Is developed toexplain hlgh-frequency contact vibrations.
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Bender, E. K.; "Noise and Vibration of Resiliently Supported Track

J. Acoust. Soc. V_5, N2, Bob. '74, 2_9-268. This
Slabsp" Amor., PP.
paper examInes an analytical model of tho dynamic response, vibra-
tion Isolation, and sound radlation of resiliently supported Lr'ack

-- _ slab.
Nlshlkl, T., 5hiralshl, 5.; "Overloads on Japants i30-MPII Railroad

i m Structures," J. Struot. Div., ASCE, V96, Prt• ], ST6, Proe• Pap. 7325,
' ' _ Juno _70, pp• 10i7-1023. Provided In this paper Is a general discus-
' slon of the live loads carried by trains and the corresponding
" { frequency.

. lj_

•L 1'5 Drew, F. P.; _'Loading Histories," ProceEdings of AREA Seminar; Munse,
" W. II.;5tallmeyor, J. E.; Draw, F0 P, (Ed); Amar. Ralhvay Engr. Assoc.,

[_ _9 East Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill., 1968. This article providesresults of tests conducted at train bridges to determine their ]oadlng
histories during train passage. Results are plotted in black diagram

• _ form.
' Brown, L. M; "Effect of Construction Equipment Vibration on Nearby

,L mm Bulldings," Ontario Dept. of Transportation & ConTnunications, pp. 117-

_ I _

131, Summarization of tilevarious criteria that have been used to
,,, a_ evaluate damage. States that tests have shown that velocity Is the

best indicator of damage. Graphs of velocity vs. distance for five

types of construction equipment performing a variety of tasks isIncluded.

Brown, L. M.; "Measurements of Vibrations Caused by Construction Equip_mont and Blasting," Ontario Dept• of fllghways,DHO Report No. RRI72,
April'71,pp. 61. A comprehensive review of both experimental and

,::, m genera] analytical methods related to vibrations from bJastlr,_ and
• _ construction. Discusses safe llmlts, human sensitivity, effects on

dwellings, attenuation with distance and other subjects. Several
figures representing results of vlbration tests are provided.

.]_ Im_ Tledmann, D• A.i "Ground Notions from Vlbratory Roller Compaction of
': Cohesive Soil," Bureau of Reclamation, U,S. Dept. Interior, REC-ODE-70-
_'_ m[ 28, June '70, pp. 22. Experlmontai results in graphic form are reported

: m and discussed for applicability with any corresponding detrimental
effects the vibrations may have.

i A.I.2.5 BLASTING VIBRATIONS

I Nlchotss, H. R•; Johnson, E• F.; Ouvail, W. I.; "Blasting Vibrationsand their Effects on Structures," Bureau of MinEs, U. S. Dept. of the
Interior, Bulletin GSG, 1971, 101 pp. A comprehensive overview of

N blasting vibrations, both alr and ground vibrations, including Instru-mentation, safe vibration levels for dwelling, generation and propaga-
tion of vibration waves and methods for estimation of safe vibration
leve]s. Contains both analytical methods and experimental results.

N Veloclty profiIes as a function of frequency are provlded.

k
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Davies, J. V. i "Ground Vibrations front Tunnel Blasting," Tunnels and

F= Tunnelling, V2, N3, pp. 141-144, May 1970. Thls article lncIudes a
general discussion of the properties of a ground wave, formulas for
predleting amplitude, effect of vlbratlon on buildings and a cril.erlon

for damage Is establlshed.

Dural1, W, I.; Fogelson, D. E.; "Review of Criteria for Estlmatlng

Damage to Residences from IJ astlng Vibrations," Report of Investlga-• ' ties 5968, TN23, V7, U.S. Dept. Interior, Dureau of Hines_ 1962,
19 pp. Thls Is a review of invcstlgations Into what quantity Is the

._, best Indicator of bulldlng damage followed by reco_nendations fordamage criteria. Criteria Is presonted In tileform of graphs of
displacement and velocity as a function of frequency,

gollInger, g. A.; Blast Vibration Analysis, Southern Illinois UniversityPress, 1971, 132 pp. Thls is a complete book covering tile physics of
wave motlon, the generatlon of seismic waves from blastlng, the m8asure-

ment of blast vibrations, analysis of blast seismograms, and damagecriteria and effects of vibrations,

Thau, S. A,; "Motion of a Finite Rigid Strip In an E]astlc Half SpaceSubjected to Blast Wave Loading," Intrn]. J, of Solids and Structures,
V7, N2, pp, 193-211, 1971. An analytical model Is arrived at to

: describe tilemotion of an obstacle Imbedded In a half-space and subjected

to blast waves, The scattering of elastic waves by diffraction andradiation is considered.

Isenberg, J.: Lee, L: Agbablan, H. S.: "Response of Structures to Com-blned Blast Effects," Transport Engr. J., ASEE, V.Qg, TE4, Prec. Pap.
_ 10166, Nov, '73, Pp, 887-9OB. Provides nlethodsof computing dynamic

structural response due to combined air blast and ground shock loading.Comparisons are made between experimental measurements and analytical
computations.

Harper, M, J.; Hawkins, S. J.; Hicks, J. A.; "Explosively Generated", Air Pressure Waves for Structural Forcing," J, of Snd, & Vlb., I970,
•_ VII, N2, pp, 217-224. Explalned Is the use of aerial blasts to deter-

]_ mlne the response of structures.
l

i_ A,I.3 VIBRATION STANDARDS AND CRITERIA

Armstrong, H. D.; Jung, F. W.; Phang, k4.A.; "A Proposed Hethod of
Regulating Vehlcle Weights In Ontario," Dept. of Highways, Ontario,

[_ DIIOReport go. 16G, Sept. 1970, 25 pp. Discusses vehlcle weight regu-
: _" latlon proposed which use axle weights and a "bridge formula." The

purpose of the regulation is to permit the greatest payload without

'. [,_ causing abnormal damage,

' Crocker, M, J.; "Vibration Control and giodynamlcs," JASA Abstract, VSl,

NI, Prt. l, 1972, p, 16. Tills Is a summary of different papers offered
["i" on thls subject,
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I:,

Flshman, D.; "ISO/TC 108 - t4echan{cal Vibration and Shock," J. of

Environmental Sciences, Vl6, Ni, da/fe '73, pP. 29-32. General over-vlew of the group that determines vibration criteria and limits,

r_ A.2.1.2 SOIL TESTING TECHNIQUES
1

_q Van Zelst, T. W.; "Geophysical Instruments in Highway Planning," Pre-
" _ seated at the Reglenal Conference, International Road Federation, Lhnaj
_! IJ Peru, May 17-27, 1365. Describes oquipnlent available for testing soils
i:' and determlning parameters of subsoils and how to use this equipment.VT

[_ Davis, L. L.; West, L. R.; "Observed Effects of Topography on Ground

!_ Hotlon," Dull. Selsmo Sac. Amar., V63, DI, pp. 283-298, Fef. '73.
., _g Topography plays a significant role and is an Important consideration

' [_ In determining the seismic motion that a particular site receives accord-
• Ing to this study. This conclusion is the result of the Interpretations
i of data obtained from field experTrnents.

:i Lysmer, J.; Seed, II.D.; Schwabel, P. B.; "Influence of Oase-Rock
,; Characteristics on Ground Response," Dull. Seismo Sac. Amer., VGI, NS,

:_i [] pp, 1213-1231, Oct. '71. Response characteristics of nine typlcaI soil
i |_ deposits over different types of base-rock are studied to evaluate the
'; influence of base-rock on surface accelerations, Conclusions are based

i_i rt| on experimental data. Graphs comparing accelerations as functions of
. _ wave periods for ground surface motions and base-rock motions are
_: Included.

; _ Dezfullan, H.; Seed, H. B.; "Response of Non-Uniform Soil Deposits to_] Travelling Seismic Waves," J. Sell Hech _ Founda Dlv., ASCE, V97, Prt. I,
_I SMI, Prec. Pap. 7808, Jan. '71 pp. 27-46. Provides effects of local!7

:':J_ soil condition on the amplitude and frequency characteristics of ground
L_ surface motion. Experlmenta] results are reported.

,J

r_ Nelson, I.; Baron, M. L.; "Application of Variable Modull Models to Soil
i

. Behavior," Intrnl. J. of Solids & Structures, 1971, V7, N4, pp. 399-417.B
'i_ A mathematlcaI model to describe tile action of soils under both static

!?i and/or dynamic loads is developed in terms of tileIncremental stress-

[_ strain relations. The model Is examined for unlaxial strain and trl-"i,' axial compression because of the availability of these soil tests.

D'Appolonla, E.; "Dynamic Loadlngs," J. Sell /tech.& Founda. Div., ASCE,V96, Prt. I, SHI, Prec. Pap. 7010, Jan. '70, pp. 49-72. Methods used to
i place and Improve soil in situ for the support of structures are appraised

H Also presented are criteria used to assure tolerable deformation of
structures during dynamic Ioadings.

A.2.2.1 WAVEPROPAGATION: ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION

Rlchartt P. 9., Jr.; Hall, J, R., Jr.; Woods, R. D.; Vibrations of Sells

and Foundations, Prentlce-lle]1_Inc,, 1970, Englewood G11ffs, New Jersey.This Is a complete book covering such topics as vibrations of elementary

l,l
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systems, wave propagation in an elastic, homogeneous, isotroplc medlump
_11 elastic waves in layered media, behavior of dynamically loaded sells,

: I'! theerles Far vibration of Foundations on elastic media, Instrumontatlens,
. and des)gn procedures.

• I_ Ben-Amoz, ft.;"The Effective Wave Velecltles of lieteroganeousMaterials,"
|u Intrnl. J. Engr., SCI, V7, NIO, pp. 990-IOlP, 1969. The effective wave

/ velecltias and impedances of a two-phase elastic sollds are determlnad
_'J _, by an approximate analytical method.
!j [,j

:!_ Beaudet, P. R.; "Elastic Wave Propagation In Heterogeneous Media," Bull.
:_ El Selsmo Sac. Amer., V60, H3, Pl).769-784, 1970. An anaIytlcal wave

" _ equation is derived then solved for tileensemble average ef partlcle
'; displacements produced by an explosion. The results are compared with
;': field observations from underground nucIear tests.

Chwalczyk, F.; Rafa, J.; Wledarczyh, E.; "Propagation of Two Dimensional
: t#on-StationaryStress Waves In a SemI-Inflnlte Viscoelastic Body, Produced

i _ by a Normal Load Moving Over the Surface with Subseismic Velocity,"
L_ Procecdlngs of Vlb, Prob., VIi, N3, pp. 241-257, 1972. An analytloal

closed-form solution to the propagatlon problem ef nen-sta_ienary two-

dimensional stress waves of the Boltzmann type Is obtained. The wavesare produced by a pressure uniformly distrlbuted along a line and moving
' wlth subseismic velocity.

_ Ounkin, J. W.; Corbln, D. 0.; "Deformation of e Layered Elastic Half-

i

:.! =_ Space by a Uniformly Moving Line Loads, "Bull. Seisme Sac. Amer., V60,
NI, pp. 167-191, Feb. '70. As described In thls article, far uniformly
moving Ilne loads along the surface, the defermetlen of the half-space

i!i l_l depends on the manner in which the load couples Into the surface-wavemed_s.

"_ _ l(eer,L. M.; "Moving and Simultaneously Fluctuating Loads en an Elastic
Half-Plane," J, Aceus. Sac. Amer., V47, N5, Prt. 2, pp. 1559-i565, 1970.
An analytical procedure is arrived at and salved for the combined problem

of and line loads, It Is found that
moving simul tanaous ]y fIuctuatlng

.._ symetrlcal load distributions will result In a displacement response
;_ beneath the load that Is asymmetric.

!i Norwood, F. R.; "Interior Notion ef an Elastic Half-Space Due tea Normal
Finite Moving Llne Load on Its Surface," Intrnl. J. ef Solids & Structures,

V6, NI2, pp. 1483-1498, 1970. in this reference an analytical exact ex-', prasslen Is derived for th_ transient response of a hair-space te normal
finite load sieving en its surface. The solution Is found to be a super-

:r position of cylindrical, hemispherical, conical and plane waves.

_' Daniel, I. M.; Marine, R. L.; "Wave Propagation in a Layered Hedel Due
to Point Source Loading in a lilgh-lmpedanceMedium," Geophysics, V36, N3,

! [_ June '71, pp, 517-532. Dynamic photoelastic techniques are used to study
El the Incident, reflected and refracted waves In a layered model. The

experimental results are studies of propagation and attenuation character-

l_ Istlcs of waves In both layers.
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l!

Wolf, O.; "Propagatlon of Love Waves In Layers with Irregular Boundarios,u

Pure Applied Geophysics, V78, NI, pp. II8-57,1970. An analytical study
I_ Is made of tilescattered field which results when a Love wave Is incident

on layer having an irregular surface•

': _ Clements, D. L.; RoGers, C.; non Wave PropaGation In Inhogeneous Elastic
: 14edlaj'IIntrnl• d. of Solids t,Structures, VIO, NG, Prt, I, pp. 661-679,

1974. An analytical technique in the form of matrix transformations is

_i!_ used to describe wave propagation In an Inhomogeneous eJastlc radar slab•

!_ Borcherot, R. g.; "Raylolgh-Type Surface Wave on e Lineal"Viscoelastic
';.,;_ Half-Space," J, Argus. Sac. _mer., V54, N6, pp. 1651-1653, 1973. An
_: I_ analytical solution for thls problem is arrlved at. ThE veloclty,
':,,= absorption coefficient, and displacement field are described theoretically.

IT Sldhu, R. S.; "Transmission of Rayieigh Waves the Surface of a lletero-
7 geneous _ledlum,"Pure Applied Geophysics, VSO, 113,pp. I18-70,1970. A
ci _. purely analytical dissertation Is presented for tilederivation of the

:. _ frequency equation for Rayleigh wave propagation In the medium.
rl

Bose, S. K.; Chatterjee, A. K.; t_Gnthe Vibration of a Wail Due to Plane

_' I_ P, S, and Raylelgh Waves," lntrnl. J. Engr. Sol, 1972, VlO, pp• 729-742.
ICI.:I;_ . Tileanalytical solution to the problem described In the title is solved.

i" f_ Tsal, N. C•; Housner, G. W.; "Calculation of Surface Motions of a Layered

:' _ Half-Space_" gull• Selsmo Sac. Amer., V60, N._,pp. 162_;-1651,Got• '70•
:_ An exact and an approximate computational model Is presented for digital
,:! transient analysis of a set of linearly viscoelastic layers on an

;: ._ elastic half-space with vertlcally-travelling waves. Calculated responsesare compared with recorded motions.
, !

C.! _ Chrlstensen, R. M.; "Wave PropaGation In Elastic Media wlth a Periodic
.i:_ic_ Array of Discrete Inclusions," J. Acous. Sac. Amer., V55, till,pp. 700-
!:: 707, 1974, Thls study concerns the propagation of tlme harmonic waves
:_ {_ In a continuous medium In which ls Imbedded a three-dlmenslonal periodicL

_=i array of dlscrate Inclusions. This work tries to account for multiple-
reflection effects boil.leoninclusions. A steady-state solution Is

_:_ obtaIned.

'Ct7 I_
) Wolf, A.; "The Equation of Motion of a Geophona on the Surface of an Elastic
i Earth,n Geophysics, Vg, pp. 29-35, ]944. A mathenlatlcalmodel Is developed
: |_ to account for the varying elastic module values of the earth and the

!:: [_i damping effect involved In the response of the geophone.

_: [_ Wood, g. H.; "Parameterless Examples of Wave Propagation,_IJ. Argus. Sac.: Amer.; VS/_,N6, 1973, pp. I727-1736. Examples of wave propagation are
:i analytically derived In parameterless form.

[_ Schoenberg, N.; "Plane Wave Propagation in Stratified Anisotroplc Hedla,H
J. Acous. Sac, Amer., V55, NS, pp. 922-92_;,1974• Given is an analytical
solution to the problem of slnusoida] piano waves propagating in stratl-

fled medium, each layer of which Is elastic homogeneous and fully anise-tropic.
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r
Thurston, G. G.; Shl-Yu t4u;"gliational-Wave Transmission through a
Viscoelastic Layar at llormal Incidence, J. Acous. Sac. kmer., V34,
NS, ]962, pp. 653-644. The theory of transmisslon of a plane wave
through an inflnlte piano layer is consldorod where the media Invmlvod
are asnumed to be ]Ineraly viscoeIastlc, their properties speclflod by
four elastic constants.

#_
Smith, P. G.; Greenl¢orn,R. A.; "Theory of Acoustlcal Uave Propagation

in Porous Hedla," J. Acous. Sac. Amer., V52, NI, Pit. 2, ]972, pp. 2117-253. A theory is developed to describe the propagation of sound waves
In a rigid isotropic and homogeneous porous medium filled with a com-
presaible fluid, including bo_h the effect of viscous dissipation and

the effect of thermal conduction. Tileanalytical are compared
results

wlth Independent experimental results.

Wright, J. P.; Baron, H. L.; "Exponentially Decaying Pressure PulseMoving wlth Constant Velocity on the Surface of a Layered Elastic
Matorla] (Super Seismic Layer, Subseismlc IlalfSpace)," J. Appllod Mech.,

V37, MI, pp. lhl-i52, 1970. An analytical procedure Is developed todescrlbo the response of a layered elastic half-space to a progressing
exponantlaIly decaying normal surface pressure. A computer program
for evaluating str=sses and velocitlos at points In the medlum Is

_., developed and resuIl:sare prosanted for a typical configuration of=interest.

B Henzl, A. N.; Dally, J. W.; "A Photoelastlc Study of Stress Wave Propaga-tlon In a Quarter-Plane," Beophysics, V36, N2, Apr. '71, pp. 296-_IO.
The results of an exporimenta] Investigation conducted on a quarter-

piano loaded wlth an oxpIoslve charge at one point on the boundary.nesuIts are obtalnod for both the P and R-wave Interaction wlth the
corner,

".)

Mason, M,; "AnIsotropy, Scaling, Lenses,
I. Diffraction Surface Wave and

Focusing," J. Acous. Sac. Amer., V53, Nh, 1973, pp. 1123-1128. Analytical
formu)atlon to explaln wave phenomena associated wlth lenses, specifically

anlsotroplc diffractlon. Experimental results that Illustrate theprlnolpal conclusions are presented.

Tsal, S. I_.;One, E. C.; Tan, B. P.; Wang, P, H.; l_Appllcatlonsof theZ-Transform Method to the $oIutlon of the Wave Equation," J. of Snd.
Vlb., 1971, V]9, NI, pp. 17-90. The one-dlmensiona] wave oquatlon is

solved using the z-transform method.
Thapliyal, V.; "The Combined Effects of Transverse Isotropy and In-
homogeneity on Love Uaves,H Bull. Salerno.Sac. Amer., V63, NI, pp. 49-57,

Feb. '73, An analytical fornluiotlondefining the characteristic frequencyequation for Love waves propagating in a finite layer overlying an anise-
tropic and Inhomogeneous half-space Is derived.

"The Propagation of _¢aves In Elastic Solid H_dla," Love, A,E,H,; A
Treatise on tile /.tathematical Theory of Eiasticlty, Fourth Ed]tlon, Dover
P_ublico'tibns,'N.Y,, 1544, pp. 253-309. An analytical formuIation and

wave propagation elastic so]ld media. Begins a
discussion of In with

description of the motion at distances away from the source In all
directions.
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Warburton, Go B._ "Forced Vibrations of a Body on an Elastlc Stratum,"

J. of Applied Mech., March 1557, pp. analytical procedure55-58. An
to describ_ the response of a solid body on an elastic stratum under
the Influence of forced vibrations. The theoretical results obtained

are compared wI th experimental resu]ts.

Timoshenko, S.; G0odler, J. It.; Theory of Elasticity, pp. 362-372 only,

IT 2nd Edition, McGraw-Ilill Book Be., Inc. IgSI. Analytical discussIon ofJ_i the Force on the boundary of a semi-infinite body and the load distri-
buted over a part of the boundary of a seml-lnfinlte solId.

._ Hayes, H. A._ Rivlln, R. S.; "Propagation of Slnusoldal Small-Amplitude
Waves in a Deformed Viscoelastic Solids," J. Acous. Soc. Amer., V5I, N5,

": Prt. 2, ]972, pp 1652-1663. Analytically, the mean energy flux vector
I_ for a p]ane slnusoldal wave of srnal1-amplltude is calculated. Also

'_ If:! considered are the Internal reflection of an Sit wave at the plane sur-
Face of a I|alf-space, and the reflection-refraction problem at th_

]_ plane Interface between two ha]f spaces.

Baum, D. W.; Smith, W. R.; "Propagationof ElasticWaves in a Cylindrical
;;{ _ Bar Subject to a Hovlng Load on its Laternal Surface," J. Acous. Sea.

Am_r., V52, NS, Prt. 2, 1972, pp. 1421-1429. Presented are the results

_I _-_ of a theoretlca] and experimental study of the elastic strain produced
!

=,_ In a cylindrical bar by o moving step function load on the lateral surface.

/'_ KIrehner, R. P.; Itermanj H,; "Fundamental Frequency Approximation Hethod,"
J. Acous. Soc. Amer., V55, N6, 1974, pp, 1225-1231. Using the vlbratlon

! F_J of a sandwich plate as an example, the effectiveness of some methods
' _ of obtaining one-term approximations for the lowest elgonvalue of coupled
'-'_ systems Is evaluated.

Kouskoula, V.; Barnard, R.; "Time-Spectral Energy Density - Some of Its
ii Properties," JASA Letter to the Editor, V55, N2, Feb. '74, pp. 357-358.
i The physical meaningfulness of the tlmo-spectral energy concept and a
_: _ relation to the corresponding output of a linear system are established.
,L!

Galbraith, E. W.; Barton, Ft.V,; "Ground Loading from Footsteps," JASA
i_ [_ Letter to the Editor, V48, N5, Prt. 2, 1970, pp. 1288-1292. Reported
;," _ are the results of a series of laboratory experiments to measure the
! load-time histories of the input to the ground frmn footsteps.

Robson, J.D.; "Note on the Harmonic Analogy for Random Vibration Response,"
J. of Snd. & Vlb., V3l, N3, pp. 388-389, 1973. Letter to the Editor.
Analytical discussion of an earlier work.

:' [_J White, J. E.; Seismic Waves: Radiation, Transmission and Attenuation,
Mcgraw-Hill Book Co., 1965, 302 pp. This is a complete book covering

tile topics of plane waves, loss mechanisms and attenuation, waves alongcylindrical boreholes, sources of elastic waves, seismic model experl.ments
and small-scale field experiments.
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SIngh, 5. K.; Kuo, J. T.; "Response of an Elastic ]talF-Space to Uniformly

Moving Loads," J. Applied Hoch., V)7, NI, '70,
Circular Surface of Mar.

pp. 109-115, The solution to the problem of a uniformly movlng clrcular
surface load for uniform and hemispherical load distribution is given.

The displacement components For the two cases are obtained In Integralform,

_ll Gakanhelmer, D. C.; "Response of an Elastic Half-Space to Expanding
I_ Surface Loads," d. of Applied Hath., V38, NI, tlar. '71, pp. 99-II0. The

problem of axlsymetric, normally applied, surface loads Is solved
': i_ analytically for loads that suddenly enlanate From a point on the surface,

expanding radially at a constant rate.

A.2.2.2 WAVE PROPAGATION: EXPERIHENTAL DESCRIPTION AND TECIIIIIQUES

"Traffic Induced Vibrations in the Yuma Territorial Prison Area," Proj.

I:_ No, NBOO-21O, AFE IOA31, Contract No, 72-3, Feb, 5 _ 6, 1972, StructuralBehavior Engineering International, Phoenix, Arlz. A description of
tasting equipment, location, and procedure are provided along with the

resultsof theexperiment.

A.2.2.:} WAVE PRDPAGATION: EXPERIHENTAL DATA

I_ Jennlngs, P. C.; "Distant Motions from a BuiIdlng Vibration Test," Bull.
Selsma, Soc. Amer., V60, N6, pp. 2037-20113,Dec. '70. Thls report dls-

[_ cusses the merits of Inducing ground motion through excitation of amultlstory building. Horizontal and vertical accelerations wore measured
during such a test.

I_ Douglas, B. M.; IVeir,P.; "Hu]tlstory Building Response Determined
from

Ground Velocity Records/' gull. Saismo. Soc. Amer., V62, NI, pp. 357-367.
The response of a muItlstory building to the excitations Induced from

[_ an underground nuclear blast ore reported. The velocity of thn groundand of the roof are presented.

Shepherd, R.; Charleson, A. W.; "Experlmcntal Datermlnation of theDynamic Properties of a Bridge Structure," Bull. Seismo. Soc. Amer.,
V61, N6, pp. 1529-1548, Dec. '71. Presented here are the results of

[_ a series of steady-state vibration tests undertaken on a multlspancontinuous deck bridge, The method of testing Is outllned and the
measured natural frequencies given.

_._ Szendrel, M. E.; Freonle, C. R.; _'RoadResponses to Vibration Tests,"J. Sol] Mech. and Pounda. DIv., ASCE, V96, Prt. 2, StiG,Prec. Pap. 7709,
Nov. '70, pp. 2099-212/_. Assuming that pavement behaves in a linear

t_ eIastlc manner, pavement was subjected to various wheel loads. Wavepropagation and attenuation measurements v_oremade as well as impedance
measurements. Curves of deflection as a function .distance and tlme are

shown for a moving load.
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Kurzeme, H.; "ln-Situ Investigation Using SH-Wavesj" J. Sol] Hech.

G Founda. Div., ASCC, V97, SM2, Prt. I, Proc. Pap. 7918, Feb. '71,
pp. 341-356, Horizontally polarized shear waves are generated at
the surface of layered road pavements and sell structures to observe

the resultlng velocity dispersion with frequency. The experimentaldispersion plots are compared with theoretical dlsperslon plots.

.I _II Moore, P. d.; "Calculated and Observed Vlbretlon Amplitudes," J. Sell
Nech. & Pounda. DIv,, ASCE, V97, Prt. I, SHI, Proc. Pap. 7789, Jan.

,:: '71, pp, 141-158. A comparison Is made between observed and calculated
,'! Im maximum dlsplacement amplitudes for small footing on three types of

r_ soils. The analytical description of displacement amplitudes at or_E
near resonance for vibrations induced by reciprocating machinery Is

( examined.

A.2.3 WAVE ATTENUATION

;" _:_ Becket, f. L.; Richardson, R. L.; "influence of HaterIal Properties
; [9 on Raylelgh Critlcal-Anglo geflectlvltyp" J. Acous. Sac. Amer., V5I,

::i NS, Prt. 2, pp. 1609-1617. Thls work Is an investigation of critical-
_' Ill angle phenomena and the relationship between material properties and

!: I_ the condition for which zero reflectlvlty occurs. Graphs are presented
;!', for several materials for which the critical angle for a particular
:!
r sample may be determined.

q A.2.3.1 WAVE ATTENUATION: ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION

Alsop, L. E.; Goodman, A. S.; Ash, E.; "Surface Wave Dlsperslon In a
_. Mass-Loaded Half-Space," J. Acous. Sac. Amer., VSO, NI, prt. 2,
!i:

J! _ pp. 176-180, 1971, The effect of pure mass loading Is solved analytl-cally along wlth a determination of under what conditions the neglact
_i of the elastic restraining forces is justifiable.

._ Schwab, F.; Knopoff, L.; "Surface-Wave Dispersion Computations,"
_, Bull. Selsmo. Sac. Amer., VGO, N2, pp. 321-344, 1970. Fundamental-

:r': mode Love- and Raylelgh-wave dispersion computations for multilayared_
i,J 1_I perfectly elastic media are studied using a computer program analysis.

.i Whltej J. E.; Welsh, g. J.; "Proposed Attenuation-Disperslon Palr for
:' _ Seismic Waves," Geophysics, V37, N3, pp. 45G-461, June '72. By

; !
[_ modeling one-dimensional seismic waves as propagation along a simple

:i _ lumped-element transm[sslon ]ine, exprosslons for attenuation and
, velocity as functions of frequency are found which not only satisfy
"_ the experimental data available, but exhibit no objectionable behavior,)

' outside the range of available data. It Is the author's opinion that
veloclty Is substantially Independent of Frequency.

Hang-Shong Tuan; LI, R. C. M.; "Rayleigh-Wave Reflection from Groove
-! and Step Discontinuities," J. Acous. Sac. Anler.,V55, NG, June '74,

pp. 1212-1217. An analytical technique, using a boundary-perturbation

employed to determine the reflection of a Rayleigh wave from
method is

either a shallow groove or a low step In the surface of an Isotroplc
elastic half-space.

!:
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!,
== Rude, K.; Shlma, E,; "Attenuation of Shear Waves In Sell,n Bull.
I_ Earthquake Res. Institute, Vl_8,1970, pp. It15-158. Data obtained

from field experiment to measure veIoclty at various dlstancos from
the source. Results are plotted In the form of attenuation coefficient

as a frequency,
function oF

Kudo, K.; AIlam, A, M._ Ands, I.; Shlma, E.; "Attenuation of Love
_= Waves in Sell Layers," Bull. Earthquake Roe. Instituto_ Vt_8,Prt. 2,

I_ 1970, pp. 159-170. Experimental results are presented for the Investi-
gation Into the attenuation coefficient of Love i_avcsIn the frequency

range from _.5 to II cps.
Negi, J. G.; Upadhyay, S. K.; "Love Wave DlspersFon: Errors Due to
Assumption of lsotropy," Pure Applied Geophyslcss VSO, N3, pp. 102-107,

1970. Analytically, the frequency for Love Waves, propagating In a trans-
versely Isotroplc homogeneous layer which Is embedded betiveentwo
Isotroplc homogeneous half spaces, Is obtained, Errors In the assump-

tion of Isotrogy are calculated by nunlerlcallyanaTyzlng the frequencyequation.

I_ Slavin, L. H.; l¢olf,B.I "Scattering of Love _.lavesin a Surface Layer._ wlth an Irregular Boundary for tile Case of a Rigid Underlying Half-
: Space,n Bull. Selsmo. Soc. Amer., V60, N3, pp. 859-877, 1970. An

analytical method Is presented which Is useful for obtaining the scattered

field du_ tO Love l¢aveIncident local Inboundary Irreoularltya upon a

the elastic layer along wilichthe wave Is propagating.

5nolvden,J. C.; Berlin, R, L.; "Vibration Attenuation witl_Beams --Theory and Reciprocal Experiment," J, Acous. Soc. Amer., VSI, NI, Prt. 2,
1972, pp. 2L_9-264. Thls report Indicates the reciprocal measurements

substantiated theoretical prediction that significant regions ofattenuatlon exist in the transmlsslbIllty curves of cantilever beams
driven by dual forces of the same magnitude and force.

A.2,3.3, WAVEATTENUATION: EXPERIHENTALDATA

_' _ Hardin, B, O.; Drnevlch, V. P.; "Shear Ho_ulus and Damping In Soils:
_leasurementand Parameter Effects,n J, Sell Mech. and Founds, Dlv.,
ASCE, V98, S_$6,Prt. I, Prec. Pap. 6977, June '72, pp. 603-624. The

results of field tests are used to show how the controlling parametersaffect the stress-straln relations of soils subjected to simple shear.

Hardin, g. O.; Drnevlch, V, P.; "Shear Nodulus and Damping In SoIIs_

Design Equations Curves," Hech. and Founds. Olv,, ASCE,
and J. Soil

V98, S_17,Prt. 2, Prec. Pap. 9006, July =72, pp. 667-692. Presented
here are equations and graphs for the determination of shear modulus

[_ and damping of soils, for use in design problems Involving repeatedloading or vibration of sol]s, These equations and graphs are based
on numerous test results,
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Blume, J. A.; "The /4orlonand Damping of Buildings Relatlve to Seismic

Bull. Selsmo. Sac. V6O, I11, 231-259,Response Spectra,N Amer., PP.
Feb. r70, Shown and reported in thls report are data and equations
'thatare useful In determining the relationships of seismic spectral

:_ _I response and the response of bui]dlngs mod_led as lumped mass systems.

:,. |_, Graphs el_ acceleration as a function of tlme are presented.

':_ A.2.4.2 COUNTERMEASURETECHNIO.UES:TRENCIt DESIGN

",; _m Woods, R. D.; Richart, F. E., Jr.; ItSareenlng of Elastlc Surface Ilaves
by Trenches, _ Proceedings of International Symposium on _._avePropagation

,_ _'_ and Dynamlc Properties of Earth Haterlals, Albuquerque, New Nexico, 1967.

-T Field-model tests performed to determine the effectiveness of open trenches

for scr_enlng Raylelgh waves developed by model footings undergoingvertical oscillations. A comprehensive overview of the experimental
program and of the results Is given.

• i); A.2.11.3 COUNTERI4EASURETECIINIQUES: BARRIER DESIGN

,, Aboudl, J,; =rThe Motion Excited by an Impulsive Source in an Elastic
;_ •': Half-Space wlth a Surface Obstacle," Bull. Selsma. Sac. Amer., V61p
"i N3, pp. 7h7-763, June 1971. AnalytlcaIly defined In thls report is
c.! '_ an elastic half-space having a surface obstacle of s11ghtly different
;i

!,! elastic constants whose deviation and shape of boundaries are small.

i. _ Aboundl, J.; _'Elastic Waves In Half-Space with Thin Battler,u J. Engr.
tlech.Div., ASCE, V99, EMI, pp. 69-83, Prec. Pap. 9536, feb. _73. The

i' ._ effects of a vertical thln barrier of an arbitrary depth Imbedded within
,= an elastic half-space Is solved for analytlca11y,

: _ [] Harmellnk, M. D.; ltaJek, J. J.; HNolse Barrier Evaluation and Alterna-
tives for tllghway Noise Control ," Ministry of Transportation and, i

_; [_ Communications, M,T.C. Report No. RRI8O, Sap. _70. Results of field
_' ¢= sound measurements are reported, evaluating various highway noise
_, shielding techniques then comparlng the results wlth those calculated
; [_ by a theoretical noise estimation method.

r

It
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_, A.3.2 STRUCTURALRESPONSE
gurplnar, A.; Yao, J. T. P.; "[)asign of Columns For Seismic Loads,"
J, Structural giv., ASEE, V99, Prt. 3, STg, Prec. Pap. 9978, Sep. _73,

;; _ pp, 1875-1889. Obtained in tills work is the analytical solution for
'; )!J the coupled problem of Instability. The probability of failure is
::i computed for a number of columns subjected ta design loads as well as

_, certaln earthquake excitations.
l;J

:,,; Suldan, il.T.; Eubanks, R. A.; "Cumu]atlve Fatigue Damage In Seismic
T! ,_ Structures," J. Structural Dlv., ASCE, V99, Prt. 2, STS, Hay 1973,
_'_: _ pp. 923-943. Analytical and experlmental results are presented
' _ analyzing the response of structures to a series of earthquake, One
_: conclusion reached by the authors is that cumufative Fatigue damage

'_: I_ Is of a degree warranting ¢onmldaration In the design,i,

Velatsos, A. S,; Vann, IL P.; "Response of Graund-Excltad Elastoplastlo

,{i: l Systems," d. Structural Oiv., ASCE, V97, Prt. 1, STII,Prec. Pap. 8075,
_] Apr. 1971, pp. 1257-1281. Reported In tills work are the results of an

_:. Invastlgatlon to identify tileparameters which have a dominant In-

i' la fluanco on the response of multl-degree-of-freedom elastoplastlc
! I_l system of the shear-beam type when subjected to determlnistleally

LD
specified ground motions.

[_ Isada, N. 14,;"Damage to Structures Due to Floor Shocks," J. Stru¢t.glv., V97, Prt. I, St2, Prec. Pap. 7897, Feb. 1971, pp. 561-572. The
factors that affect the Impending damage and falluro of structural

[_I bent-type structures due to pulse-type floor acceleration shocks are

>;; [_ determined analytically. A computer program Is used to slmulata
_! sources and responses.

Brmvn, C. B.; "Seismic Energy Transmission to Deep-founded Structures,"
!_, gulf. Selsmo. Soc. Amer., V61, N3, pp. 781-787, June 1971. A general

analytical procedure Is developed to estimate bulldlng response ivhan
:;:,I-_ the structural foumdatTon Is deep-founded causing Raylelgh-wave

attenuation and assoclatad changes in seismic Input.

, I_ Anderson, 6. L., "On the Forced Vibrations of Elastic Bodies in Contact,"

:i;;I_ J. of and. 6 Vlb., 1971, V16, N4, pp. 533-5L19. Formulated in this work
' Is the analytlcal method of solving the problem of forced vibrations

of two elastic bodies having a outface of contact, using the framework

I_ of the classical linear oftheory elasticity,

? agile, L. P.I Auld, B. A.; "Elastic t4avasIn Free Anisotroplc Plates,"
_: },_ J. Acous. See. Amar., V54, NI, pp. 50-65. 1973. The mathematical

formalism for obtaining dispersion relations for acoustic waves in
: plates of arbitrary anisotropy is outlined in this report and the dls-

i_ perslon curves for propagation of a specific materlai are presented.

14ang,14./'1.; "Filter Design For Vibration Isolatlon between NultI-

i_ Resonant Structures," J, of Snd. C Vlb., 1971, V16, N3, pp..309"311hA mechanlcaI filter design for vibration Isolation between multi-
' resonant structures Is presented,
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DavFes, lieG.; "Exact Solutlons for the Response of Some Coupled

I.lultimodal Systems, u J. Acous. Soc. Amer., VSI, NI, Prt. 2_ pp. 387-352, 1972. This paper presents exact solutions for the re_panse to
; excl tat ion of some Idee I Ized mode I s of coup led muI t Imoda ] sys terns.

The systems traated are assualed contlnuous, exhibiting only smalltransverse vibratory responses to applied transverse loadlngs.

A._.2°I SOIL-FOUNDATION COUPLING

Remlngton, P. J.; "TileResponse of a Plate Bonded to a Randomly

Vlbratlng Viscoelastic Jialf-Space_" J. Acous. Sac. Amer. VSl, 1,13_
I

i Prt. 2, pp. 972d-9811, 1972. Calculated in tills report IS tile response
of an Infinite Bernoul]i-Euler plate placed on tilesurface of a

randomly vibrating viscoelastic half-space, allowing for the presenceof shear stresses between tileplate and the half-space.

I_II Lueo, J, E.; t4estmann,R, A.; "Dynamic Response of a Rigid Footing

[] Bonded to an E1astlc Half-Space." J. of Applied Hechanlcs, V39, N2,

;_ June, 1972. Dynamic force-displacements relationships for harmonic
,_. transverse motion of a rigid strip footing perfectly bonded to the

i:. _ surface of an elastic half-space are obtained, The footing Is
L_ subjected to vertical, shear, and moment forces wlth harmonic time-

i_ depandence.

:. $cavuzzo, R. d.; Raftopoulos, D. D.; Bailey, J. L.; "Lateral Structure
Interaction wlth Seismic 51aves." J. of Applied tlechanlcs, V38_ Ni,

_: _ pp. 125-136, 1971. By making use of normal mode theory and the solu-

i' _ lion of a half-space problem in which displacements are caused by a
shear stress varying arbitrarily with time over an area symmetric

_; about the orlginp lateral Interaction between a structure ano the half-

T,: _ space can be expressed by an integral equation of the Vo]terra type.J according to this author.

_:I Scavuzzo, R. J.; Raftopou|os, D, D,; Bailey, J. L.; "Lateral Struc-ture-Foundation Interaction of Structures wlth Base Hasses." Bull.

_:i 5alsmo. 5oc. Amer., VG2, N2, pp. 453-470, Apt, '72. The analytical
:';' h'_ formulation of the interaction of structures with heavy base masses

to lateral Inertia forces reduces to an integral equation of the
VoIterra type as stated in thls report.

[_ Jennlngs, P, C.; Bielak, J.; "Dynamics of Buildlng-SolI Interaction
131 Bull, Selsmo. Sea, Amer., V63, NI, pp. 9-Z18,Feb. '73. HodeIing the

: soil as a linear eIastlc half-space and a buildlng structure as an
_ _ n-degree-of-freed0m oscillator, analytical methods are developed to

L_ enab)e tileresponse computation For multlstory structures to earth-
quake oxcltatlons, Comparisons are made between measured responses and

[_ theoretical curves for acceleration, velocity and displacement.
Lee, I. K,; Itarrison, II.g.; "Structure and Foundation Intoractlon
Theory," J. Struct. Dlv., ASCE, V96, Prt. 2, ST2, Prec. Pap. 7059,

Feb. n70, pp, T77-197. In this report anaiytlcal methods derlwd fortile analysls of combined footings and two-dlmensional raft foundations
which take into account tile effect of the rigidity of tilesuper-

structure on the distribution of forces and moments transmitted to tilefoundation.
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Sarrazln, M. A.; Roess_tl J. M.; Whitman, R. V.; "Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction, H J. Struct. giv,, ASCE, V98, Prt. 2, ST7,
July =72, pp. 1525-]544. Using dimensionless parameters u study
Is made of soil-structure Interaction. Instead of finding results

_' C for one specific, real or simulated, earthquake, average values are
i_ obtained by considering the root mean square response to a white
., noise Input, and by averaging the maximum responses to a set of

i! _ several artificial recordswith the same statlstlcai characteristics.
l:!

Parmelee, R. A.; Wronklewlcz,J. H.; "Seismic Design of Soil-

Structure Interaction Systems,n J. Struck. DIv. ASC£, V97, Prt. 3,.Y ST ]O, Prec. Pap, 8437, Oct. 1971, pp. 2503-2517. The Importance
;! of characterizing tiledynamic properties of the foundation medium

and the structure medium For describing soil-structure phenomena Ism

analytically shown in this report.

"Plates on Elastic Foundation,"TImoshenko, S.; Wohlowsky-Krleger, S.;
_i [_ Theory of Plates and Shells, pp. 259-281, 343-347, McGraw-Hill Book
_' I_ Companyp Inc., 1959. The sections of the book represented here cover
_'_ calculation of deflection by the strain energy method, analytical

study laterally loaded plates on elastic Foundations.
:_ Luco, J. E.; Contesso, L.; "Dynamic Structure-Soil-Structure Intor-
c action," Dull. Selsmo. Sea. Amer., V63, N4, pp. 12Bg-I303D Aug. '73.
;r, The steady-state responseand dynamic interaction of two parallel

Infinite shear wails placed on rigid foundations Is studied and
! analytically solved for the case of vertically incident S4 waves then
_._ _ compared to corresponding values resulting from consideration of only
"_ [] one structure.

N Morgan, J. R.; Moore, P. J.; "Application of Sell Dynamics to Founda-_i tlon Design," pp. 465-527, from Sell Mechanics, Selected Topics; Lee,
_i_.! J.K. (Ed.), American Elsevier Publishing Company, New York, 1968.
.;, _ These sections of the book cover the problem of vibrating foundations,

theory of vibrations, design of vibrating foundations, strength of
various types of soils, effect of rate of deformation on rigidity
and a comparison of static and dynamic modull for soils.

Ralner, J. H.; "Structure-Ground ]ntoractlon In Earthquakes," J. Engr.
Mech. DIv., ASCE, V97, EMg, Prec. Pap. 8422, Oct. 1971, pp. 1431-1450.

A method of analysis is presented that utilizes the transformation ofa single-story Interactionstructure into an equivalent single-degroe-i

of-freedom model to determine the response of Interaction systems under
' earthquaketype disturbances.

= Fa0oi.,,.,,h,h-:h,"Eorth oo,o,ntoroc.onforMo,tlstory
i Buildings," J. Engr. Mech. DIv., ASCE, V98, EH4, Prec. Pap. 9149,

W Aug.pp. M,owingForthefroooancy-dopendentnaturo

:. -- of the Interaction forcesbetween sell and foundation, a technique
employing the Fast Fourier Transform system Is used to analyze the

L response of multlstory bulIdlngs. Interaction forces are defined
[] from.solutlons for a general class of boundary-value problems Involving

a rigid plate bonded to an elastic half space and sybjected to harnlonic
motion.
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_. Tozcan, S. S.; "Earthquake Design Formula Considering Local Soll
Condltlons," J. Struct. Olv., ASCE, V97, STg, Proc, Pap. 8399, Sop.
197], pp. 2383-2405. An empirical formula that incorporates several
important parameters relating to both soil and structure response

J_ to vibration is proposed for the purpose of evaluating tileseismic
forces Induced for use as an eartilquakedesign formula.

Seed, H. B.; Idriss, f. M,; "Influence of Sell Conditions on guild-
Ing Damage Potcntiai During Earthquakes," J. Structural Div., ASCE,
V97, Prt. I, STR, Proc. Pap. 7909, Feb. 1971, pp. 639-663. An analysis

_._ of records from earthquakes Is done to show how soil conditlons
past

affect the responso of buildings and how records of sell-structures
parameters can be used to anticipate the response of buildings.

Remington, P. J,; (_randaII,S. H,; "Response of a Covering Plata to
Noise in a Viscoelastic Half-Space," J. Acous. Soc. Amer., V48, NS,

Prt. 2, 1970, pp. II70-I178. The frequency spectrum of the responseof an infinite plate when It Is placed on a randomly vibrating vlscm-
elastlo half-space Is calculated for the case of no shear stress
between the plate and tile half-space. Experimental measurements are

I_ made than compared with theoretical results.

Warburton, G. B.; Richardson, J, D.; Webster, J. J.; "Forced VIbra-

lF tions of Two Nasses on an Elastic Half-Space," J. Applied Hechanlcs,V38, NI, Mar. 1971, pp. 148-156. A theory Is presented for the
vibrations of two masses attached to the surface of an elastic half-

I_ space, when subjectad tO periodic forces and moments. Results for
two geometrically identical cylindrical masses excited by a vertical
harmonic force applied to one of the masses, illustrate the effect
of the presence of a second mass upon tile response of the excited

mass and the conditions for which the of the second Isresponse mass

:; significant.

I_ Awojobl, A. 0,; "Determination of the Dynamic Shear Modulus and the
Depth of the Dominant Layer of a Vibrating Elastic Hodlum," Intrnl.
J. Solids Structures, V6, N3, pp. 315-322, 1970. The author of thls

I_ article Implies that the assumption that a foundation can b_ regarded
I_l as an isotroplc half-space Is in error. He corrects this error by

first establishing In a novel manner the depth of thls dominant layer
and then determining its shear modulus.

A.3.2.R VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF BUILDING STRUCTURES

I_ Davenport, A. G.; "The Treatment of _lind Loadlngs on Tall Buildings,"
Tall Buildings, Proceedings of a Symposium on Tall Buildings, South-

I,t ampton, April 1966, pp. 3"45, Thls paper surveys tile slgnificant
_ features of the interaction of a tall building with the wlnd and

Indicates the approaches available for making quantitative estimates
of kay design parameters. The wlnd turbulence Is described statistically.
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Davenport, lieG.; "The Buffetlng of Large 5uperflcIaT Structure by

Atmospher_Turbulence,"Annalsof Academy Sclences,
the New York of

VlI6_ Article 2, pp, 135-155, Juno 26, 1564. The statistical concepts
of the stationary random series is briefly outlined In this work as

a framework te correlate tilefluctuating components of wind velocityto the response of a structure.

Ward, N. 5.; Crawford, R.; "Wind-Induced Vibrations and BuildingHedes," Reprint from Bu/}, Selsmo. Sac. Amer., V56, N4, August 1966,
"s pp, 793-813. Thls paper outlines the methods that have been used to

determlno the frequencies and modes of vibration of multlstoryI!

r_ buildings from their wlnd-lnduced vlbratlon. Three buildings wereH
experhnentally Investigated to determine [nodesand frequency of
vibrations. A simple theoretical model was also used to calculate

I_ frequency of vibration.

Brawford, R.; Ward, H. S.; "Determination of tileNatural Periods of

[_ Buildings," Reprinted from gull. Seismo Sac. Amer., V54, N6,Oacembmr 1964, pp. 1743-]756. Experimental measurements of a nineteen
story building are made with the results being anailzed on an analog

computer to determine the first three modes of vibration. Theoreticalcomputations of the modes were also made using slnlpiiflngassumptions.

Reddy_ N. N.; Lowary, R, L.; "Transient Response of Double Acoustical

B Resonators to Excitation by a Single Sine Wave," J. of Snd_ & Vlb.,1970, V12, N2, pp. 165-175, Using a lumped parameter representation
of a double acoustical resonator, an analytical solution is arrived

B at to describe tile response of the resonator to a transient slne wave.
NIgul, U.; "Plane Stress Waves In Nombranes Caused by an Arbitrary

B Pressure Wave," J. Acous. Sac. Amer. p VSI, NI, Prt. 2, pp. 241-248,? 1972. Using the example of the plane motion of a membrane, an
analytical method is developed for Finding the approxlmate solution

- of the second-order wave equation whoso right-hand slde describes

a pressure wave moving wlth decreasing velocity.

Nayfah, A. H.; "Nook, D. T.; Seshadrl, S.; "Non-linear Analysis of the
{_ Forced Response of Structural Elements," J. Acous. Sac. Amer., V55,

N2, pp. 281-291, 1974. A general analytical procedure Is presented
for tile nonlinear analysis of tile forced response of structural

elementsto harmenicexcitations.
(_elIert,H.; Gluck, J.; grebel, H.; Posner, C, li.;"Analysis of
Elastic 5tlffened Plates wlth Undaflnable," Build. Sol., VB, pp, 79"

85, 1973, A method of analysis of orthogonally stiffened elasticplates wlth undefinable middle plane Is presented In this study.
Differential equations of equl]ibrium and expressions for boundary

_ conditions In terms of displacement are established.
Yang, T. Y.; Sun, C. T,; "Axlal-Plexural Vibration of Frameworks Using

L_ Finite-Element Approach," J. Acous. Sac. Aiaer.,V53, NI, pp. 137-146,1973. An analytical method for predicting tile frequency of axial-
flexural coupling vibration of frameworks, using a finite element
method, Is presented. The artlcle shows that axlal vibration Is

Important especially for tall buildings because vertloal motion ofa seismic wave Is very substantial.
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Ray, O. P,; Sinha, P. K.; "On the Flexural Behavior of OrthotropicSandwich Plates;" Build. Sci., V8, pp. 127-136, 1973, In this work
a genera] analytical procedure of determining the f]exural behavior

of plates Is presented, considering the orthotroplc sandwich plates

as having orthotroplc faces and core, unequal face thicknesses and:i,: dissimilarities In face materlals.

._ _ Trlfunac, M. g.; "Ambient Vibration Test of a Thlrty-Nine Story Steel
;i:!t'J frame Building;" Earthquake Engr. Ras. Lab., EERL-7O-02, July 1970,

_,_ii Calif. Inst. Tech., 40 pp. The results of a field experiment
-_ n determine higher order frequency shapes of the translational and

• _'; _ torsional vibrations are presented In this study. A description of
: Instrumentation for both data collection and reduction is included.

:i

_, Anon.; "Vibrations In Buildings;" Building Research Station Digest,No. 78, June 1955, 7 pp. Thls ls a general discussion of vibrations
in buildlngs and human sensitivity to vibration. It discusses

:'. I experimental work that has been perfornledand presents graphs of
.' _ frequency as a function of amplitude with lines of the degree of
_:_ human annoyance and posslblllty of buildlno damage overlayed on the
71 ml graph.

P
:_ Anon.; "Vibrations In Buildlng_ - I;" Building Research Station Digest,
! . No. If7, 1970, 8 pp. Thls tlorkcontains an explanation of some of the
_' terms used in vibration studies and their relationships, human sensi-
_ _ tlvity to vibration - the Relher-Melster and Dieckman scales, and
!_, vibration and damage to buildings.

;il Anon,; "Vibration in Buildings - 2;" Building Research Station DIgestD

i!_i- No. 118, June 1970_ 8 pp. This general report dlscussas some of theways In which nuisance from vibrations can be avoided or reduced to

;:ii N_ , tolerable lave-by treatment at the source, by reduclno the transmission
of vibration and by providing protection against vibration from an

_L1 external source.

_i:ii Rag, V. V, S,; Slngh, S.; "Behavior of Block Foundations Subjected
:. to Ground Vibrations;" Indian Concrete Journal, June 1971, V45, N6,

t:; pp. 258-61_ 269-270. This paper presents the results of a model
;:. study of block foundations subjected to vertical ground motions. A
,t:! description of the experimental set-up and procedure is given.

_' Jacquot, R. G.; Soedel, W.; "Vibrations of Elastic Surface Systems
iI' Carrying Dynamic Elements," J. Acous. Soc. Amer., V47, NS, Prt, 2,
; 1970, pp. 1354-)358. The problem of determining the natural

frequencies and associated mode shapes of a continuous elastic system

, combined wlth other dynamic elements Is solved In general, analytically.

Peyrot, A. H.; "Probablllstic Response of Nonlinear Buildings DuringEarthquakes;" J. Struct. Div,, ASCE, V98, Prt. 3, STII, Nov. 1972,
pp. 2363-2380. A dlgltaily produced earthquake is used to excite an

analog mode of a building structure for consideration of the dynamicsof nonlinear hysteretic multlstory buildings when subjected to a
random 0xcitatlon of the earthquake type.
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F
Sltnozuka, /4.; Yang, J-N.; !_Poak Structural Response to Non-Stationary

_.] Random Excitations," J. of and. t,Vib., VI6, I]ll, pp. 505-517, 1971,Dealing with dynamlc responses tllatcan be treated as a non-statfonary
•narrow-band random process, tillspaper estabilshea the distribution

: _ function o£ peak values with useful frequency Interpretation. The
[. validity of tiledistribution functlen is checked by a numerical shnula-

tlon of the peak values,

• _k Hurst, H. T.; Lezotte, H. R.; 'mAComparison of VibratlonaI Characteri_t;os
71 ,4 of Wooden Floor Construction " Build. Sol., VS, pp. 105-lOg, 1970. Con-

centrated It)adsapplied to wooden floor systems of different designs
_ r_ were released suddenly in these Field exp_rlments wltb resulting vertleal

' • / l;J vibrations being recorded. The results show the effects of joist size.l

i; |_ Ng, 5. F.; Kulkarnl, G. G.; _'OnThe Transverse Free Vibration of Deem-

[__ Slab Type Highway Bridges," J. of and. & Vib.. 1972. V2I, H3. pp. 2119-261.
;T A general outline of an analytical procedure and computed values of
::: natural frequencies of vlbratlon of bridge slabs for a wlde range of
. I_ parameters are given In thls report, using a set of empirical relatlon-

; 1!( sillps between the plate parameters,
, i

": [_ Tso, W. K.; _Stresses in Coupled Shear _./allsinduced by Foundation
L_ Deformation,H Building Science, VT, pp. 197-203, 1972. Based on the

continuum method, olosed form solutions arm obtalned to give the
;i Internal Forces and moments Induced in shear wails due to foundations

settlement and rotation. A numerical example is presented.

Tso, W. K.; Blswas, J. K.; HAn Approximate Seismic Analysis of Coupled

'. _ Shear IValls,"Build. Sol., V7, pp. 2119-256, 1972. By first obtaining
r _ the dynamic characterlstlcs of a structure approximately, taking the
; vibrating cantilever modes as the approximate mode shapes of the
:/; _ structure, the frequencies of the structure can be obtained by means of
: _ Raylclghbs principle according to thls article. The resulting frequencies
{::; obtained are then compared with those calculated from dynamic analysis.

i' Bhattaaharya, N. C.; Hulholland, K. A.; Crocker. N. J.; _'Prepagatlonof
_/; Bound l:.nergyby Vibration Transmission Via Structural Junctions,H J. of
_, and. t,Vlb., 1971, VlS, N2, pp. 221-231h The analysis presented In thls
,i [_ paper shows that when flexural and Iongltudlna] waves are propagated
. L_I across a wall junction, a wave interaction with mode transformation and

wlth gain or loss in the amplitudes takes place.

Benin, J.; Radv_an,H,; _rNon-LInearVibrations of a Beam on a Vlsco-
elastic Foundation," J. of and. & Vlb., 1971, VIII,N2, pp. 197-20]. In

I_ thls paper, the equation of motion for transverse vibrations of a

_ slender bcam on a continuous vlscoelastlc foundation Is derived and
i analyzed.

: I_ (;usens,A. R.; Zeldan, N. A.; Pama, R. P,; "Elastlc Rlgidltles of Rlbbed

; E_l Plates, _* guild. 5ci., V7, pp. 23-32, 1972. An analytical method Is
developed for plates relnfonced with an orthogonal system of eccentric

_: ]_J ribs of rectangular section, which enables the accurate determination of
elastlc rigidities In flexure and torsion. Results from thls analytical

•! method are compared with experimental values obtained from tests,

i I£
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I

Poposcu, N. g.; '_Dynamleal Stability of the Flexure Stressed Straight

Beams Under the Action of a Hoblle Convoy of Loads," guild. Scl. V7.
I

pp. 131-141, ]972. An examination of the problem described by the
title IS undertaken in this study resulting in analytical procedure

• _ for determining critical speeds, the strains and the dynamic coefficient.

I_J It Is shown that mobile loads acting on a beam can Force the bealll toenter resonance.

: j:+ A.3.2.4 BUILDING DESIGN STANDARDS

_ _ Hardyp A. C.; Lewis, P. T.; "Sound Insulation Standards for Buildings
Adjacent to Urban Hotorways," J. of Snd, a Vlb., 1971, vIS, NI, pp.
53-59, Reported In this study are the results of an investigation of

_: _ the amplitude and frequency distribution of traffic norse, attenuation
::: }'j of traffic noise by bulidings, and the effect of the transmitted noise

on the Internal environment. It is suggested that this data be used

for design of nov#buildings adjacent to urban motorways.

ii_ A,3.2.5 BUILDING DAHAGE CRITERIA

Anon.; "Cracking In Bulidlngs," Buildlng Research Station Digest, No. 75,
/,. (2nd Series), 1966, 8 pp. Thls report is _ general discussion of
:'.._ several factors that can cause or affect cracks In buildings. Which
_' _ factors affect which matarlals Is dollneated for correct diagnosis and

repair.

SchoI1, R. E.; Farhoomand, _.; "Statistical Correlation of Observed
_' Ground Hotlon wlth Low-Rise Building Damage," Bull. Selsmo. Sac. Amer,,

_,_ _ V63, 115,pp. 1515-1537, Oct. '73. This report provides the results of

damage data from underground nuclear explosion gas simulation experiment.
_: An Identification of the ground motion characterization that best repre-
_'] [] sents the damage potentia] of ground motion Is arrived at then motlon
_ damage relationships For low-rise buildings Is developed.E
iii

A,4. I ENVIRONPIENTALLAWS REGULATING VIBRATION

"" +_ "Legislation", pp. 179-205, from Doerdon, C.; Nolse.Abatement, New York

.'_ _ Philosophical Library, 1971. Thls chapter of the book deals wlth
' legislation in effect in Great Britain deallng wlth noise control, using

adjudicated cases It defines .the law and explains where the law may be
appl feeble.

i:. "Summary of Envlronmental Impact Analysis, Stone Hountaln Tollway,"
' I_! prepared by J. E. Greiner Company, Ine,, Oonsulting Engineers. This

EIS contains a section on acoustic noise and one on seismic noise. An

• estimate Is made of maximum partlc]e velocity anticipated and the number
of homes to be affected by various noise levels.
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A.h.2 ADJUDICATED CASESRESULT'IIIG FROI_vIgRATION

• Brazener, g. A.; "Annotation: Traffic Noise and Vibration from Hlghvlay
,, 'as Element of Damages in Eminant Domain, _f Am_rlcan Law Reporter,
:_ _ 51ALR3d, 1973, Lawyer Cooperative Publlshing Co,, pp. 860-897. This
• t'_ annotation collects cases which confront the issue of whether traffic

noise or vibration emanating from a public h_ghway constitutes a

separate element of damages in eminent domain proceedings,

!J
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APPENDIXII
ASSESSMENT OF COlIPLAINTDATA AND ADJUDICATED CASES

Tileassessment of complaint data and adjudicated cases resultlng from
traffic-induced vibration Forms a basis For defining the nature of the

problem. It Is necessary to define the problem in terms of technical
criteria relatlng quantities describing the vibration source, the
vibration propagation, and the affects of vibration on buildings and

people. To complement the description of technical criteria, it wasnecessary to determine the frequency of occurrence and the problem of
trafflc-lnduced vibration as encountered by highway end nears in the

_I field. Addltionally, an assessment of the occurrence of litigation
[3 and trends in the court's judgement relative to trafflc-hlduced vibra-

tion cases was conducted to indicate any significant factors.

I_ Using this it is felt that the technleal criteriaapproach m necessary
can be cast In a form useful to highway engineers that will reflect
both the field sltuatlons expected and provlde an assassment of potential

B legal Implications associated with trafflc-induced vibration.

Compilation of Complaint Data
During tile Initial phase of this task, the use of a formal questionnaire
to determine the nature and occurrence of complaints and litigatlon

relative to the trafflc-induced vibration problem was deemed Impractical
due to the wlde range of situations encountered. Therefore, daring the

, reporting period telephone contacts were made. as recommended bv FH_4A.
': [] wlth their Regional Offices concerning reports of complaints related to; m

[] traffic-induced vibration. FHWA Regional personnel then directed the
inquiries to appropriate state and municipal agencies.

j.,

,_ As described above, contacts were made Initially by telephone with a
J formal letter following as appropriate. These letters requestedspeciflc
c Information In those cases where the agencies had experienced highway-

i'i _ related vibration problems. A typical letter request and response Is
' Included at tileend of the appendix as a representative sample.

I,_ The compllatlon of Inltlal complaint data (without detail) that resulted
;.' [] from the Inltlal efforts of thls task are presented in Table AII-I and
, provided the procedural basis for locating complaint data relative to

the trafflc-lnduced vibration problem. For reference, Figure AII-I ispresented illustrating the FHWA ReD ons and the location of state and
i municipal agencies contacted. The absence of a contact In either a FHIVA
" Region or a state does not imply that no problems were encountered in that

region or state. Indeed, all municipal aDenc es contacted had experienced
some form of trafflc-induced vibration; however, only 45Z of the municipalities
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TABLE All-l, SUMMARY.OF COMPLAINTS IVITHOUTDETAIL

(Continued)
State/FHWA

Beg on Nature of Concern.and/or Comp.Ialn.t Status of Inquiry
Alabama/4 Red Mountain Expressway, Birmingham Concern alleviated

Expressway routed near an apartment by P.R. work by the

B contractor

Arlzona/9 Traffic Induced Vlbratlons in the Englneerlng Report

Yuma Territorial Prison Area (1972) provided by Arizona_" DOT

Georgla/4 Environmental Assessment/Stone Engineering ReportMountain ToIlway Traffic Induced provided by Georgia
Vibrations at Observatories DOT

_ Structural Degradations to Rhodes Engineering Report
Mansion Rlstorlcal guildlng in and Data Available
Atlanta

I_ Individual complaint of traffic
vibrations from Interstate 20,

B Atlanta
Kentucky/4 Watterson Expressway, Louisville Concerns apparently

Public concerns expressed during alleviated

planning

Loulslana/G Drldge/Lumlnalro Vibration Engineering Report

Suppression Study - Lumlnairo life provided by Louisianastudy r_sultlng from bridge DOT
traffic induced vibrations

:I Seismic Vibration due to Pile
Driving - Engineering Report in

_, preparation by Louisiana DOT

l.i Traffic Induced Vibration of

tllstorlcBuildings In the Vleux
_._ Carte (New Orloans, La.)

Traffic Induced Vibration in the

i_ Garden District from traffic onMississippi River Bridge (D.R. 90)

Maryland/3 Concern Chat highway noise and

vibration would disrupt activityof a school or hospital,
Baltimore

U
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TABLE AII'I. SUHHARY'OF COHPLA]NTS WITHOUTDETAIL

(Cent I uded)

Sta te/Flll4A

Region Nature of Concern and/or Complaint Status of Inquiry
fforth liighway or railway vibration of

_,i_ _ Carolina/4 house (EPA complafnt)p ilandersonvllle
Ohlo/5 Bul]ding vibration resulting from

?'1 proposed highway allgnmant, Dayton

'_!i Ponnsylvanla/3 Concern about vehicle-lnduced SEPTA works closely
: vibration In residences at six with municipal agencies

locations In Philadelphia. responslb]e for streetSoutheastern Pennsylvania Transit repair and makes strong
Authority buses alleged to cause effort to control bus

_.! _ problems, speed in troubled areasZ4

!_ Tennessee/4 St. Judas Hospital, t.lemphls- Concern apparently

_i [_ concern about high,rayvibrations a]levlated:},! vlithproposed highway allgnmont

; Washlngton/IO Concern about proposed highway

i!_i_'__ alignmentSpokane near a hospital,

i:;!
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have responded to the Inquiries as of the reporting date. The aboveapproacll resulted In a compilation of 68 Instances of bighwny-r_lated
vibration problems of which 5] cases were well documented by either

I_ site reports or extensive engineering studies presenting soil date,

I [_ vibration measurements, and In one case, vehicle "bump" tests.

_._ Hr, John Orrlson, Chief Structural Design Engineer, Department of

Public Works, CIty of Atlanta, became aware of LIds activlty and our,. interest in traffic-induced vibration and offered Information on
• 25 documented complaints from resldcnts of HotropoIItan As]ante.

.,

i'! _ Assessment of _omp]_,nt Data
[ A total of 68 complalnts have been reviewed. Fifty-one of tile compTalnts

,i are welt documented and 17 are not. Tilere have been nunlerous unofficial
complaints described by Individuals during conversations related _o

I_ vibrations related to highway usa. For example, professors In the
.... Aerospace Engineering Department at Georgia Institute of Technology,

, [._ Atlanta, Georgia, say that students frequently experience disruption of
laboratory tests involving delicate and precision instruments because
of bus and heavy truck traffic on streets adjacent _o the AerospaceL_

,'i _ Engineering guITdlng.

A summary Of the 5] well documented complaints Is given in Table All-2,
_, A careful study of the table shows that a majority of the complaints
_. _ were made by [ndlvidua)s concerning their home located within 400 feet
_. _ of the street Imperfection. Host of the complaints Involved annoyance;
" however, there were three cases where both annoyance and building
[_'i:' damage ware indicated. Heavy trucks and buses were alleged to cause
:_ Bi,i most of the problems, Traffic speed was considered as an important

:i;! factor In only eight percent of the cases. However, there were strong
..:, _R_ opinions In the cases where speed was mentioned that a lowering of the

_! _ speed solved or minlmlzed the problem, Rough road surfaces involving
:,! manhole covers, storm drains, etc. _ were considered to cause 5_ percent
_i of the complaints, whereas, 25 percent of the structural vibration

problems were believed to be a result of chuck holes, open ditches, etc,
r_, Building vibrations and sell tests were made by some of the Investigators,
, Road repafrs and modifications were accompIlshed for 63 percent of the

:_ _ cases and, apparently_ In most Instances sattsfled the complalntant.. Two cases Involving litigation were mentioned.r_

,!

4 A summary of the remaining 16 complaints is presented In Table All-1.

After studying the complaint information from the 51 well documented
;. cases, It Is concluded chat. since 1971,the number of complalnts related

[?_ to highway Induced vibration Is on the Increase. Figure AII-I Is a
graphical presentation of 31t complaints recorded In Atlanta, Georgia;
Baltimore, Harytand; and Seattle, Washington for the years of 197]

["_ through October 1972, Even though the sample size Is small, anIncreasing trend is Indicated,
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Assessment of AdJudicated Cas'es
To extend the assessment of the complaint data presented above, a
brief compilation and evaluation of the adjudicated cases resulting

highway-related vibration problems _as accompl uslno
from ished the

data presented in Appandlx Ill, The objective of this effort was to
establish any trend that might be apparent related to decisions for

_"i _ or against a plaintiff in a traffic-induced vibration litigation.
,,a

i:i Table AII-3 presents a summary of 19 adjudicated cases listed in Table
'._ _. AII-4 resultln9 from hlghway-related vlbration problems dur ng the
*"_ i_ period of 1963 through 1972. From the data presented In Table AII-3,
' It Is seen that a majority of the adjudicated cases Involved single

Indlvldua]s and prlvate property (resldences). Eleven of the 19 cases

Involved Home structural damage _4as claimedanno_/ance. or buIldlng
for the remaining eight cases, llolse was mentioned as an annoylng

'1 factor in 15 cases. Heavy highway vehicles and road construction
_,. machinery were alleged to cause the problem in IJI of the 19 cases.

.,. l_] Fifty-three percent of the adjudicated cas_s were decided In favor of
the plaintiff.

L

I_ Based upon the 19 adjudlcated cases resulting from hlghway-related
vibration problems during the ]963-1972 p_riod, It Is concluded that,

_iJ since 1968, tha number of lmvaults Involving highl,layrelated vibration
_:; _ problems Is Increasing. In addition, the number of cases involving

hlghway-related vibration problems decided in favor of the plaintiff
• has risen sharply during the aforementioned period of time. Figure

AII-2 Is a graphlcai presentation of the 19 adjudicated cases. Even_] though the sample size Is small, an increasing trend for both lawsuits
and cases decided In favor of the plaintiff is Indicated.

l;t K

L;
L;
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TABLE All-3.

SUMMARY OF ADJUDICATED CASES RESULTING FROM HIGHV_Y RELATED VIBRATION PROBLEMS ]963-1972

Complaint Case No. 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 lB 19

Individual Action x x x x x x x x x x x

IBoardorComm.Action x x x x x x x x

PrivateProperty x x x x x x x x x x x

Public Property x x x x x x x

Commercial Property x

Source Within 400' x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Source Beyond 400'

BuildingDamage x x x x x x x x

Annoyance x x x x x x x x x x x

Noise Mentioned x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Heavy Vehlcles/Machinery x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

All Traffic x x x x x

For Plaintiff x x x x x x x x x x

AgainstPlaintiff × x x x x x x x x

Year 1963 1964 1969 1965 1966 1966 1968:1968 1968 1969 1969 1970 1970 1970 1971 1971 1971 1972 1972

Remarks _ The court awarded $9,210.00 to compensate for diminution of value.

+ The court awarded $37,190,OO for damages.



TABLE AII-4

r LIST OF ADJUDICATED CASES RESULTING FROM
HIGIIWAYRELATEDVIBRATIOll PROnLERS 1563-1972

I. Mlsslsslppl State lllghway Comm,ls,slon v. Colonial Inn, Inc,, 2116Miss.
422, 145 SO,2d 85] (15631.

2, R.Ichmond Count}' v. Williams, log Ca, App. 670, 137 S,E, 2d 343 (1564),

3. Board oF Education v. Palmer, 88 If.J,Super. 378, 212 A.2d $64 (]9651.i , ,

Z_. Deaconess llespltalv. IVashlngton.StateHighway Commlsaloa, 66 Wash,

,_ 2d 378, 403 P,2d 54 (1565).
5, Un,lted States v. Certaln Parcels of Land 252 F.Supp, 319 (W, B, Hlch.

19661,

6. Hollywood Baptist Church v,. State..lllghwa}, Department, 114 Ga. App, 89,
150 S.E, 2d 271 (19661,

[_ 7, Lombard},v. Peter Kiewit Sons' Compan.},.,266 Cal. App.2d 559, 72 Cal.
Bp'Er, 240 (1968)',

q _ 8. IJ.orthcutt v. State Road Department, 209 S,2d 710 (Fla, Appl. 1968).

9. Dennlson v. State, 22 N.Y.2d 408_ 293 N.Y.S.2d 68 (1968).

"] _ 10. The.rosen v. State, 284 Minn. 468, 170 ILtV.2d 575 (19691,

,I

B II Bassham v. Shreveport Transit Company, 227 So,2d 160 (La, App. 1969),
":f:! 12 F|eetwood Synagog, Inc, v, State, 60 /.llSC,2d 326, 302 N,Y,S. 2d 898
!t _ (el:. Claims ]5701.

]3, Raymond v. State Highway Department, 255 La. 1125p231 S.2d 375 (1570).

:'i _ 14. Cheek v. Floyd Count}',308 F. Supp. 777 (N.D.Ga. ]570).

15. State v. Board of Education, 116 N.J. Super. 305, 282 A.2d 71 (I5711.

16. Cltyof Yaklma v. Dahtln, 5 11ash.App. 125, 1185P.2d 628 (1571).

17. Bronxville Palmer, LEd. v State, 36 A,D.2d IO, 318 N.Y,S, 2d 57 (157l).
18. PeoplaLpepartmen,t of.,Publlc Works v. Volunteers .of Amer.ica, 5_3Cal.

Rptro 423 (Cal. App. 1572).

15. Nmv.Jersey v. Board of Education, 3 E,R.C.p 1159 (15721.

hl
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':::': DECISION MADE IN FAVOR OF PL,_IHTIFF

_"J,_/DECISION AGAII_ISTPLAINTIFF
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SAMPLE INQUIRY PAGE 1acoustics & vibration associatgs

A Dlvhl.. of,_._hnce _pph_lmn=, Inc.

2700 cumh-_rlandpart,way, n.w._ulto 335
atlanta, g_'orgia30339

(404)435.4401

November 15, 197h

;: _ Mr. Paul A, lllatrak
i I_ Clty Englneer
_1 Room910

Hunlclpal gulldlng

_ Seattle, Washiflgton98104

, SubJect: U. 5. P_partmQnt of Transportation. Federal IIlghway Admlnlstratlon
_:_ i_1 Contract DOT-FIl-lI-8494,subject: "g_tormlnation"of Impact from

7i _ Vlbratlon_ 8_latad to Illghway U_a"
t_K;

_{ Dear fir.Wlatrak:

_o Last week I talked by telephone with a representative of your offlcQ,
i_ fir. H. g. HIIIiard, concerning the subject contract research study igllch
,;,: our firm is conducting for the Federal ghway Admlnlstrat;on. I called
_; [_ to request the assistance of,the City of Seattle wlth respect to one
_:_ JE_ phase of this study program, and It was suggested that I wrlto'to you.

SoecIf tally, we would like to I'eCelVe information concerning streot and

_1:: [_ road vibration complaints, lie felt that S0attle would b_ a represent:atlve
::_ city to provide helpful data related to i=oad or street: vibrations that
.i I Impact on adjacent bulhling structures. Information concerrllng these,
_,_ problems would be meaningful to th[_ contract study. Let mn explain

_i I_ bn|efly the purpos_ and SCOpeof our study,
t J=

i_: This program is designed to collat_ and assess the physlcal as w_ll as
¥' ¢0 behavioral and legal lltnrature on vibrations from hlghways, constructlon,
] _ blasting, etc.. In order to authoritatively define th_ vibration problems
:'{ _ for highways. The results of our _ffort will ba the dov0lopment of design
_i guidelltl_s to establish the Impact of highway vibrations, and wlll b_
!.i I_ aimed at providing hlghway planners and design engineers with tcchnlques

;! t_ to estlmate and evaluat_ ally potential vibration impact.

_,! Tim main objectives of this research work are_ (l) to clarify the nature
i: (_ and extent of the higllr/ay-lnducod vibratio, problem by improving the

_9 undcsrstandlagof vibration excitation, propagat on and effects, and (2)
to develop guidelines to preclude or control environmental vibrations,
devoting special attention to tim highway vibration situation resulting

I! In co_plaints or litigat_on.

_J

f _t _%'[¢nc_Appl;c_tlntt|./:It* ,I_2o_PIoIpeC# _t,, L.tJ.,lla, Calil. 92L_I

i: I_ A2-11
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i', _I letter to Hr. Paul A. t/latrak SAMPLE INQUIRY PAGE 2
:' I_ Ilovombcr I._ 1974

Accordlngly, to help us witllthe complaint ass_.ssm,.'ntphasu oF this

study, wlsh to assistance In determining occurrences
request your

,_. and nature of complaints or litigation r_iatQd to envlronm{mtal vibra-
tion .penerated by highways, highway construction and blasting impacts,

l_ _nd other vibration sources. "l'lleprogram is e(l_Jall y concerned with
vibration effects on strtlctures and humans. Wc will use Lhis Inform-
mellon Internally to define the problem or hl.qhway-lnducedvibrations
relative to tile practical problems encountered by IliOIlway dQsign_.rs

} _ and enolneers,

W_ vtouid like to receive any information you can furnish concerning
","i Instances or situations hwolving complaints and/or litigation oF
, IT_ record in Seattle r_latcd to th_ highway vibration problem, W_.would
',j _ appreciate any information you can send us_ Including the na_e and

location of the project, a descripblon of the physical situation at
'i'._ tha project site tllat prompted complaint, who was tile complainant,

nature of tile complaint, litigation related to the complaint and out-!'i come of litigation, If any. Other Information which you fe_l would
be mcanlngful In dev_loplng design guldelinQs for use by highway

_ planners and englneors In assessing ti_eImpact of vlbr_tlons for Future

i:; _ highway projects will be appreciated.

_;:._ Enclosed are two sample copies of the Eorms used by the Clty of Atlanta_
Zi Oeorola_ to record citizen complaints and document the action taken.

_1 _ One form records tile complaint and condition at tl_ site, ,_nd tile
_,I _ other form is a work order authorization to repair the condition, and
_ record tlm_ and inatorIals. I; you can provid_ similar Information
: _ concQrning ca_es In Seattle_ It viii] b_ most useful in our contract

_ _ study, Also, an indicatlon of tile number of annual vibration com-plaints in Seattle In recent years will b_ helpful.

Thank you for your assistance In this matter,
Very truly yours_

ACOUSTICS & VIORATION ASSOCIATES (AVA)

th LOwls tlaclntyre " /Director of Development:

tlhH:mc

_._ Inclosures

e,

' A2-12
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]; SAMPLE P^GE1
L/

. _.. -.if; ! CVfY OP SHA'lq'I.E

++ Im I)EI'AItT.HENT OF I.t_ChNI,I_+LING

: I+ m+ Ji!JI'+.+I
+.++_+,+_, re+m,+..,0.,. ,,¥Pc,.+ ; ,.,,;+o'jl

_+. St+triPe.Wmddlmllhlddh+l:. II,-,I IHO
L

+ _ 6t++F,,utd+tW,'+...,Sc<+IHe, Wo+hh++:I.+IOMO! t)ecembe+ 2, 107z,

Hr. H, LcwlD tleIntyre
Dlrccror of Development
Acou_tlcs & Vibration A_soc.

[_ 2700 Cumberland Parkway NorthwestSuite 335

,_: Atiantap Georgia 30339

i_ Our file on traffic genecate.d vibration complaints goea back to 19_9, Since

t: r_ tha_ time we have bad just ten recorded i_ctdmmes of this type of problemj
;;' I_ although a of course, soma of tlle problema resulted In a number of individualLJ
!_ _ complalnt_+ po,r you_ coIlveIl'tc!nco_ bor_ i_ +'z _ytlopglu of {_a_h o_ the _en ca_es+

1. On Hay 31+ 1949, Hr. G, H, Drolesbaugh_ 3514 South_es_ tlanntng
i" g_reet_ _ot_ to complain tbnt hi_ beirut _halees uben the bus goes by the

l_te_aectlon of 3fith Avenue $outln_ogt a_d Southwest Hannlng S_roet, even g_ter

[:! City er_us had repaired n concrat_ panel at tiler location, Our dnvostlga_lon
_ I_ _d US _0 eo_clt_¢l_, that the vlbratlon,_ _ro due in large me_Stlr_ tO thQ fg_t

_; Chat the house _Its on fill Inaterlal+ b'e informed Hr. Broleshangh that _hero
• wao nathan we could do,

J?_ In tlm fall of 1961+ Hrs. Walter _Ioyas+ 3702. 36th Avenue Southwest (Just ac_os_

the ntreet from Hr. Drolesbnugh) wrote to complain about the same problem. Our
nnswor to Hrs. t_oyes Itldlcatnd tbnt wa l|nd _'oplnccd another broken concrete

panel in the intersactdon in 1960 _nd had found no voids under tile pavement at

1_ that time. We also drilled two ross of test bole,_ 3 feet on center for 70 feetand found no voids, lee attributed tba problem to exceptlonnlly _oft ground in

the vlclnity_ but ]tad no _o_tttion to o_for,

On H_F 5+ 1965_ Hrs, Rayon Joinud 33 oth_r l'_oidents in the vicinity in preheat-ing a petition to the City Cotmcll. blaming the problem on voids and asking the
Council to dtr,_et tt_ to take proper remedial action, We drilled two test boles
while Hrs. t:oyea wa_cbed, W_ _nott_tercd tlo voids lm_ dld e_counter n wet sand

_tl_|t_o_ at a depth of 6 feet, Ne replaced t_'o _,_re eoncr_g_ panels. We, haveno zccocd oE any nubsequent complaittts nor of oily lltigntlon,

1+ A2-13
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SAMPLERESPO_ISE PAGE2

I_I _tt. Hclntyte 2 De.october 2, 19?4

!'i 2, On duly I0, 1950, llrs, llarclnt Gates, 2122 DExter ^vEnue. llortb, _rnt_.
to complain that he.r botme gets badly shaken by panning troll/co particularly

_ )i _ City buses. She. thought tha_ ,;prlng w,,te,,fr.m the hlllslde above mlght: have

a_ _ been causing pavement damage. Cur angw('.rnlcrvly confirmed tlmt name repair was
_ecess_ry and tb&t W_ would do it. There bn.q bean no _ubsequent correspondence.

3. In the _prlnB and summer of 1963, _ome resident.J In thc_ 1600 through

I_I_I 1800 blocks e[ I_t Lyntl Street complnined that trucks ImloliginD to Plorl.to
brothers Conntruct/on Company _erg causing bouGe vlbrat tons. Tb_ trt_cks we.re

. ¢. tractor-traill!r comblnatlons carrying approximately 18 ton_ of £IIi ,_nterial

_ from South Norfolk Street to a fill In the Hontlake area. Hr. Franh Ne.umann s
_e.lsmologist (now deceased) for tk_ llnlvorslty of Washfncton conducted test:l in

:' the vicinity with a portable setsmo_Iraph on I)ece._ber 10, 19G3. (llr. Nm_mann vas
'_ acting as a expert for Florlto Ilrethers_ Who apparently were the defendcntu in

: [_ a court aetl0n to which th0 City was not a party.) lie concluded that none of
Ig the _casurcd vibrations wDuld ordinarily be considered of damaging magnitude.

;:': lifo report did no on to paint out that a w_ak vibration _ay accelerate the

OCCtirrencQ Of d_l_e which is prlr_arlly du_ to otlmr causes; ill this ca_e, bQ
nuta_i_ed, the. butldtng_ damaged were already in a _tate of strain, most llbely

from settling, lie did concede that gho Ftortto trucks set up between 2 and 3
times the amount of vlbratlens generated by ordlnnry heavy traffic Includlng

City buses,

In the s_'_mer of 1964, we recelv_d a vibration complaint from Hr. Lloyd 11argrnaves,

1806 L_st Lynn Street. We found little or no defect in the street surface ,at

that time, but promined to consider tim _treot for resurfaclng th_ followln_,;; y_nr. We eventually resurfaeed tne _treet in 1967. We bave no record of any
-,: 8_bsoquent compla_l_ts. Since the City was not a party to the afo_e.mentloned

!_i action, we don't know how it came out or 1£ it even vent to t_iol.

_ _. On Hatch 30_ 1965, Hr. B. It,Rlpley , 1320-24 Queen Avenue Dortb, wrot_

!/ to complain about bus and truck vibrations oral a badly cracked street surface.
_: W_ drilled 12 test holes and found no voids. In July of 1965, we r_snrfaced the

'i:,[ |'_ .Creel with a t,to-inch asphalt lift. There l,ave bee.n no subsequent complaints

_ 0£ r_cord.

;_ 5, In January of 1969, we received a number of eo._plaints alleging

damage to homes caused by veblclns crossing EN_ 15tb Avettua IIortheast Bridge;': (at t:ortheast 105tb Street). We hired the firm of Gee-Recent a subsidiary of
L, _lla_nOg & _ll_on_ IR¢,t to ;_asure vibrations ,qtthe affected bomeG, G('.O-R_eOIt_G
'; t'_port, a copy of which is attacked, indicated that th= vibrations could not

:': I_ have caused the drayage.
:: Because the vlbratlons uero in tlm clearly perceptible range, we dld take

• _tcps to reduce the vibrations, including cxpnnslon Joint rebabllltntion and

_ bridge deck resurfacing with an asbestos asphalt mix in the fall of 1969,

t_
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SAHPLE RESPONSE PAGE 3

Hr. H¢Zntyra 3 Decemb¢=c2j 1974

Despitt_ our e/forts we eont:lnuod to receive complaints, including one from I)r.
II.A. Dir_oz=dat i0615 lbtb Awmue Ilortheaston IJecernht.r12, 1969, and one from

_._ t_. J. DavJn at 1234 lIorthen_r 104th S_rcet on _{arnb4, ]gT0. FollouJng t;heaacomplaints we asked the trannlt system to direct tlmlr drivers t:o .slow to 20
miles per hour while ctosoJn{;the brldgo. This they did on .lane30, 1970,

]{eeauf,_¢_these later co_plalatn _uggeated that the greatest and conttntlin__OUcCe Of tile problem _as tn tb_ nOtl!.b bridge approach rntlmr thall the brtd_c
itself. We also repaired setuP, chuck holes at _hat location on Aprdl 3, 1970.
_O ]laV_ nO record of any fluhsequ(nlt Co_plaints.

6. On December 31_ 1971, Hr. Jack Yoshlbawa, caner of a 20 uliltapart-
ment building at 2700-I0 Alki Avenue Southwest, _rotu to complain nbo.t traf-
£Ic vibrations dating back to April o£ tbat year. Hr. Yoshlknwa palsied out

H _hat _ha timing coincided with _treet excavation for a large _torm drain con-struction project on Alkl Avenue Southwest. After _i{Iexchange of letters ulth
Nr, Yoshlkawa, _e drilled three cores in front of the apartment bu£1dlng but
_ound no voids, gX41mln_tion Of the s_re_E surfac_ _boI_ed no lOOSe tllab,q O_

that imuld be vibration, in tim house,
_barp humps llkcly to ap,_t_ent
D_partnt_ntpersonnelwere unable to /eel any vlbrntJons when heavy trucD_ or
buses drove by.

H_. Yoshika_'ayap utlll not Batisfdcd, saying that the test did not duplicate
actual conditions and that our instrumont 1_a.__ot _ensitlve enough, on Ju_la12,

- 1972, _a told Nr. Yosbigawa that t_evould conduct no more testa, lie_rote :

trice a£ter that, tim last time p- Ft_brnacy 21_ 1973, hinting at the possibil-ity of legal action. 11_have board _otbing more from him since then. h'e have
received no complaints _rom nny o_her _ourca, even Dim.Yoshlkawa's ton_ntsa_o-
garddng vibrations at this location.

7* On _Iay 2, 1973, fan,teen petitioners living at nine different
addresses in the 2400 block of Alhl Avenue Southwest mid the 2500 block of
5_tb Avenue SoutbI_eSt(which intersects Alki Aventt_Southi_est)_rorc to com-

plain of vibrations caused I,yhu_es traveling at cartels speodo. The latter_ndlcated ttloybad had dealings with tile ]_nginonring I)epartmcnt nn this sub-
ject in the spring of 1972, but We can find nothing in welting.

2_ As in the Yoshikava ease (tlo,6 above) the patlt_oners attributed the trouble
to sierra d_ain constriction, i4e drilled _vol_ four-in_b cores in Clio pave-
_eflton Alki Avenue Soutbwcst_ east and w_st of its intersection_Ith 56th
AVCnII_ Southwest. Five Of the cores ,;era drilled over tilestor_ drain, and

the other two i1] th_ center lane tile bn_os normally travel in. lie found novoids. Tile _and subgrade appeared to ha adequately compacted. The Building
Department examined tb_ 6abject bt=ildings for structural damage and found
naris. (_%_o of tho buildlnps had hairline erncks that cot*ld have been caused

by tcn££tc vibrations.)

A2-15
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I_ SAMPLE RESPONSE PAGE If

• Hr, Hclntyre 4 December 2p 197t*

[ i

IMt satisfied wi_b OIIr response_ th_ lend petltloncrp Hr. Larry Rouv_las_2430 Alki Avenue SouLbues_, pe.tltionedtlm Mayor for assistance. Hotfoot:r,t
tlm Hayer concurred in the Eugineurlng aud Butldln.-. IlnpactmenL responses, and,i

! K_. _uggestcd Lbc pe_l_loners consi(l_rreta_tllnga i;ollsengineer to dncumen_

1 _._ tll_ extent of the problem for possible court aci:_on. Ftnallyp on September lt%
I_ 19731 the Transit System agreed to instruct their drivers to )'educe speed when

" opc=attn g on Alki AvenuQ Southwest between 55tb Avonltc gouthwl:sg and 57th"
"i' AV_IIU_Southwest. This is the last _c ]IaV_honed of thin problem.

J' 8. On February 27_ 1974_ ltrs. G. II, Kovacevich, 3621 Ratnlcr Avenue
_OUtlI_ %trOt__o_p]a]nlltg _bout e._terlorand interior cracks allegedly dim to

i_ vibrations resulting from tbe use o£ heavy equipment anti ;lack Ilml:_erlng
during _lm resur_ac±ng of Rainier Avenue _outh in tilesummer o£ 1973. As

:" t|lio%Jaga Nashing_on gtnt_ glghway Bvpar_ment projectp we referred her
i _gttar to that agency for action, 14earc not aware og tli_ou_col_o_if you
_" _ wi_h further information please _ri_ to llr.E. I. lIohcrts,l)Is_rl.ctEuglncer,

N State llighuayDepartment, 10637 IIorthonstBib Street, gellevue, llasblngton,
98004. Attention lir.11. J. Semcnock, District Utlllties Engineer.

[] 9. On Ilovomb_r 17, 1974, lit, Jack Reed. 1156 Alki Avenue Southwest,
0_1e1_ of _ fogr-sto=y apartment building at that address, i:rotcto complain

":" about damages from tra££ic vibrations dating back to last year _hcn storm
drainage _as constructed at that location, Apparently lit. Reed had re=hal

B discussions with a _cpronentntivo of our office at that til_e. 011_employeetold tit.Rood that tlm vlb=atlons would probably stop when tim pavement patch
ovec the storm drain had settled fu'ly, )It,Reed nald tlmrc has been some
improvement but not enough, lie cites damages including, two toilets that bJd

;2" _ to Im ro|llaced_ two _oint leaks in kitch_ pipes, nlttl numcrou_ plaster craclm.
[] As tbe storm drain contractor's pc=led of _espm_siblli_y is still in forco_

thto p.'oblem is currently in the hands o£ our Construction Division, who are
Inve_tlgatlng.

[ Six of tlm eight cases I bare lis_cd _,creinitlntcd hy letters from the
complainants, _lle o_ll_r two f,tarted OUt with phon_ calls and wore sertou_

'!1 _ enough for us to compll_ a iile on thrum. It is possible, lm_ovor, that other_clcphone complaints of tills tmture h_ve b0cn received (anti hopefully resolved)
but they vould be filed by location ,along _:ith numerous other complaints of
all kinds. So it isn't £easlblc to try t0 go back and see if ve have missed

I Impa the £orogoing information, along with the attached report, is h_lpful
to you in this flrsC phase,of your study. If uo can be of furtlmr nsslstance

don't hesitate to call on us.
Yours vary truly_

I_ PAt5 A. I/IATRAK, P.E.
_1 City Engineer

_y )_ ,̂_ ,J.).L],-._-I
tlOll:pdw H. D, HILl*YARD

Assf0_alt_ Sttl_erv _sot

L_ SCreV: _ gr/dgo I1alutcnanc_
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r APPEFFDIXI I I

_il LEGAL PERSPECTIVEOF IIIGttl'/AY IFFDUCEDVIBRATION

This appendix presents a review of the present laws relating to highwayvibration, adjudicated cases resulting from vlbrat[om, and an annotated
bibliography of the legal i lterature concerning blgbway induced vibration.

- _ Present statutes relating to hlghlv_ly induced vibration are classified

! lu according to the United States Code, State Codes, and relevant munJcI-
pal codes, A brlef discussion of related foreign laws concerning environ-

_ mane vibration is presented slllce highway induced vibra{:ion is recognlzod
In all Industrialized countries as a significant environmental problem
that is becoming more serious in recent ,/ears, Conclusions are presented

[_1t at the end of each section.

Adjudicated cases resulting from vibration are presented In legal context
since apparently highway related vibration Is treated by tile courts on a

i_. case by case with sources being con-
basis excess _ve v]brat ion from ell

sldered as equally insu|ting. Over I_0cases are discussed in th_s con-
text, Conclusions are presented at the end af each section,

An annotated blbTiography is presented that catagorlz_s legal llterature
on highway vibration, envlronmental vibration, blasting, hea]th and job

safety, sonic booms, and noise control. The review of lay/ related liter-ature pertaining to noise control Is presented slnce the legal principles
are similar, if not identlcal, to vibration suits.

LAI4S CONCEBNIFFn HIGltWAY VIBRATION

Environmental vibration, Including highway vlbratlon has not been the
_" I_ subject of much legislative activity In the United States, The federal

: Noise Control Act of 1972 focuses on measurable sound and is not con-

corned wltb inaudible vibration, or vibratory effects separable fromsound. Thls differs from the approach of the common law courts _.lllleh
have always been wlfling to recognize vibration and noise as differing

B aspects of a commonnuisance activity.

U, S, Statutes

The fact that courts recognize vibration as an environmental Insult, which,
In the appropriate case, will allow the complainant legal redress, is

significant because of a number of federal statutes phrased In generalterms I_hlch codify a governmental duty to protect environmental qual Ity
and to guard against adverse envlronmental effects. Although vibration
ls not mentioned In these statutes, and although no vibration cases

been them, tile standard environmental quality which
have declded under of

they provide for, ivou|d, In the proper case require the federal offlclal
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to guard against excessive environmental vibration in the constructionor maintenance of the project.

i

Fll The first of these general statutes, whlch confer on tile Federal Highway
[_ Administration a broad authorlty and duty to plan against the adverse

9 effects of vibration, ls the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S,C.

4321 et seq, whlah states In pertinent part,

_.!..i Sac. IOl.(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact

"_ I_ of man_s activity on tile interrelations of all colnponents of the
: _:":- [;:t natural environment, particu]srly the profound Influences of

;o population gro_th, hlgh-density urbanization, Industrial expan-
:: _._ sign, resource exploitation, and new and expandlng technolocjical
: {_ advances and recognizing further the critical iinportance of
i!il IU restoring and maintaining environmental quality to the overall
:_':; welfare and development of man, declares that it Is the contin-
_ [_ ulng policy of the Federal government, in cooperation with State
_.: [_1 and local governments, and other concerned public and private
::i organizations, to usa all practicable means and measures, inclu-

dlng financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculatedto foster and promote the general welfarep to create and main-
!i'::! rain conditions under which man and nature can exist in produc-
_h
;." tire harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other

requirements of present and furure generations of Americans,
._ (b) In order to carry out the policy set forth In this Act,
.':t It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government

;"! r_ to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential
[] considerations of national policy, to improve and coordinate

_:; Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end

'!i;:i _ that _?_ Nation may--fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
.:_ trustee of the environment for succeeding generations;
:4' (2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful productive,
_;, and esther;tally and culturally pleasing surroundings;
'_!i (3) attsin the widest range of benefTcla] uses of the
:' environment without degradation, risk to health or safety,
, [] or other undesirable and unintended consequences;

I_l (zt) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
!_ aspects of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever
. FI possible, an environment which supports diverslty_ and

i. _ variety of individual choice;
.._ (5) achieve a balance botlveen population and resource
. use which ivlll permlt high standards of IIvlng and a wFde
" _ sharlng of life's amenities; and
:: I_ (6) enhance the quality of renewable resources andi!

:: approach the maximum attainable recycling of dep]etable

!i,': _ resources,(c) The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a
: healthful environment and that _ach person has a responsibility
' I.._ to contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the environ-

r11ent,
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: IBi Sec, 102, The Congress authorlzos and directs that, to the
13 fullest extent possible: (l) the pollcles, regulations, and

, public laws of the United States shall be Interpreted and admln-

_._ lstered In accordance with the policies set forth in this Act,and (2) all agencies of tileFedora] Government shall--
: (A) utllize a systematic, interdlsclplinary approach which

will insure the integrated use of the natura] and social
!ii _ sciences and the environmental dcsign _l'tS in p,anning and

;_'I_ in declslonmaking which may have an impact on man's environ-
:,i:! ment ;

_" Ill (B) identify and develop methods and procedures, in con-
' if!iIn sultatlon with tileCouncil on Environmental Quality estab-

lished by title II of this Act, which will insure that pres-
ent]y unquantlfied environmental amenities and values may

.;,_ m[_ be given appropriate consideration in decisionmaking along
• with economic and technical considerations;
!;! (C) include in every recolmneadationor report on proposals
;, F__ for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly
;i I_ affecting the quality of the human environment,a detailed
:;i statement by the responsible official

(1) the environmental impact of the proposed action,(il) any adverse environmental effects which cannot

_! be avoided should the proposal be implemented,
_J (iil) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of
.7" man_s envlronment and the maintenance and enhancement of

.i long-termproductivity,and

.i _ (v) any irreversibleand Irretrievablecommitmentsof
resources which would be involved in the proposed action

_ should It be implemented.
, !.i I_I Prior to making any detail_d statement, the responsible

,,! _ Federal official shall consult with and obtain the comments
',,, of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or spe-

cial expertise with respect to any environmental impact
[I_ involved. Copies of such stateslent and the comments and

,-! _ views of the approprlate Federal,Sta_e, and local agencies,
_' which are authorized to develop and enforce environmental
_:_ii [] standards, shall be made available to the President, the

_! Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as pro-
[]

vlded by section 552 of title 5, United States Code, and
" I_;t shall accompany the proposal through the existing agency

review processes;
(D) study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives

to recommended courses of action in any proposal which

"= _ involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative usesof available resources;

The mandate of NEPA, to the Highway Administration other
_mong government

agencies, to assess and avoid adverse environmental consequences where
possible, is reinforced by the Federal ltlghway Act, which states, in per-

tinent part (23 U.S.C. ]Ogh),
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(h) Not later than July 1, 1972, the Secretary, after consul-tation with appropriate Federal and State officials, shall submit

to Congress, and not later than 90 days after such submlssion,

promulgate guidelines designed to assure that posslble adverseeconomic, social, and environmental effects relating to any pro-
; posed project on any Fedaral-ald system have been Fully consid-
!:i ered In devcHoplng such project, and that the final decisions

on the project are made In the best overall public Interest,
_ I_ taking into consideration the need For fast, safe and efFlcient

:;.] transportation, public services, and the costs of eliminating

or minimizing such adverse effects and the following:(I) alr, nolse, and water pollution;
(2) destruction or disruption of man-made and natural

resources, aesthetic values, community coheslon and the avail-

r_{{ ability of public facllitles and services;
(3) adverse employment effects, and tax and property value

i'_ |asses;

' [_ (4) Injurious displacement of people, bus{nesses and farms;

/! (5) disruption of desirable community and regional growth.

Such guidelines shall apply to all proposed projects with respectto which plans, specificatlons, and estimates are approved by
, the Secretary after the Issuance of such guidelines.;3

._ The action enforcing provisions of the National Environmental Policy Aot_
:_ calling for time preparation of an environmental impact statement, require

IT_ the Administrator to analyze and assess all significant environmental con-
k._._ _ sequences of the project. The policy behind this procedure is to avoid
'_'.:, adverse effects. The Federal Highway Admlnlstratlon's regu]atlons, codlfled

as 23 Code of Federal Regulations, Appendix A, Environmental Impact State-

B ments, Paragraph 4, state,

4. Policy, It is a natlonai policy that al] Federal agen-

!I _ (eles promote efforts for improving the relationship between man
_:_ and hls environment and to make special effort for preserving
;;_ the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and
_: recreational lands, wildIlfe and waterfowl refuges, and historic

sites. It Is also national policy that Federal agencies con-
!!. sult with other appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies;

assess in detail the potential environmental impact in orderi.. that adverse effects are avoided and environmental quality is
restored or enhanced, to the fullest extent practicab]e; and

,= utl]ize a systematic, interdlsclpllnary approach which will
[_ insure the integrated use of the natura] and social sciences and13{

tile envlronmental design arts in p]annlng and decislonmaklng
which may have an Impact on man's environment. The environmental

assessments includ_ tilebroad range of both geneflclal and detri-i: mentaleffects.

L:
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_, Fedora have the National Environmental Act
courts Interpreted Policy

In more than 400 lawsuits, It is not a paper tiger; if tile court Finds
that the agency in question has not complied with the Act (either by

Ignoring or falling to adequately evaluate the environmental conse-quences of the proposal and its alternatives) it will enter an order
enjoining action until tile Act has been complied with. Although no NEPA

case has ever heen decided on the basis of highway vibration, it is thesort of adverse environmental effect which must be assessed under the
statute,

I_ Certain historical preservation districts receive specie] protection byFederal statutes; ]6 U, S. C, 470F states,

§ 470f. Effect of Federal undertakings upon propertylisted in the National Register; comnlent by Advisory Counci]
on Historic Preservation

[_ The head of any Federal agency having direct or' Indirect
jurisdiction over a proposed Federal or Federally asslsted
undertaking in any State and the head of: any Federal depart-

mant of" Independent agency havingauthority to license anyundertaking shall, prior to tileapproval of the expenditure of
any Federal funds on the undertakingor prior to the issuance

B of any license, as the case may be, take into account the effectof the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure,
or object that is included in the Natlona] Register. Tilehead

B of any such Federal agency shall afford the Advisory Council onHistoric Preservation establishedunder sections 470i-470n of
this title a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to
such undertaking.

The Federal Highway Administration's regulations reprinted at 23 Code of
Federal Regulations, Appendix A, Procedures For lIIstoric Preservation,

;, _ state, in pertloent parl,

PROCEDURES FOR IIISTORIC PRESERVATIONT

, I, The provisions of 16 U.S.C, 470(f) require that all pro-
posed highlvay sections that are federally assisted be developed

with consideration to affected districts, sites, buildings,structures, or objects that are included In the National Regis-
ter for Historic Preservation. Tillsauthority derives from
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. Proce-

dures for compliance have been hnplemented by the Advisory Coun-cil on Historic Preservation, and the National Park Service,
Department of tile Interior, as follows=

a. At the earliest stage of planning or consideration ofany undertaklngs carried out, llcensed, or Financially asslsted
by the Federal Government, the HA and FIIWA should follow these

steps:
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(I) Consult the Natlonal Register of Historic Places to

_ determine If a National RuglsLur property is involved In the

undertaking. The National Register Is maintained by the Office:_ of Archeology and Historic Preservation, National Park Service,
and mouthly addenda are published in the Federal Register.

(2) Apply tile"Criteriafor Effect." If there is no
!_ _ effbct, the undertaking may proceed. (S_e paragraph 3 of this
_'_ _ appendix.) This determination of effect sllouldbe made by the
! HA in consultation w[Lh the division eng noer, tile State Liaison
i!:'_i Office and a reprosentatlve of tileOffice of Archeology and

I_ Historic Preservation. If there is documented agreement that
_: a project will not have an effect on tile National Register
'.' 111 Nlstorlc Site, no further review is reqLiiredunder the'National

HistoricPreservationAct.

(3) If there Is an effect, the IIAin consultation wlth the
; FHWA division engineer, StaLeLiaison Officer and a representa-

[_ tive of the Office of Archeology and Ristorlc Preservation of
Natlonal Park Service shall:

!_ the(a) Determine If the effect is adverse--if not, the under-
- _ taking may proceed;r :

, ,_ (b) Upon Finding an adverse effect, select and agree upon
a prudent and Feasible alternativeto remove the adverse effect,

".i _._ in which case the undertakingmay proceed;

_ (c) Failing to find and agree upon an alternative, recommend
_i all possible piannlng to minimize the adverse effect and delay

furtherprocessing of the undertakingpending tilereceiptof

J _
; commentsfrom the AdvisoryCouncil
:_ (4) Provide written notice affording the Advisory Council

an opportunity to comment upon doubtful or unresolved situations,..
'. II_ of adverse effect and upon request submit a report of the under-
::_ [] taking.

2. if there is a finding of adverse effect, tileproposed high-
I_ way section is to be processed in accordance with these proce-

3 i
_! dures and the Office of Environmenta] Policy should be notified
.... and kept informed of furtherdevelopments. If It becomes neces-
_' sary to provide a written notice affording the Advisory Counci]
'_ on Historic Preservation an opportunity to comment in doubtful
;;' or unresolved situations of adverse effect, the Office of Environ-

mental Palicy will act as the coordinating element for the FHWA.

3. Criteria for effect, a. A federally financed or licensed'_' undertaking shall be considered to have an effect on a Nationai
Register listing (districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects, including their settings) when any condition of the

[ _ undertaking creates a change In the quality of tile historical,
',' _ architectural, archeoIogica], or cu] rural character that qua] i-

fled the property under the National Register criteria for list-1
[[] ing in the National Register,

b. Generally, adverse effect occurs under conditions which
include but are not limited to:

(I) Destruction or alteration of all or part of a property;

]State Liaison OFficers are appointed hy the Governors to be
responsibie For StaLe acLivltles under the National llistorlc
Preservation Act.
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l_m (3) Introduction of visual, audlble, or atmospheric ele-
I ' ments that are out of character with tile property and its set-

ting (l.e. Introductlon of a new highway or a higher type func-

r_ tlonai hlghway, such as a freeway for an artorlal, Into theenvironment of a blstorlc site).

Ill Obviously, notlaeably prolonged and Intense vibration would come within", _ the amblt of the criteria for effect, and would bring section 470(r) into
action.

The Fedora] llighway Administration regulations promulgated pursuant to• ;" -- the Noise Control Act and published at 23 Cod_ or Federal Regulations
. Part 772 are alined to quieten highway noise; however, the regulatory

!,E
_ prescriptions {acquisitlon of buffer zones, construction or nmse barriers)

4 I_ would also serve to dampen vibration effects. In order to bc eligible
For Federal aid partlcipation, all projects to whlch the noise standards
apply_ are to Include noise abatement measures designed to meet deslgn

noise ion°is in federal standards.
: Currently, there are no federal statutes governing vibration in the

[_ workplace such as those found in Czechoslovakia. There are indicationsthat the Occupational Safety and lieaith Administration is studying action
In thls area (See Lehmann, P., "Vibration," Job Safety 5 Health, January

1974, pp. 5-12), but no regulations appeal" to be forthcoming in the nearfuture, The physiological effects of vibratlon, whether from environ-
mental sources such as highways or from machinery in the workplace, have
not received much attention In the United States. Our courts and law-

B have been concerned with the caused
makers, however, property damage by
extended vibration.

B .State Laws
-. State statutes have ignored vibration up until this year's ]eglslatlve

r_ sessions, when three states, Connecticut, Kentucky, and Maryland enactedsimilar provisions based on the Council of State Government's suggested
State Noise Control Act, wblch was drafted by workshop partlc[pants at
the Second National Symposium on Environmental Legislation in 1973. Thls

model statute does not to regulate vibration but
attemot spoci fica] iy_

expands the definition of noise to include vibration. Section IO3 (Defl-
nitions) states in pertinent part_

"(4) "Noise" means the Intensity, frequency, duration, and
character of sounds from a source or number or sources.

Noise includes vibrations of sub-audible frequency."
The Donnectlcut statute (reprinted In Bureau of National Affairs' Noise

Regulation Reporter 81:3901) states,Section 26(e): "Noise" means tile intensity, frequency, duration
and character of sounds frosl a source or number or sources.

[_ Noise Includes vibrations of subaudible or superaudible fre-quency."

l :
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The Kentucky statute reprInted at Section 8]:51121 of tile Noise Regula-

i,_ tion Reporter is Identical to tileCouncil of State Governmentls suggested
statute.

Tile Maryland statute reprinted at section 81:5701 of tile Noise Regulation
Reporter states,

'.] _ 823(e) _'Noise 'l means the intensity, Frequency, duratlon_ and
character of sound. Noise inc]udQs sound and vibral:ion of

!i _ sub-audlbla Frequencies."This type of statute appears to address itself to the problem of highway
vibration. Since el] three statutes are new, Lhere has been no Iitlga-

I_ tlon or enforcealentactivity concerning them.
11

Nuni clpal Ordinances

While many cities have passed ordinances regulatlng noise, relatlveIy few
have enacted laws governing vibration. Of those jurisdictions which have

B dealt with the problem, the majority have provisions in their zoning codesdealing with vibration, none of which appear to be broad enough to deal
with highway vibration,

The simplest type such as the protective Zoning Bylaw of Acton, Massachusettsresembles a classic nuisance ordinance:

j " I. ?erf(Jrmamee Si;an(ta_,Ea -- No land or building shall beused or occupied in any manner as to create any dangerous,
{, injurious, noxious or otharlliseobjectionable flre, exp]o-
,CI
_, sign, radioactive or other hazard, noise or vibration;

smoke, dust, odor or other form air poIIutlon; elec-
of

: trlcal or other disturbance; glare, liquid or solid refuse
or _,;as tes, H

_ _.: The Fort Louderdale, Florida Zoning Code (Industrial) states,

r_ ,, Sac.47-78.I.usesprohibited. -- Tileuses prohibited_,i in g-3 district shall be as foTIows:
(el Tile use of" any portion For open storage without

S-foot concrete Ivali in the rear and on tile side of said

site.
(b) Any Industry or business which Is obnoxious be-

cause of dust, dirt, smoke, fumes, odors, noises, vlbra-
" --EJ tions, radioactive waves or dangerous hazards.

[] (c) Any use not specff"icaIly permitted in section
47"78. (Ord. No. C-I126, r, 4, 5-17-55)

LI_ Fort Lauderda]e Industrial Air Park.Article VIII-B. "M-I-A" District.

Sac. 47-8].I. Purpose of district.
The purposes of tile M-I-A zone is to govern all uses

_ of land offered For sale within tile boundaries of tile
[] Fort Lauderdale Industrial Air Park as they are not existing

i



I_ or may be hereafter set. The M-I-A Industrla] Zone is to
: assure that industrial development will not have an undo-
; _ slrable effect because of smoke, sound_ dust, dlrt, noxious
: r" gases, odor, vibration, heat, or electromagnetic intorfer-
:'. I'F ence. (Ord, He. C-1968 _ I, 10-29-63; Ord. IJo. C-66-46,
:i § I) 8-2-66) "

' Section 5 of the New Orleans Zoning Ordinnnco titled "gxceptIons and

,!i ModiFications to Use gegularJons" declares,

_ _• " Power plants, heating or refrigeratlng plants or
• apparatus or tnaehlnory not a part of the main building,

_:i which are accessory to pormlCl:ed uses in the k-Slngle

[_ FatallyDistrict, B-Two Family District. C-Four Family': District, D-Multiple Family District, M-I and M-2 Medical
Service Districts and in the H-I Vieux Carre Residential

11_ DIsLrlct, shall be permitted in the buildable area or
I._ required rear yards of the above-named districts only IF

so placed and operated as to cause the least inconvenience

:_/ I| to owners or tenants of adjoining lots and buildings;
: }_ and provided that all of the above-mentioned activities
'"_ comply with existingcity ordinancesand do not cause
, serious annoyance or Injury to occupants of adjoining

premises by return of the emission of odors, fumes or. gases, dust, smoke, noise or vibration, light or glare,
or other nuisances. "

'_ The most detalled city vibration law Is found In sections 17-4.15 to
:_ 17-4.i9 of the Ch cage Noise Ordinance:

" 17-4.15 Any property use established in a ManuFacturing
_'_ '_ Commercial, or Business Zoning glstrlct shall be so oper-
.: ated as to comply wlth the performance standards governing
._"__ vibration set forth herein for the Zoning District In which
'i':_ tl_ such use shall be located.

: 17-4.16 In fll-I to MI-5 Restricted Manufacturing Zoning

Districts inclusive, any use or portion thereof creating'i! earth-shaking vibrations such as are created by drop Forges
:'. or hydraulic surges shall be controlled in such manner as to

prevent transmission beyond the lot lines of earth-shakingvibrations perceptlble without the old of instruments,
except for lot lines adjoining an H3 Heavy l.lanufacturing
Zoning District but In no case shall any such vibration be

: allowed to create a nuisance or hazard beyond the lot lines.
17-4.]7 In M2-1 to M2-5 General Manufacturlng Zonlng Dis-

tricts Inclusive, any use or portion thereof creating intense

[_ oarth-shaklng vlbrations such as are created by drop Forges,; or heavy hydraulic surges, shall be set back at least 300
: feet from the boundary oF a Residence, Business, or Commer-

: I] clal Zoning District and at ]east 150 feet From the boundaryof an fl] Restricted Manufacturing Zoning District, unless
such operation Is controlled in such a manner as to prevent
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transmission beyond tile lot lines of earth-shaking vibra-
tions perceptible without the aid of Instruments.

!'i !li ]7-4.18 In M3-I to M3-5 Heavy Manufacturlng Zoning
Districts, inclusive, the performance standards governing
vibration in tile M2 Zoning Districts shall apply.

i:, 17-4.19 In Business and Commercial Zoning Districts, tile
• _ performance standards governing vibratlon In tile MI Zoning

;_ Districts shall apply. "
.]

_!i _ Only a few cities attempt to define objective criterla for measurement of
_i [_ objectionable vibration. Supplementary ordinance .7003 of Peoria, Illinois

u states,

'_i .7003. Vibrations.--Vibrations shall be measured at any
_:i adjacent lot line and/or district boundary as indicated.

:, ,I At the specified points of measurement, the vibrations
,: _ shall not exceed tile limits listed. Tile instrument used
• _ _ for these measurements shall be a three component measuring

":!; sys tern.
';';i _1 Particle velocity as specified may be measured directly

_::i or if computed on the basis of displacement and Frequency
[]

measurements shall be computed from the formula 6.28 FO
:',_ _ . where P is the frequency and vibrations per second and D

is the single amplitude displacement of the vibration in
Inches. The following page contains a nomogram of the

!': formula--partlcle velocity equals 6.28 FD and it may be

iil used to determine tileappropriate particle velocity.
For the purpose of this Ordinance, steady state vlbra-

_I tlons are vibrations which are continuous (such as a
, 1

>_:i _ printing press) or vibrations In discrete impulses more
,-: la_ frequent than one hundred par minute (such as an alr com-
;:;! presser). Discrete impulses which do not exceed log per

minute shall be considered as impact vibrations (such as

;, _l a drop hammer).

The Columbus, Ohio Zoning Code includes the re]lowing provision:

'il Zoning Code: Ch. 3343

_i' 3343.11 Noise, seismic effects and particulate matter;
'; performance standards for EQ Excavation and Quarrying

Districts.--

i l_.i (a)(l) As measured at any street or other property line,
the maximum sound intensity resulting from blasting or

': drilling shall not exceed one hundred decibels.
:_'_ (2) The quantity of explosive in any prhnary shot shall
;'_ [_] be controlled to prevent damage to any structure of normal

t4_ construction or to avoid creation of a nuisance to sur-
rounding property and shall not exceed that specified in

. [_ the following table:
lJ
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Ma×inlum quantity of e×plo_lves

per shot for instantaneousflrlng or per delay for delay
; Distance from blast area to firing in pounds

nearest structure, neither

_" _ quarry owned nor quarry Normal Abnormal
"_ leased (in feet) overburden overburden

;_i_ _ 1001..................... 340 70200 ..................... 420 78
:!
: 300 ..................... 525 100

_ 400 ..................... 635 125
|_ 500..................... 800 160

_ 6DO ..................... 950 200
! " 700 ..................... ],17_ 245

.... _i _ BOO ..................... 1,500 300
:' 900 ..................... 1,830 360
_'.,:._ ],DO0 ................... 2,250 430

:_ _ 1,200 .................... 3,500 610.: 1,4OO ............................. 820
ii:':i 1,600 ............................. 1,250
!< _ 1,8OO ..................... 1,90O!:'i ........
_.; _ 2,000 ............................. 3,000

:T

_! IMlnlmum allowable distance when approved missile protec-
tlon methods are used.
Z.orethanSOfeettobedroc,.

:iii! (3) When ground frequency and displacement In relation
::_ _ to the quantity of explosive In a primary blast can be

determined by approved instrumentation, such blast shallI

_:i be controlled [n accordance with the maximum allowable
amplitudes of ground vibration in relation to vibration

_i [_ frequency specified in the following table:
,i

Table of frequency.--Amplitude relations frequency

I_ of maximum amplitude ground motion_! in cycles per second inches
_: Up to 10 .......................... Not more than 0.0305
' 20 0 0153

_;> _ 30 .............................................. 0'0102
40 00076

_: 50 .............................................. O.006]
:, I_ 60 .............................................. 0.0051
I:

Several cltles provide subjective tests for measurement of objectionable

U vibration, such as Article 612, Zoning District Regulations of the DenverClty Code states,
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"Article OlZ-Zonlng District Regulations
(Portion Pertaining to Noise Only)

District: R-O, R-I, g-2, R-2-A.Volume of Sound Conerc_ted.--Everyuse, unless expressly
;; exempted by this ordinance, shall be. so operated that the
';:_ BII volume of sound inherently and recurrently generated does
': }_ not exceed fifty-five decibels at any point of any boundary
._ llneof theZone Lot on whichtileuse Is located.

". : j
:_ V'/.bnai;7;onOen(Jretec],--Everyuse shall be so operated

, :_ i;;i _,_ that the ground vibration inherently and recurrently Den-
Lu orated is not perceptible, without instruments, at any

_i point of any boundary line of tile Zone Lot in which the use
_J _ IS located.
_. [_ District.* R-3, R-4, B-I, B-2, I-P, I-0, R-3-X, B-A-I,

B-A'2, R-5.
, _ VoZume of Soz_md(,'enora/;.e(I.--Every use, unless expressly
! _. exempted by this ordinance, shall be so operated that

tile volume of sound inherently and recurrently generated[i
_i does not exceed sixty decibels at any point of any boundary

line of the Zone Lot on which the use is located,_i Vibration Generated.--Every use shall be so operated
:..: that tile ground vibration Inherently and recurrently gen-

[] " orated is not perceptlble, without instruments, at any
"_ [] point of any boundary line of tileZone Lot on which the
i!! use is located.

_! [] District: RS-I, RS-2, RS-3, RS-4.
Volume of Bozmd Genoz'ated,--Everyuse, unless express])'

exempted by this ordinance, shall be so operated that the
i':_ volume of sound inherently and recurrently generated does

not exceed slxty-five decibels at any point of any boundary
:i_i line of the Zone Lot on which the use is located.
_;_ Vibration Generated.--Every use shall be so operated
_-_ [_ that tile ground vibration inherently and recurrently gen-
_.:_ orated is not perceptible, without Instruments, at any

_iI r_ point of any boundary line of the Zone Lot on which tile: use Is located,

District: B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6, I-0, B-8, B-A-3, B-A-4,

;. Tile Tucson, Arizona City Code deals with vibration In its Planning and

_ Zoning section which declares,

"Sec. 23-391(22), Vibration: No vibration shall be per-
[i_ mltted which is discernible beyond the lot line to tile

_. _ human sense of feeling for threeminutes or more dura-

i_ tion In any one hour of the day between the hours of 7:00
a,m. to 7:00 p.m., or of thirty seconds or more duration

L_ any one during the hours of"7:00 p,m, and 7:00
In hour

/i a.m,

: Forel .qn Lmvs

During recent years, the most intense legal activity concerning regulation

_ of vibration has been in East European countries such as tile Soviet Union
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and Czechoslovakia, where tilefocus has been on the physlologlaal conse-quences of vibration in tJ_eworkplace as opposed to environmental vlbra-
tlon From sources such as highways. The Czechoslovakian vlbratiop law
Is outlined in an article, "The CzeclloslovakianHygiene Regulation on

Protection Against Vibration,n Kryze, 0., in Work-Environment-llealth,
VoI. 7 No. I, pp. 51-56, 1970. Tile law regulates cerLain types of indus-
trlal actlvlty, setting maxhnum permlssible values For vibratlon, criti-

!;, col frequency bands in which parts of the body are in resonance, and
obligatory measures to be taken against cold and meiseture for tilepro-

:_] faction of workers exposed to vibration.

if",!" "_ While the Czechoslovakian law on vihratiom focuses on the workplace, tile
_' British law, In contrast, focuses on environmental vibration and is

m applicable to hlghway induced vibration. Section One of tileNoise Abate-

'_ _ ment Act of 1960 is entitled, "Noise or Vibration Nuisance" and reads,

'_ (I) SubJect to the provisions of thls section, noise or_ r

.: _[ vlbrotlon which is a nuisance shall be a statutory nuisance
:':: i_ for tile purposes of Pert III or the Public Health Act 1936,

and the provisions of that Act shall have effect accordingly
";',_ as if subsections (I) to (4) of this section were provisions

i.,i of the said Part III.
i:,_ (2) In relation to noise or vibration alleged to be a sLatu-
?_ nulsanca by virtue of the foregoing subsection--

' ; J {a) section ninety-nine OF the said Act of 193G {which
provides that a complaint of the existence of a sta-
tutory nuisance may be made by any person aggrieved

"i by the nuisance) shall have effect as if for the

:!'i reference to any person aggrieved by the nuisance
!_i there were substltuted a reference to any three or
._!I I[_ more persons each of whom is the occupier of land or

' _ premises and is in that capacity aggrieved by the
nulsaneei and

,...+__ (b) section one hundred and nine of that Act (_hlch con-
:._;'i I talns a saving from tile operation of the said Part III
:_,,.:,.'NI for mines and Industrial processes) and sections

three hundred and thirteen and three hundred and seven-

,'_'), teen of that Act (which relate to repeals and air era-[] tlons of local Acts) shall not apply.
;: i (3) In proceedings brought by virtue of subsection (I) of this
'_':! ¢j section In respect of noise or vibration caused in tile course

| of a trade of business, it shall be a defence for tile defendent
to prove that tilebest practicable means have been used for

iI preventing, and for counteracting the effect of, the noise or

i" _ vibration.(4) Without prejudice to tilesavings contained in Part XII
i: of the said Act of 1936, no notice shall be served or proceedings

[] ougNtbyvirtuesobsocton(,)ofthissectioninrespootof noise or vibration caused by statutory undertakers in tile

.:i exercise of powers conferred on then}by any enactment or

- _ statutory order.
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(5) In the appllcatlon of this section to Scotland--
(a) in subsection (I) for the words from Jshall be a sta-

tutory nuisance _ to the end of the subsectlon there

shall be substituted the words 'shall be a nuisancellable to be dealt with summarily In the manner pro-
vldad in Part II of the Public Hea]th (Scotland) Act

,,, 1897, in the same way and to the same effect as in
' i"i the case of a nuisance under- paragraph (6) of sac-

,_ tlon sixteen of that Act, and a county or town council
• _I shah have the like powers and duties In relation to

_I such noise or vibratloa as they have in relation to a?
• . nuisance under that Act';
!i (b) subsection (2) shall be omitted, but in relation to
;_ noise or vibration alleged to be a nuisance by virtue

of tills section, section twenty-two of time said Act
of ]887 shall have effect with the substitution for

_] references to ten ratepayers of time district of the
. l_i local authorlty of references to any three or mm'e
_i persons each of whom is the occupier of land or pre-
_i IJil mlses and is In that capacity aggrieved by the nuisance;

• J_ and
:" (c) in subsection (4) for the reference to Part XII of the

sold Act of 1936 there shall be substituted a reference
"/ [_ to Part X'I of the said Act of 1897,
_, I_ (7) Nothing in tbls section shall apply to noise or vibration

_, caused by aircraft.

'' It shouId be noted that aircraft vibrations are excepted from the Act's
('_ jurisdiction, and that the defend,_nt may escape l labl]ity by showing
(:_ [,_ that he has used tha best practicable means for counteracting the

effect of the vibration. By making vibration a statutory nuisance,
; the enforcement of the national Act must be carried out on tile local

lavelj just as would a municipal nuisance ordinance. AccordlngIy, theBritish law has been criticized as being weak In its enforcement pro-
_ visions,

I_ Conclusion

No attempt has been made, eltber on the national or local lava], to draft

[_ cemprehenslve scheme to regulate vibration, such as has been
a statutory

done wlth noise, Thus_ control of excessive vibration has bean left to
prlvate complainants using the traditional, but limited and rather Ineffeu-

l_ tlve, theories of nuisance and invel'se condemnation. In tlmelast fewyears, a series of broadly remedial statutes, such as the National Envir-
onmental Policy Act, seeking to Insure environmental quality have been

passed, which, theoretically, could serve as a basis for plaintiff'srelief In future litigation concerning vibration.
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r:_ ADJUDICATEDCASES RESULTING FROHVIBRATION

The law concerning vibration Is [ntlmate}y Involved with the law concern-
,_, Ing nolse; the two are frequently confused. But while there are many

statutes regulating noise, there are fo_.t regulating vibration, and while
many judicial decisions can be found on vibration, there are relatively

few concerning noise. Noise is regulated by many statutes on the stateand federal level, Includlng the Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C.
II4_0i-18, the language and }egislatlve history of which suggests that

It is Inapplicable to vibration (inaudible shaking as opposed to audlb]esound). A review of state statutes reveals that tilelegislatlve focus
has been on audible sound waves, as opposed to inaudible vibration. A
few city ordinances address the probleslof excessive vibration, but in

most jurisdictions the problem is relegated to the courts, where tilelawof vibration is made on a case by case basis.

The common law courts, which have given little sympadly to noise claims,nave recognized excessive vibration as an insult which may be redressed
by a number of traditional legal remedies sucb as nuisance or inverse

condemnation. These cases are tile results of conventional private litl ~gation and seldom are colored by environmental considerations. In most
instances, these traditlenal cases have been brought by aggrieved plain-
tiffs whose property has been damaged by concussions from explosive blast-

lag activity or sonic booms or by prolonged vibrations from a nearbygenerasor, hlghl_,ay,or railroad.

[_ The adjudicated cases concerning highway departments bave arisen out oftwo different types of activit:ias: (I) construction, with its blasting
-- and pile driving, and (2) operations, with complaints based on vibratlons
i-_ from increased traffic. Some of tilepeculiarities of these cas_s are

j discussed with discussion of vibration
below, together a non-hlghway

eases arising ouI: of analogous activities such as operation of a rail-
road, and cases not related te highways, but Involving vibration,

arising out of sonic booms and activities carried on with explosives.Tj
_' The Eonstltutionai Requirement of Compensation: "Takln_" and "Damaging"

-'_ Clauses

_ Suits brought by property owners agalnst the highway department or other

governmental agencies responsible for highway construction or operationare usually based on a provision of the state constitution which
parallels the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment of tile Federal
Constitution which statee, ". .nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation." State constitutlons, as a matter
of course, reenact on a state level the federal takings guarantee; but
many states have gone beyond tilefederal takings clause and provide for

.I _ compensation to property owners whose land is damaged, but not taken.
i
i

! Comparison of two cases, one from a state, Ohlo, wit'h a "takings" clause,

the other from a state, Georgia, with a "damages" clausep illustrates
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the difference in practice, In State ex rel Fejes v. City of Akron,
2 Ohio App,2d 57, 206 N.E.2d 4lB (1965), the court held that the city
was not liable for damage caused by vibrations resulting from hlghway

construction activity adjacent to the plaintiff's property because therewas no actual "taking" of his land by the government. TileOhio constl-
tutlonal provlsion provided for compensation for governmental takings only

:' t:l In the lltara] sense, that Is actual physical expropriation. In contrast,

the Georgia constitution, Art, I, Sac. III, Pare. I of the Constitution
of 1945 (Code Ann, I/2-30l), provides that,

'! _
;,; "Privatepropertyshallnot be taken,or damaged,
v_ for public purposes, wllhout just and adequate cam-
,!! pensatlonbeing flrstl)aid,"(Emphasisadded.),

_m

I_ and, in Richmond County v. Williams, log GO. App. 670, )37 S.E. 2d 343

:._ (1964)_"!Jhecourt held that tileplaintiff landowner should receive cam~

pensation for tilecracks in his ceilings, wal Is, Floors, windows and doorsdirectly damaged by highway construction being carried on fifty feet away
" from hls land even though no portion of his property had been taken for

the project,

',. While Georgia courts wllI award compensation for physical damage, they
:i have so far drawn the line on allowing recovery for elements of Incon-

[_ venience such as noise and annoying vibration. In tileRichmond County
' r_ case, additional recovery was denied to the plaintiff for claims based

on annoyance grooving out of horn blowing, glare of lights, and Increased
' ra traffic. Indeed, a Georgia court has held that the Increased noise, smoke,i
: _ and dust from highway constructionwhich did not result in actual physical
:! damage to the plaintiff's home, did mot create a permanent decrease In
T., property value, and hence no recovery was possible. See Hollywood Baptist

Church v, State Highway Dept., I14 Go. App, 89, 150 S.E. 2d 271 (1966),! Similarly, In Reymond v. State Dept. of H 9hways, 255 La, 425, 231 S.2d
37_ (1970), the court awarded damages to the p]aintiff for the visible

damage caused by pile driving activity in construction of a highway on;' neighboring land, The plaintiff's recovery was measured by the decrease
In the market value of her house caused by structural damage attributable

': to vibration from plle driving.

:;i [_] In Lombardy v. Peter Kiewit Sons* Co., 266 Gal. App.2d 599, 72 Cal. Rptr.
2/10"(]968), the plaintiff did not allege property damage, but did aver

. that the nearby highway construction caused mental, physical and emotlonalstress resulting from noise, dust, and vibration. The court held that the
plalntiff dld not state a case In Inverse condemnation without alleging

_}_ substantial damage to property.

Although approximately half of the states have a "damaging" provision as
well as a "takinG" clause, legal commentators believe that decisions From

I'_ jurisdictions with a "takings" clause only can be just as liberal. They
_ll clte cases such as Eaton v. Boston, C. & Ft.R, R., 5] N.S. 504 (1872), In

which tileNew llanlpshireSupreme Cour_ awarded compensation to a plaintiff

C whose property had been flooded by water coming through a cut made for a
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_,_ ral track, tha constitutional limltatlon of
Iroad The court got around

' New Hampshire _s constitutlon which limits compensation to govornnlental
takings by holding that the right to property includes the rlght to bone-

._ }liall ficlal use, and that when a public project Interferes with that use, as
in the Eaton case, the property had been "taken" and colnpensat[on must
be made', Although courts In some states evade the full force of the

absence of a "damaging" clause by such a rationale, tile job of_ the plain-:" tiff's lawyer and the judge seeking to award a recovery to the injured
_q landowner is easler if tile law forthrightly, by nl_ans of a "damaging"

clause, permits recovery for consequential damages such as vibration.

See and of Damagesin Eminent5plas NcCold, IIResovery Consequent ia]
Domain, 118Va. L. Rev. 437, 443 (1962).

g modern applicatlon of thls principle Is found in Board of Education v..Pa.lmo.r, 88 N. J. Super. 378, 212 A.2d 564 (1965), where the plaintiff
school board was held entitled to an award, even though tbere was no

physlca] taking, If It could show that tile beneflcial use of the schoolgrounds would be Impaired during the course of highway construction because
;. of danger, noise, and construction activity. SInlilarly, in City of Yakima

v. Dahlinj 5 Wash. App. 129, 485 P.2d 628 (]971), tile plaintiff was
_ allowed to sue for the dimlnuslon in the va]ue of his property caused by

:" _e the noise and other annoying side effects resulting from highway construc-
tion, even though there was no physical taring. See also gronxvil]e

:" I] Palmer Ltd. v. State, 3G A.D. 2d lO, 318 N.Y.S. 2d 57 (]97-'_.

Tanqlble versus tntanqible Damages

I_ Vibration may be extremely annoying to tile plaintiff, yet not rise to time
level of environmental harm for which the court will award relief. In-
conva:.ience does not of itself constitute the kind of "damage" contempla _

II ted by the eminent domain and inverse condamnatloa laws, unless tileplaintiff can show that he has suffered "specia] damages" different in
klnd and degree from those suffered by the public at largo. See Northcutt

}_ v, State Road Dept., supra; Richmond County v. Wl]llams, supra; Re_mon.d
Im v, State, supra. Evidence of physlcal injury to the plaintiff's property

always makes his suit easier since there Is a Tong Tine of cases in which

l_ awards have been given to compensate for tanglb]e damage resulting fromhighway vibration. Sea Richmond County v. Williams, supra; Northcutt v.
State Road Dept., 209 S.2d 710 (Fla. App]. 1968.T_--It is much easier to
argue that property has been "taken" or "damaged" If tt has suffered vis-

Ible physlca] injury.

Hl_hway Construction

I_11 Vibration and concussion damage cases arising out of blasting activity
have been the subject of much legal commentary. Dean Presser notes, in
Presser, Law of Torts, 4th ed., West Publishing Company, St. Paul, at page
513, that blasting has run the gamut of all possible thoories of liability.

t_l The courts of a number of states have held that blasting is an ultra-
hazardous activity, and that tile perpetrator of the excessive vihrations

l: will be held liable, whether negligent or not; while the courts of other

1,3
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states, require the complainant to show that the work was carried on In
a negligent manner. A review of the different position taken by various
state courts can be found In 20 American Law Reports, Annotated, Second
Series, "Annotationt Liability for Property Damage by Concussion From
Blasting" The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Company, Rochester (1951)
at ]372, Cases arising out of highway blasting incidents have often

_._ applied the latter standard requiring proof of nag pence on the part ofthe contractor. The court in Watson v. Mississippi River Power Co,, 174
Iowa 23, 156 N,W. 188 (1916) rationalized this different treatment on the

-- Ill ground that highway construction Is carried out under the authority of the
[_ stale. However, in Lho appropriate case, courts will not hesitate to

assess damages against the blasting contractor at work on a public project.
In H, L, Butler & Sons v, We[pole, 239 S.W.2d 653 (Tax. Cir. App. 1951),

I_ the court held that tilecontractor would be liable for any damage causedby concussions and debris resulting from highway construction activities
if such damages resulted from the contractor's negi'igenceor failure to

I_ take precautions. Texas courts have spoken out more frequently on thisIssue than the courts of other states. In Standard Pavin 9 Co. v. McCllnton,
146 S.W.2d 466 (Tax. Clr, App. 1940), the Texas court hold that proof of

i_ the contractor's negligence was necessary before the plaintiff could recoverfor damage caused by removing stumps from the highway right of way in front
of hls house, Where the contractor is not shown to be negligent, as In

: Nelson v. flcKenzie-HaqueCo., 192 Minn. 180, 256 N.W. 96 (1934), he will
• I_ not be held liable for property damage to a neighboring property owner on

Lr_ a nuisance theory, despite the annoying consequences of hls blasting,
pile drivers and other noisy machinery, since the state, under its sovereign

authority, had delegated the highway construction to the defendant.
H I ,qhway Operation

[I_ cases concerning complaints arising out use
The of of the highway confuse

noise and vibration. In many cases, the plalntlff's attorney lumps the
noise and vibration together in one allegation. Thus, In Northcutt v.

State Road Department, 209 So.2d 710 (Fla. App. 1968), the court restated_.. the plaintiff's claim thus,

i. . "Briefly, their complaint alleged, Inter alia, that they
had purchased and constructed a house and Improvements on
real property located in North Miami, Florida, for the
approximate amount of $40,000. The indivlduals and the real

were In good physical condition untll the defendent,
property
State Road Department, began and completed tile construction,
maintenance and operation of the North-South Expressway, a

limited access, federally financed interstate highway knownas State Road 9-A, They claim that the defendant placed the
limited access rlght-of-way to the interstate highway very

close to their real property. They alleged that the constantuse of the quiet residential side street as an access road to
the highway by earth moving equipment, dump trucks, concrete
mixers, cranes, bulldozers, machinery, etc,, during and

[_ after tile construction of the interstate highway was a direct,
• and proximate cause of certain damages to their house and
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: I _ real property; thus causing tilehouse to become structurally
unsound and unlnhabltab)e, and that th(;Ir damage was irre-

;. parable and continuing. They alleged that tiledefendant

_'_ had constructed, inaintain_d and operated the interstate
i 15 highway so as to cause heavy industrial and commercial
/ traffic to use It so near to their property as to cause

excessive shock waves, vibrations, and noises, at all hoursof the day and night which Impaired th_dr health and caused

them to lose sleep, become ill and nervous and deprived

....._ them of the use and aesth(;tlc beauty of their property,causing it to lose its value for residential purposes so
that it cannot be sold or finan-ed for any use or purpose.
They maintain that the defendant did not condemn sufficient

property to provide for the proper construction, maintenance
' and operation of the interstate highway system, and the

access roads, or their safe operation, and that they had been

I_ deprived of tilebeneficial use and enjoyment of their property,_ and that this amounted to a taking of their private property
without just compensation and without due process of law.

They prayed that the court order the State Road Department, to institute eminent domain proceedings against their property
so that they could recover just and full coalpensation, as

_i determined by a jury_ together with interest, cost and

_I _ attorneys'fees.

:i_ Highway operation complaints differ prlmarily from highway construction

. _ cases In that the latter are temporary annoyances while persistent andJ excessive vibration from a highway in use becomes a permanent nuisance.

,, _ Inadequacy of Nuisance Law

_i! Although tile language of the complaints is often couched In terms of

_i'.! nuisance law, it has proved to be an unsatisfactory tool In dealing
with offensive highway vibration. Courts treat as a nuisance anything
that works harm to an individual or the public. A public nuisance

affects the public at large, while a private nuisance affects an Indi-

_! |_ vidual or a small group only. Private parties are not a11owed to bring

_i I_ public nuisance actions, which are usually filed by tileDistrict Attorney
or the Attorney General, unless they can show that they have suffered

"special damages," distinct and different from tile kind suffered by the
I

]_ public as a whole. While nuisance suits are effective in some vibration
' cases brought against private defendants, they are Inappropriate In high-

T_, way vibration cases because of the "legalized nuisance doctrine." This
: _ recurring doctrine is based on the rationale that highway nuisances such

[F_ as nolse_ alr pollutants, and vibration are Incidental to the needs of

: a functioning technological society, the price of progress, and that the
. [_ environmental costs are expected to be borne by the public. Courts have

consistently held that the plaintiff who lives on a public street, no
matter how offended be may be by the legislatively authorized highway

, placed adjacent to his property, nlust put up with the consequential

effects,gee State Commission,183AIIk.780,
Campbell V, Arkansas HI ,qhuay

38 S,W.2d 733 (1331). It's a nuisance, but It's a legalized nuisance.
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Courts further argue that to internalize the economic impacts suffered
]i by neighboring homeowners would be so flnanclally prohibitive that it

would effectively halt road construction. See Thomsen v. State 284

Mlnn. 468, 170 N.W.2d 575 (1969). Further, as the court stated inDeaconess Hospital v. Washington State Highway Commission, 66 Wash.2d
378, 403 P.2d 54 (1965), "Nothing which is done or mahlcained under the

_"_ _i express authority of a statute, can be deemed a nuisance." Thus, no

;_ t_ matter how much a highway may be a nuisance in fact, it cannot be a
_-i nuisance in law and tile legal remedies of private and public nuisance,
:,,: so useful in correcting ol:her envlronlllerltal Insults, cannot be used

'i against highways autllorized by law. ffeverthel(_ss, much of the language
used in nuisance cases is carried over into the eminent domain and
Inverse condemnation cases concerned with noise and vibration. For

: _ instance, In Cheek v. Floyd County, 308 F. Supp, 777 (N.D. aa. 1970),
|_ the Court spoke in nuisance terms, stating that a plaintiff could recover

damages for traffic vibrations If he could show that the injury suffered

f._ by him was distinguishable from that suffered by the public in general,

[-_] and that the vii}rations and noise were so severe as to rise to tile level
of a "legal nuisance" (legislative authorization of the comp]alned high-

;i way) which usually serves as an effective defense for tilestate In such

SuILs.

Private Party Defendants

'_, _ In suing to abate annoying highway vibration and noise, plaintiffs some-
times sue private parties whose almost exclusive use of a particular

_: I_ stretcb of road makes them an easy target. In Coon v. Utah Construction

:j _l_ Co., 228 P.2d 997 (1951), the plaintiff soug t to recover damages to his
,:7_ home allegedly caused by the defendant's heavy trucks in tlleIr passage

i_, to end from its place of business. The court denied recovery, conclu-_t dlng that the operations of the defendantrs trucks on a public htghway
,! !
!. was a lawful use which did not create a nuisance nor any legally com-

pensable damage. Similarly, In Bassham v. Shreveport Transit Company,
___l 227 So.2d IGO (La. App. 1969), the court eenied recovery to a p]ain_:iff

. whose home_s cracked walls were allegedly caused by excessive vibrations
_:_ from tile transit company's vehicles. The defendant's lawful use of the
_:, road was held to be reasonable and no ground for liability.

L _: Inverse Condemnation

inverse Condemnation is the legal tool which has evolved to give thedamaged property owner relief from the consequential effects of a govern-
:,. mant project, It Is to be contrasted wlth direct condemnation proceed-
';' I_] Ings expropriating land for the project brought by the government before

work begins, In an inverse condemnation proceeding, the injured property
owner proceeds against the government: for damages which have been caused
by a state undertaking such as construction or operation of a highway

and which have not been compensated for in the condemnation
original

proceeding. Such claims, while often evident at the Lime of the original
condemnation proceeding, are not paid then because of their speculative

nature.
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l; ,S.everance Damages

Courts, in Inverse condemnation suits, frequently treat plaintiffswhose property is partially taken for a highway differently fram property
owners whose land is adjacent to the highway but not taken. This is true
even in states with a "damaging" clause. Such courts analogize the

award for vibration effects In eminent domain
to severance dalnage s an

suit. Severance damages, which are awarded when part of a tract Is
physically appropriated, are measured by tile depreciation in the fair

r_ market value of the remaining area. They reflect the decline in value
of the property not taken caused by the expropriation. Spies and McCold,

"Recovery of Consequential Damages in Eminent golnain," 48 Va. L. Rev.

437, 441 (1962). If the complah|ant's property has been taken for thehighway, as In Mississippi State Ilighway Commission v. Colonial Inn. Inc.,
246 MIss. 422, "i'49SO.2d 851 (1963)', where an easement twenty feel in

;. length and 5 feet in width, approximately .02 of an acre, was condemned

will follow. In the Colonlal Inn of $9,210
recovery caset a judgment

!; was upheld to compensate for the diminution of value Including_ but not
,_- limited to, increased noise and vibration.

[;__' ._ In .Thomsen v. State, 170 N.W,2d 575 (1969) a property owner whose land
was not taken by a new four lane truck highway, the travelled portion

I_ of which was within ten feet of the plaintiff's heine, brought suit to!_ _ compel an award, claiming the highway department had Intentionally nar-
rowed the right of way so as to avoid a taking and payment of compensa-

:: tlon. TlleMinnesota Constitution states that, "Private property shall
: not be taken, destroyed or damaged for public use without just compen-

;" satlon therefor, first paid or secured.", Minn. Const. Art. I, #13.

_ The court's explanation of why recovery for damages caused by the In-

[_ creased noise and vibration should be denied unless the plaint:If;' could,on remedy show evidence of "special damages)' illustrates the outcome

:' determinative issues in such suits,

._i "It Is clear, however, that not every conceivable klnd of

if! injury to the vaIu_ of adjoining property resulting from
] highway construction Is _'damage" in the constitutional

I_ sense. Wolfram v. State, 246 Minn. 264, 74 N.W.2d 510_
I McCarthy v. Clty of Minneapolis, 203 Ninn. 427, 281 N.W.

759. Thus, while a reduction im property values may result

I_ from the noise, light, vibration, or fumes produced by theproxhIllty of increased vehicular traffic on a newly con-

structed highway, such consequential damage is not usually

i_ treated as "danlage" in the constitutional sense. State extel, State Highway Conlm. v. Turk (Me.) 366 S.W. 2d 420;
State fly and Through Road Commission v. Williams, 22 Utah2d

331, 452 P.2d 881, See, Wolfram v. State, supra& McCarthy
I_'I v, City of Minneapolis, supra. Noise, light, vibration, and

_I fumes from traffic on modern four-lane highways are "Incon-
venlences that are reasonably incident to the prosecution

I '_ of necessary public enterprises, "and as such must be and
bm are borne by the public at large. Stuhl v. Great Northern

Ry. Co,, 136 Nlnn. 158, 163, 161 N.W. 50l, 503. The cost

I
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of compensatlng al] owners of property adjaccml or proximateto newly constructed highways affected by those slde effects
would be so prohibltlve that it would effectively halt the

_11 construction of hlghways by the state. See Northcutt v.

. _!_ State [toad gep_. (Fla. App.) 2O9 So.2d supra. Ther6fore,
It has beenheld that In order for an omittedpropertyowner

_; W to force a condemnation and thereby recover for such conse-
quontlal damage to his property, tile damage must he direct,

.. substantial, and peculiar to hlm, in that it differs markedly

• ;:.! m from the damage suffered by tile public at large as a result

., _ of the construction of the highway. See City of Crookston; _i_' y, FrLckson, 244 Iiinn, 321, 69 N.W.2d 909."

:,: I_I In People, Department of Public Works v. Volunteers of America, 98 Cal.
:J I_ Rptr. 423 (Cal. App. 1972) the court awarded damagc._sfor highway noise
;'i and vibration even _hough the Hghway was not built on land taken from
• _ the plaintiff, llowcver,some of his land was taken and used for a free-

way buffer zone bringing him within tile ambit of that class of property
owner whose land has actually been dondemned and to whom severance

i' damages, including damages for annoying noise and vlbration, are awarded.

_1_ In.Dennlson v. State, 22 N.Y.2d 408, 293 N.Y.S.2d 68 (1968) the court
:;, approved an award to tile owners of a colonial frame house situated on
_, _ a large wooded lot through which a new highway was constructed. In

'_;' _ assessing damages, the loss of privacy and seclusion, the loss of view,
the traffic noise, lights and odors were all lumped together as factors
causing consequential damage to the remaining property, to be assessed

,:i _ as part of tile severance damages due the plaintiffs.

_: Specl,_lDamages: The Outer Limits of Recovery

As noted in Thomson v. State t supra, even when there has been no taking
of property or physical damage, in the appropriate case a court will make

an award to a property owner who can show that he has suffered by others)! in the neighborhood. This doctrine offers a loophole to courts seeking
,,_, to flnd a means to give a plaintiff an award. In the Thomson case, supra,

;_ which involved a particularly compelling fact situation, tile court after

I::: lei_iI reviewing all the legal rules pointing toward dismissal of the homeowner's claim, sent the case back to the lower court with instructions
/ to retry the case with particular attention to the existence of speciali

:;i _ damages, See also Yakima v. Dahlln, 5] Wash. App., I29, 485 P.2d 628
[] (1971) and .Cheekv. Floyd County, 308 F. Supp. 777 (N.D. Ga. 1970).

_ _I_ Special Plaintiffs

.: Special damages appear more likely to be found In tile case of certain
types of plaintiffs, such as schools, hospitals, and churches, which

receive better treatment from tilecourts. The qualities of quiet,
tranquliity, and privacy have been held by the courts to be requirements

: of such Institution, and noise and vibration effect a different type of

damage on them from that offered by the public generally.

In Fleetwood Synaqopue, Inc. v. State, 60 Misc.2d 326, 302 N,Y.S.2d 898

(Ct, Claims 1970) the state appropriated a strip of lalld approximately
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one hundred feet long and ten feet deep and took an easement over an
adjacent strip. The court awarded $37,150 for damages prhnarily based

on increased noise.

l_ In Board of Education v. Palmer, supra, the court held that, even though
no land had been appropriated for tile highway, the envlronmenta] effects

-r: _,. of the road were so overwhelming as to affectlvely destroy tilebeneflclal
use of the property as a school. The court allowed the inverse condemna-

_.,, tlon proceeding even though New Jersey Is a "taking" jur[sdlctlor,. See

also flew Jersey v. Board of Education, 3 E.R,C. 11_9 (197); State v,[! .. Board of Education, 116 ff.J, Super. 305, 282 A.2d 71 (197]).

_lJ Howevar_ see, in contrast, United States v. Certain Parcels of Land, 252. F. Bupp. 319 (W,D, Micb. 1966) in which it was held that the noise, dust
•'_ and vibration from the hfghway comp]alned of by tbe school board was,

i on the evidence presented, not substantial enough to ,just fy an award,
}_ See also Hollywood Baptist Church v. State ltighway Department, supra.
t_

_. Procedure

' I'I'; Professor David Mandelker believes that inverse condemnation law is so
procedurally technical and varies so from state to state that no easy
9enerallzations can be made as to the procedures for bringing suit and

_. to the limits of Mandelker in the
as llablilty. explores report,
"Inverse Condemnatlon: The Constltutlona] Limits of Public Responslbl]-

.: il:y," prepared under Contract No. CPR 11-8682 between the U, S, Department
; _B of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads and the Washington University School

of Law In 1964. While the report is mainly concerned with cases arising
_' out of damage claims from floods or landslides, the same legal principles

:I _ govern In vibration cases in decld_ng whether the court should award
_i _ consequential (unexpected or Indirect) damages, Mandelker concludes that
_!! the llmits of liability have never been satisfactorily worked out in the

_:i F_1 eminent domain/Inverse condemnation field.

m;.J Indeed, a survey of the cases in the noise and vibration area reveals
:i.i that courts within the same state may take different positions on the

same issue. Hls report is addressed to procedural and pleading mattersand Includes appendices analyzing each state's laws as to has such claims
: are brought, His general conclusions as to how inverse condemnation suits,

[!_t Including claims arising from vibration are brought states,

"The development of Inverse condemnation procedures has been
,., left to the vagaries of judicial development in 50 jurisdic-
[_ tlons. Tileresult is a complex body of doctrine difficult toI

I_ survey except in the most incremental fashion. (For a detailed
survey of state inverse procedure see Appendix A). A first

J_j glance at the constitutional basis of inverse law is an inv]-
_' I_1 ration to mistaken expectations. Constitutional provisions
=: In all states either expliclt]y guarantee or have been con-

strued to guarantee that com_ensatioll will be paid for prop-22 e
_,i arty taken for public use. Howevarp only tw nty of fifty

states take the simplest and most direct route and permit the
agtlrlevedlandowner to fl]e a common law action for Inverse
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r
r _ damages. 22] The rest employ a variety or more or less compli-

cated procedures: a special statutory procedure,222 a writ

of mandamus to compel the institution of condemnatlon proceed-ings,223 or a qualified Injunction to restrain tile public

agency pending the institution of proceedings to pay compen-
satlon. 221 Several states have not yet been presented with

] _ the questlon.225 The ava[]abie procedures w[]] briefly be
ravlmved in turn,

3. The most dlrect path into court Is an action at taw in

which tlle petitioner pleads his damage and the constitutionalguarantee of compensatlon, llowaver, the action at law is pro-
z cedurally less advantageous to the petitioner than a state-

initiated condemnation proceeding. When the state Inltlatosthe proceeding the procedural position shifts, and some evi-
dence points to more liberal attitudes toward recovery in
this context than in the inverse actlon, 226 Furthermore, the

inverse plalntlff must stand the costs if he loses, and
California is one stat_2.t;hat defines costs to include a reas-
onable attorney's fee. t Whether inverse claimants are

[_ deterred by this potential financia] burden is certainly opento question.
A second method of obtaining inverse relief is the suit

in mandamus to force tile commencement of condemnation pro-ceedings by the highway authority. Apparently a simple and
direct remedy based upon the statutory or constitutional
duty to pay compensation, the origins of mandamus as a pre-

rogative writ have led to procedural dlfFicultles whichinhibit its usefulness, even in the presence of a clear duty
to compensate. Technlcally, mandamus is only a First step

to the condemnation proceeding, and all questions about cam-:; pensatlon should in l:hcory be decided in the condemnation
action, But the two actions have not been so clearly separa-

ted, tension has developed over the functions to be assignedto each, and the scope of mandamus has varied considerably,
In one state, decisions about substantive issues are largely
left to the mandamus action, whi]e in another they are rele-

;_ _,_ gated to the mandated condemnation proceeding. Furthermore,
Et_ the mandamus proceeding may be dismissed If prellmlnary

questions of compensability cast doubt on the right to have

a condemnation proceeding at all, This issue is tied up,In turn, wlth the basls of the mandamus action, which may
rest alternatively on a statutory or on a constitutlona]
command.rq

#

A third procedure is relief by qual_fled injunction, In
thls proceedlng_ the petitioner requests a restraining order
against further construction or entry on his land unless

compensation Is paid for damage done. A qualified injunctionIs most useful to the landowner _/hose property Is damaged
at the time of construction. Unless a court is willing to

_._ enjoin tile use of a completed facility, the qualified Injunc-tion also issues as the first step toward a compensation
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proceeding, the question of compensation will usually be
" trled in the Injunction suit.

;: _ A fourth possibility is a statutory procedure. Thestatute parties to start condemnation proceedings, it may
authorize an action at law for dan]ageto property, or it

may provide for a cause of action at law for damagetoproperty, or It may provide for e cause of action limited
" to specified substantive Items of damage. Venue and limi-

tations requirement may also be included. Since tileinverseaction has a constitutional basis, the only serious difficulty
is that tile statute may so burden or qualify the constitu-
tional remedy that it violates the const:Itutional guarantee

of compensation. Excessive burdening could occur because ofprocedural obstruction which tbe statute sets to tbe cause
of action, such as an unduly short statute of limitations,

r_ a clahn-flling requh'emeot, or the taxing of attol'noys_ fees" to a losing plalntlff. 22_J
The statutes may authorlze a c]alm5 procedure rather than

_!: LR direct recourse to a court action. Clalms procedures vary

!; [__ considerably In detail, and include legislative determina-
tions, sometimes wIth administrative or .judicialadvice,
administrative determinations, and proceedings before a

' II"' specialcourt. When the statutemakes the claims procedure
:' the exclusive remedy, the problem of burdening the constltu-
•!: tlonal cause of action once more arises wi th the added note

_! _ that courts are often jealous of surrendering jurlsdlctlon.

• B• !_ 220. See Appendix A.
li
t.i

i:_i;; t_-- 221. See Appand,x A. ArIzoaa, Delaware, Gaorgla , Idaho, Kans_ls. Kentucky,

Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,

:_ North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas,
'_' Washlngton, Wisconsin. A few states make more than one remedy

f; ovaliable.
_; 222. Slx states, see Appendix A. California, Indiana, Massachusetts,

_.i [_] New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee.
.i

223. Seven states, see Appendix A. Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, New
i'_ Jersey, Virginia, West Virginia. Both mandamus and qualified

i. [_ injunction are apparently available In Alabama. Iowa is similar.

224. Seven states, see Appendix A. Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Iowa,

Maryland, Michigan, Utah.
225. Ten states, see Appendix A. Alaska, Connecticut, llawail,Montana,

i_ Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wyoming.
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_, 226. See the discusslon of chances for recovery under the federal
eminent domain clause in Note, 50 Yale L.J. 668, 678 (1941).

227. Cal, Gov, Code ._r, 947 (Deer, Supp. T963). This section no
longer explicitly authorizes the taxing of an attorney's fee

i against a losing plaintiff, He is to be taxed for allowable
_.. costs," and there Is no ind{cation from the legislative history

.:! l_ that an attorneyts fee Is not Included.
!

. ,_ _II 228. Courts have been concerned with tile problem of costs suffi-
ciently heavy to act as a deterrent to the exercise of matters
of rlght. If a state were to burden a remedy wlth excessive

procedural or substantive Inhibitions there is considerableavldence that constitutional invalidity would result. See tile
dlscusslon in People ex rel. O'Heara v. Smith, 374 Ill. 286, 29
N.E.2d 274 (1940).

Conclusion

:!' The courts have had dlfficuity in handling highway noise and vibration

i cases. In the words of the Supreme Court of Louisiana, in Raymond v.
State Department of H_phways , supra, at p. 380, "The courts of thisr_

t_ state have floundered from one theory to another to no theory at all---, H

,: There has been controversy and a division between the different state
t;]

!_! courts as to whether a property owner whose land is adjacent toj but

B not taken by, a highway or even a property owner part of whose land iscondemned for the road may recover damages for the noise and vlbratlon.
; Although the law must be researched for each separate jurlsdlction, a

_] _ number of generalizations can be made. If tangible injury such ascracked wails and broken windows can be shown to have been caused by
highway construction or operation, tile court will award damages. Tile
p]ointlff usually recovers whether his property has been Formerly

(. _. appropriated or is merely adjacent to the highway. If the complainant
_.; seeks damage for annoying noise and vibration, the state's constitutional

expropriation provisions must: be examined. Although recovery is easier
., in a state which awards coslpensation for state actions "damaging" the
;_ plaintiff's property, it IS possible in a state which gives recovery
_; only for a "taking" of property, If it can be shown that the vibration

Is So severe that It Interferes wlth the plaintiff's use of the prop-erty. A further analysis must be made as to whether it Is merely adjacent
to It. Recovery for annoying vibration has been ]hnlted to those whose
property has been partlal]y expropriated, as severance damages, while

[_ owners of adjacent to the highway are denied unless
property recovery

they can show special damages different from those suffered by the com-
munlty at large. The types of plaintiffs who have claimed special damages

successfully include hospitals, schools, and churches.
Persistent Sources of Vibration

L_ Vibration cases are not newp and antedate the Invention of the automo-
bile; there are scores of cases, beginning in the last century, concerning
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persistent annoying vibration from electric generation plants, subways,and ral 1roads,

I_al I roads

,:' Railroad cases are of particular Interest since the damages clone by the
:_ _ vibrations are so similar. One important dlsLinction is that highway

_._' [_ operation for motor vehicular use Is more clearly a state activity than!!
!i: operation of a railroad. However, avon in the turn of the century rail-
;- road cases_ plaintiffs ran into the problem of stat_., licensing and regu-
.',] _ lotion of railroads acting to cast a veil of state authority over tile

' i, I_ nuisance, In Wiener v. Pennsylvania g. Co., 292 All. App, 303, IO N,E.2d
:_ 981 (1933) the plaintiff's recovery for vibration damages was barred
;_ I_ unless he could show that the railroad was being operated negligently or
, unlawfully. Applying a similar ratlonale_ the same result was reached
i._ in Cl|lcago el.W. Ry. Co. v. First Methodist Episcopal Church, Ig2 F. 85
:_ (8th Cir. lgOO).

' Other railroad cases illustrate an earlier application of some of the
doctrines discussed above such as the special damages doctrine applied in

,ouTsvilloR.co.v. FosterIO8 743,57 450(,900),wherethecourt held that recovery would be allowed only If the plaintiff could show
z!_ that damage was not fairly incidental to the usual operation of the rail-

i:i I_ road. Similarly, in Kinsay v. Union Traction Co,, 169 Ind, 563, 81 N.E,
. _ _._ 922 (1907), the court awarded damages to an adjacent land owner whose
';_ home had developed cracks caused by vibration from the defendant's rail-

:_f" I_ road, holding the defendant liable for the tangible special damages

i_ _ proven, The old railway cases, while interesting, are not as forceful
authority as that readily available from the large body of adjudicated
cases concerning highway vibration An exception is perhaps the most sig-

i'! nlflcant rallroad vibration case, Rlchards v. Washington Terminal Co.,233 U.S. 546, 34 S. gt. 654 (1914)"whlch is historically important because
':'_- it opened the door to the awarding of consequential damages to neighboring
_ landowners. While tile case Is prhnarlly concerned with the termlnal's

_)_ flushing of smoke and gases onto a nelghbor's property, with vibrationplaying a minor part, tileSupreme Court's opinion sets forth legal pr_nci-
t_ ples which have been applied to determine whether consequential damages
r_ should be allowed for injuries arising out of governmental operations.

_i':_ i The Court held that while the government's operation of a project ordinarily
_" would legalize what otherwise would be a public nuisance, that recovery

_ would be allowed in cases inwhich tile activlty, in effect, worked damages
which were direct and peculiar to the plaintiff resulting in a taking of
the property. Thus, the Richards case opened the doors of the courts to

' t_ the special damages doctrine.

It has been suggested that the property owner Is more likely to receive
compensation for consequential damages where the condmnner ls a profit

L_ making corporation acting delegate of the When tile
as a government.

government itself is involved as the actor, operating mllitary aircraft,
etc., It Is more likely that a court wlll be impressed by sovereign

L_ inlmunlty arguments than when the damage is done by a construction company.
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gee Comment, "Eminent Domain Vahtatlons in an Age of Redevelopment:
Incidental Losses," 67 Yale L,J. 61, 94 (]957),

:;; J_i Machinery

• A number of cases have arisen out of vibration from electric utility
: _ plants, H_re, the law of nuisance comes into play If the plant spoils

the enjoyment of llfe and full use of property of Its neighbor. A series

_I of cases commented on in 4 American Law Reports, Annotated 3d 902, Anne-
.;;; _ tation, "Eiectrlc Generating Plant or Transformer Station as Nuisance,"
;C l_ Tile Lawyer's Co-operative Pubiiahing Company, Rochester (1973) bear out
_J the observation that recovery is easier in such cases than in tile blghway
! /_ and railroad vibration cases. This Is probably becaus_ the amblt of pos-

_ sible claimants is much smaller, being confined to dwellings within an
easily marked and narrow radius of the plant, whlle the possible plain-
tiffs in a highway suit stretch along the entire length of the road.

i [_ Aircraft Operation
r

i'i _ Nolse and vibration from alrcraft landing and taking off from a neighboring
;] |_ airport have been held to be such an Interference with the ownmrIs property
i as to amount to a taking. See United States v. Causby, 328 U. S. 256, 66
'. I_ S. Ct. IO62 (1946)and Grinqs v. Allegheny County, 369 U.S. 84, 82 S. Or.
'- 53l (1962). The recovery In Grlggs was against the county which planned

and operated the airportp while the recovery in Cau_by was against the
:; federal government which operated both the offending military fllghts and

:'_" _ airfield. The cases deriving from G-iqgs and Causby are more concernedc with noise than with vibration, Significant vibration problems have arisen
out of sonic booms from aircraft operations. However, the courts have

_i _ treated sonic booms as extraordinary events and have been more reluctant
_:_ [] to grant recovery than in the noise and vibration cases arising out:of

routine commercial aircraft operations,

(' i_ Bk,'_ Recently, Iitlgatlon has centered around the attempts of communities to
_;' regulate airport noise. In C!ty of Burbank v. Lockheed All' Terminal, inc.
. 411 U.S.G24, 93 S, Ct, 1854 ('i973),the United States Supreme Cou'rtstruck
_$ _ down a municipality's ordinance barring night operation of an airport on
!_ I_I the ground that the Noise Control Act of 1972 had preempted the field,
t:! barring any state and Ioca] lnltiatlves against aircraft noise.

il

EXTRAORDINARY VIBRATIONS

Sonic Booms

. The law concerning recovery for damages by sonic booms has, to date,
;; J_ developed In a restrictive manner. Early sonic boom litigation faltered
Li _II because of the unavalIabillty of experts to testify that the aircraft

shock waves possessed the potential to cause such damage, That sonic

booms can cerise physical dmnage to property is now common know edge, butsonic bOOln litigation is difficult because tile booms are held to be a
byproduct of a sanctioned government activity (all of the complaints to
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date arising out of military activity). Litigation is mired in a welterof confusing theories Including actions brought under the Federal Tort
C[aims Act 28 U.S,C. 2674, as welt as convuntiona[ cor,tmon law suits brought

under theories of negligence, trespass, mJisance, and unconstitutionaltaking. While a number of cases in tile last few years had suggested thai:
there might be an opening up of liability (see, e,g,, U,S. v. Gravelle,

• 407 F,2d 964 IOth Cir. 1969), tile United States Supreme Court's decision
' _ in Laird v. Neims, 406 U,S. 797, 92 S. Ct. 1899 (]972) seriously restricted
:. [.3 recovery on what ilad been thought the best vehicle for i'e[ief, the Federal

, _ Tort Claims Act. In Laird, the Court held that tile plaintiff could not

recover without a showing of negllgenca either in the planning of operationof the flight. The Court stated that the Act did not authorize a suit
against the government based on strict liability for conduct of an ultra-

hazardous activity,
The status of sonic boom IiLlgation is up In the air after the Laird

', decision and a number of legal writers bave commented on possible directions
" I_ fuLure lltigatlon might take. See, e.g., Note, "DtiliLy, Fairness and the
• |_ Takings Clause: Three Perspectives on Laird v. Nelnls," 59 University of
'' Virginia Law Review I034 (]973); NoLo, "Torts--Federal Tort Clahns Act--
.:.. _ Government Immunity from Strict Liability for Damages Caused by Sonic

_ Boom" 47 Tulane Law Review 920 (1973).

Whatever future direction sonic boom lltlgatlon may take, its impact on

vlbratlon ba small becausmof the difference
highway cases probably wi ]I

n degree between the two phenomena. Sonlc bootll Cases are more akln to
b]astlng cases, where the harm Is done tbrough one sharp explosion rather

than through tha steady vibration from hlghways,
Environmental Law Suits

The wave of environmental litigation which began in 1970 has not yet
effected vibration cases. The Noise Control Act of 1972. 42 U.S.C.
#4901-]8 (Supp,)973) which Is addressed to audible sound and not to

- _ vibration has not yet been interpreted by the courts, Significantly,
however, a number of environmental groups have tried to halt highway

_q projects because their noise effects had not been fully disclosed In the
. _ ._ environmental impact statement which the agency is required to file, put-

[] suant to tileNatlona] Environnlenta]Policy Act (NEPAl, 42 U.S.C. #4321 et
seq,, before beginning work on the project, The plaintiffs In these cases

averred that the impact statement Filed was skinlpyor procedurallyinadequate. Under NEPA, If there is no adequate impact statement making
a detailed sicatement on the expected anvlronmenta] effects, Including
nolse_ an Injunction may be entered, halting the project. The plaintiff

successful in the 1-29] Assn, Burns, 6 E.R,C. 1275 (U.S.D.C,Why?was V,

Conn. 1974) In having sucb an injunction issued. See also M,A.D.v. Volpe,
5 E,R.C. 1625 (U.S.D.C, Myd, ]973); Scherr v, Vc)]pe,46(_P.2d 1027 (Tth

CIr 1972); Conservation Society or Southern Vermont, Inc. v, Voipe, 343F. Supp. 761 (U.S.D.C. Vt. ]972); Julius v, Volpe, 349 F. Supp. 86_--(U.S.D.C,
mwa 1972) for additional cases In which environmen_allsts tried to stop

hignway construction on tile ground that noise impact had not been aduquately
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r assessed. None of these cases mentIon vibration. They are noise cases,

but they are significant: (I) because the courts consistently, in the
past, have confused noise and vibration, and (2) because they are recent

• _ decisions in a new and undeveloped area of the law. Federal courts have
interpreted NEPA in more than 400 lawsuits. Altlouflh no NEPA case has
ever been decided on the basis of hI!]h_vay vibration, it is tile sort of

adverse environmental effect which must be assessed under the statute,Environmental litigation is an area in which new developments in highway
vibration law may be expected to develop,

J

' _ Conclusion

Although there are many cases concerning damage from such various sources

as highways, railroads, industrial plants, blastlng operations andairplanes, which offer helpful analogies, It appears I:hat the best
aul:herlty for Future highway vibration litigation is the conslderable body

_J of adjudicated highway cases. Rest of these have been brought as inwrse
L_ condemnation suits and are governed by the technical substantive rules

of eminent domain law. The loophole by which the courts have expanded

IiabIlity for annoyIng, but net physIcally damaging, vibration has beenthe special damages rule whereby the plaintiff must show that his
Injuries differ in degree and kind from the community at large. Whether
this will be expanded in the future by environmental 1 itigation remains

to be seen. As courts define unacceptable standards under the Noise-" Control Act of 1972, and the National Envh'onmental Policy Act, special
damages may be more loosely defined to include environmentally annoyin

vibration which effects the community at large. But at the present time,recovery is governed by the strict rules outlined herein.

LAW RELATED LITERATURE CONCERNING H]GIIWAYVIBRATION

_ Beranek, "Street and Alr Traffic Noise--And What We Can Do About It,"

_: _ UNESCO Courier, July 1967 at 12, ]4.

Brazener, Robert, "Traffic Noise and Vibration From Highway As Element of

r_ Damages and Eminent Domain,. 51 American Law Reports Annotated 3rd 860,•_' Lalvyers Cooperative Publishing Company, Rochester, Nmq York (1973), This
excellent annotation In the ALR series is an analysis of recent cases
seeking compensation for property damage caused by highway noise and vibra-

[_ tlon.

Case Comments, "EnfinentDomain: Inverse Condemnation--What Constitutes

a Taking," 21 University of Florida Law Review 257 (1968), Thls shortconvnent analyzes state law on property damaged by adverse consequential
effects of highways.

Dray, Oscar S.p HEnvironmental Requirements of Highway and Historic
Preservation Legislation," 20 Catholic Un[versity Law Review 45 (1970).
This article by a Department of TransporLatlon official explains the

_._ general duty of the Department under the National Environmental Policy Act
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tJ and the Highway Act to avoid adverse environmental effects from highway
design, construction, and operation.

Highway Research Board, Severance Damaqes--Nolse. Inconvenience. etc.,Highway Research Circular, National Academy or Science, Washington, D.C.
(197|). This report contains a summary of court decisions discussing

severance damages to the property owner.
Hildebrand, James L., "Noise Pollution: An Introduction to the Problem

: mm and an Outline for Future Legal Research," 70 Columbia Law Review 652,
_ ['_ 662 (1970). This article discusses tile technical background and need

for noise control legislation, including [nfrasound and ultrasound.
Some of the proposals advanced include mass transit and construction of

-, _., quieter road surfaces. Traffic noise is discussed at page 672 to page
679 and aircraft noise from page 679 to page 682.

Mande]ker_ Daniel, Inverse Condemnation= The Constitutional Limits ofPublic Responsibility, Bureau of Public Roads, Washington, D. C. (]964).
This report, prepared under a contract from tile Bureau of Public Roads
and the Washington University School ef Law at St. Louis, concerns in-

condemnationsuits action land who have been
verse brought by owners

damaged by highway activity such as noise, vibration, erosion of lateral
support, etc. While Nandelker does not focus on vibration cases, the

B legal principles analyzed are those which are applicable in common lawvibration cases in inverse condemnatfon lawsuits.

B Oklahoma Unfverslty Research Institute, Valuation _nd Compensabillty ofNoise, Pollution, and Other Environmental Factors, Highway Research Board,
_aT_-o-f-Sc_, _ DT-_'. (T971). This report

':_ analyzes cases arising from highlvay oriented pollution in urban .3reas.

_" Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Urban Traffic
Noise: Strategy for on Improved Environment, Paris, 197]. This volume

:- _ is a report of the consultative group of transportation research of tile7_ _, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, which surveys cur-
rent administrative and legislative practices in Canada, France, Italy,

_ _ Japan, Netherlands, Scandinavia, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
: I_ While the foo-s Is on noise and not vibration, it serves as a background

on the European regulatory framework.

Sackman, J. L. "Proximity Damages," Appraisal Journal Aprl1 1969, pages
P

177-}99. This article summarizes the approaches used by appraisers in
calculating monetary awards for abutting property owners who wilt be

affected by the adverse consequences of highway operation.
Zoellner, George L., Selected Problems Relatinq to Hiqhway Laws, 1962,

Highway Research Board Special Report 76, National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, Washington, D. C. (1962). This shor[ paper
was an address delivered by the Deputy Chief Highway Counsel and Assistant
Attorney General of Colorado concerning eminent domain and inverse con-

derneatlon problems experienced by highlvay departments. It reviews
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T _l_ the nlajor traditional conservative sources of authority denying recovery
[_ to damaged property owners prevalent in the older oases.

; LAW RELATED LITERATURE CONCERNING ENVIRONNENTAL VIBRATION

'_" _ General
b':j
_/ American Jurisprudence Proof of Facts Annotated, Vohmle 8, Nuisance, ot
_. _II pages 527, 531, 540-542; Volume 18, Airport Noise, page 123; Volume.26,

: . _;' [9 Community Noise, page Ig]; Lawyers Goopera!.ive Publishing Company,
Rochester, New Yore (1960). This legal encyclopedia offers the trial

i_. I_I attorney suggested questions and answers in handling witnesses in a noise/

i!!. vibration case.
Ix

;7 Annotation, "Electric Generating Plant or Transformer Station as Nuisance,"

_i; [I 4 American Law Reports Annotated 3rd 902, 918, Lawyers Cooperative Pub-
iI llshlng Company, Rochester, New York (I965). Thls ALR annotation dls-._
_., cusses nuisance suits brought against power plants because of vibration,
i.' _I nolse_ air pollution, etc.
';!i

i;'='. Annotation, "Liability for Property Damage Caused by Vibrations or the
;_i _ Like Without Blasting or Explosion," 79 American Law Reports Annotated

i_ 2nd 966, Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company, Rochester, New York
;ri (1961). Thls thorough ALR annotation surveys damage caused by vibration
=14 In tort law suits. It should be compared with the eminent domain annota-
" _ tion at 51 ALR 3rd mentioned above. The particular vibration producing

agencies or instrumentalities discussed Include railroads, heavy machinery,
:ii subways, quarrying and drilling operations.

}:'![] Annotation, "Right of Abutting gwner to Compensation for Railroad In
. i

_( Street under Constitutional Provision Against Damaging Property for
_:_;i_ Public Use without Compensation." 22 American Law Reports Annotated, 145,
¢,! 187, The Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company, Rochester, New York

;:,:'i_:i (1923). This annotation focuses on noise and vibration caused by railroads.The cases cited support [he proposition that any unusual vibration of a
?_i _ bulldlng which causes substantial damage to the property supports a cause
.} I_l of action.

Bighorn, D. Alastair, The Law and Administration Relatlnq to Protection ofthe Environment, Chapter 9, pages 177-186, Oyez Publishing, London (1973).
This survey treatiseon British environmental law includes a chapter on

t_ noise and vibration. It discusses land usa planning control in the
Ei routing of highways as a significant noise and vibration control.

! Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, inc., Chica!loUrban Noise Study, Bolt, Beranek,
i:i [_ and Newman, Cambridge, flassachusetts (1970). This report was the back-
_ _ ground study for the Chicago ordinance which regulates both noise and

vibration.
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_, Comment, "The New York City Noise Control Code: Not with a Bang, but
with a Whisper," ] Fordham Urban I-aw Journal 4116 (1973). This comment

• gives a good d_scription of the New York City Noise Control Code, which,

in pertinent part, passes on vibration problems from rapid transik sys-;i terns, alrplan_s, and attempts to limit noise in streets adjacent Lo
schools, hospitals and other sensitive areas, and to tunnellng permits,

It should be noted that tile New York City code defines noise In termsof excessive or unusually 1Bud sound and no[ in terms el_ vibration,
'_'i However, the activities sought [o be regulated impinge on vibration

_i _ activities.
,:: Council of State Governments, 1974 Suggested State Legislation Volume 33p

Lexington, ](ontucky (19711). The proposed model state noise control act
T _ set out at pages ]0-20 includes vlhration by defining noise to include
: ]_ vibration of subaudible frequency, The proposed colnl)rellonslve program

of noise and vibration control includes control of environmental noise,

product noise, labeling requirements, notice to purchasers of real propertyof the noisiness of the area, setting of ambient standards, adoption of
a plan for achieving standards, standards for new construction, workplaces,

'_ _.'I and airports, The proposed mode] law suggests establishment of special
[_, noise insulation districts. Highways are not specifically mentioned,

[ . t_

,L Ouerden, C,, Noise Abatement, PhlfosopbicaI Library, New York (197]).
Chapter 9 of this book about British attempts to control noise poIlutlon

,i [_ deals with legislation and discusses the Noise Abatement Act of 1960,i

,i that regulates noise or vibration which Is a nuisance. Tile British Act

i:":iB differs from the American Noise Pol]utlon Act of 1972 in dealing spocific-_ ally with vibration. However, a review of the British cases dealt with in
this survey shows a close similarity in the treatment of noise and vlbra-

_c_ tion by British and American courts, The appendix sets out a series of

statutes and ordinances dealing with noise and vibration control,

.;._ Kramon, James t4.,"Noise Control: Traditional Remedies and a Proposal

"
='": for Federal Action, 7 Harvard Journal of Legislation 533 (1970). This
': article surveys the legal remedies traditionally available for noise poilu-
" tlon control, which are the same available for vibration control as well.
_ _, The author concludes that the common law remedies are not effective and

proposes a statutory action to regulate noise pollution. The article
focuses on changing patterns of government spending In line wlth the gay-

:, ernment contract program to require that the recipient pursue technological

alternatives which would provide a reasonable degree of quiet.
i

Lloyd, Wi]llam H., "Noise as a Nuisance," 82 University of Pennsylvania
Law Review 567 (1934). This brief article serves as an introduction to
the traditiona] remedies for recovery in noise nuisance cases. The auHlor
points out that noise and vibration are frequently lumped together by

=. {r! plaintiffs since the cases factually present a complex of nuisances in

[_ which noise, smoke, vibration, and offensive odors are frequently mingled,
ii In the cases, it Is difficult to separate noise from vibration, so recovery
' and tile court's decision are frequently based on the combination of

offenses,
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_. HcLoughlin, J., The Law Relating to Pollutlot_ Manchester University

Press, Manchester (1972). This survey treatise of gril:i!;h _nv[rnn.l_ntn]

law includes a chapter on noise and vlbraclon at 'pages 77-85 which dis-" cusses defenses to noise and vibratlon lawsuits. The primary emphasis is
on noise; however, vibration is treated throughout in conjunction with

: noise.

:' Spater, George A., "Noise and the Lmv:, 63 Michigan Law Review 1373
(1965). In thls survey article, which encompasses nuisance ca!iesarising

_! _]I out of both noise and vibration, Sparer distinrjuishesbe[weem noise and. .L_,

'; vibration cases, ,qlvin_ a bi_lher dl!lnity in rc,covery_ to the vibration
. cases, The article is a collection of mostly conservative opinion veer-
;'_ _ leg away from plaintiff's recovery. It should he noted that the article

predates more recent cases which have allowed recovery to plaintiffs for
, noise and vibration damage caused by highways.

glastina

; American Jurisprudence, vol. 31, Explosions and Exploslves, jr37,38, and
:_ [] 41p The Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Co. Rochester, New York, (1967)

! r_ Thls legal encyclopedia gives a short discussion of dan}age from concussionsor vibrations in genera] and the degree of care required of those carrying
_:J on blasting activity. Illustrative cases are footnoted to demonstrate
_ the rules for liabl]ity of blasting operators whose vibrations cause darn-
;;_ arc to adjoining property owners.

_' _ Annotation: "Liability for Property Damage by Concussion from glasttng,* "
[] 28 American Law Reports 2d, 1372, The Lawyers Cooperative Publ ishing Co.,

Rochester, New York (195]). This ALR annotation discusses the various

_;';' _ blastinglegal standardsoperations,as to what constitutes negligence in the conduct of

-_ L'I Comment_ "Blasting In New York: A Reappraisal of the Trespass-Vibratlon
m Distinction," 33 Albany Law Review 295 (1969). This student comment

_. reviews the difficulty common law courts have lied in dealing with damage

!il _ caused by vibration from blastlng operations.Decisions, "Torts--Blasting-Liabllity for Damage from Concussion without
J Trespass," 28 (]rooklyn Law Review 177 (1972). This student note discusses

i theovo,ut,ooof,ow ork,owonbastlngoatvtiesa,dthed,f icoltyof getting an award for vibration damage.

,. Presser, Wl]llam L., Handbook of the Law of Torts, 4th Ed., West Pub-
:, : rl@ll ]Ishlng Co., Saint Paul, Minnesota (]971). giastlng activities are dls-

cussed in various places throughout the Presser treatise; hc_vever, the

':'i_i_ most Interesting discussion Is in section 78 on abmormal]y dangerous
things and activities. Presser traces the confusion in American law con-
cerning blasting cases which proceed on tort theory, nuisance and other

, theories,

Recent cases, "Torts--Absolute Liablllty--Dlastlng-Concusslon Damage,"
IO Catholic University of America Law Review 98 (1961). This student
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note discusses the evolution of Hasting and vibration cases In South
Carolina and other southeastern states.

Recent cases, "Torts--Blasting--Strict Llabillty for Concussion Damage,"
46'Kentucky Law Journal 636 (1958). This student note discusses Lhe
development of blasting/vibration cases in l(entucky which is one of the
few jurisdictions continuing to recognize the distinction between damage
done by flying debris and damage done by means of vibration, (requiring
a higher degree of proof as to the latter) o

.. ;:,• ._I ilea]tb and Job Safety

Lehmann, Phyllsi, "Vibration," Job Safety and Health, January 1974,=:; pages 5-10, U. S, Department of Labor, Occupational SafeLy and lloa]th
! Administration, U. S, Government Printing Office Washington, D. C.

(1974). In thls short article, Ms. Lehmann comments on tll_adverse health

effects which result from excess vibration. She points out that most of; the research done on health effects of vibration in the workplace has
_ been done in Europe, where the International Standards Organization has

[m drafted a general guide designed to apply to vibration exposure. Regula-
_i }£_ tory standards have been promulgated as law in the Soviet Union. /.ls.
;! Lehmann's article points to future OSHA activity In the vibratlon regula-
;_ ties field.

;' B
; i

:,' Williams, Charles B., "Soviet Tentatlve Standards and Regulations for
Restricting Noise in Industry," Noise Control, September 1959, pages 44

B ff. This article Includes a translation of proposed Sovle_ regulations: . for restricting noise in industry which also govern vibration. The regu-
_ lotions include guidelines for the design and operation of nlachlnory,

,_: B plant units, and Industrial sites.
'" SonicBoom

Caplan, Har'old_ Some Legal Problems Arising from Supersonic Flight or

_= _ Boom Time for Lawyers, American Bar Association Section of Insurance
_' :r Negligence and Compensation Law, Proceedings 1970, page 45l, Chicago
.' _ (1970). A survey of British approaches to the problem of vibration dam-
!', [] age caused by supersonic flights.

Comment_ "Tbe SST: Lowering the Sonic Boom on Property Owners," 37Albany Law Review 524 (1973), Thls student comment focuses on the
aggrieved property ewnerls remedies against sonic boom vibration damage.

' i_: After surveying Insurance, administrative remedies, and various legal
' _ theories based on negligence, nuisance, inverse condemnation, and strict

liability, the author concludes thai: the problem of sonic boom vibration
damage presents problems difficult to redress.

,; Comment, "Torts--Federal Tort Claims Act--Sonlc Boom--Cause of Action
Based on Absolute Liability not Actional be under the Federal Tort

I_j Claims Act," 48 Notre Dame Lawyer 727 (1973). This comment discusses
[11 tile Supreme Court's most recent decision making recovery by property

owners damaged by milltary sonic boom vibration more dlfficult.
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FitzGerald, Gerald F., "Aircraft Noise in the Vicinity of Aerodromes
and Sonic Boom," 2] University of Toronto Law Journal 226 (1971). This

article surveys the laws of varlous vlestern European and North Americancountries concerning the sonic boom problem,
,!
, m_ Bray, Oscar S., Envlronmental Law: Bases and Materials, 2nd ed.,

"'! _ Bureau of National Affairs, Washingt'on, D. C, (19733 Professor Gray's;t

_; case book devotes approximately 9B pages to noise and vibration cases,
_. under tilt rubric of noise. No dist[nction Is made bet_.leen noise and
_:! vibration in this gathering of cases, most of which are cnncerned with
iT: airplane and sonic boon} probh;ms. The examination of legislative mater-
.i:! ials is confined to the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 and

the Noise Control Act of 1972.
IJ

! Hildebrand, J., ed., Noise Pollution and the Law, William S. flein& Co.,
Inc,, Buffalo, N. Y. (]9703. This volume reprints a number of excellent

articles on the legal problems caused by sonic booms including {])
Baxter, Wi]liam F., the BST: From Watts to Harlem in Two Ilours, 21
Stanford Law Revlev/ 1 (19683; (2) Sonic Booms: Tort Liability, a com-

[_ ment from the Winter 1970 issue of the Journal of Air Law and Commerce,
t_ volume 36, pages I17-135; and (3) Sonic Booms: Ground Damage and Theories

'. of Recovery, published In the Autumn 1966 issue of the Journal of Air
_'" [] Lalvand Commerce, Volume 32, pages 537-6D6.

., t4ontgomery,John R._ "The Age of the Supersonic Jet Transport: Its
. _ Environmental and Legal Impact, 36 Journal of Air Law and Commerce 577

(19703. Thls article focuses on technical problems connected with the
_:i I_t SST and sonic booms. It briefly mentions the American sonic boom cases,

and concludes by discussing possible future international conventions.

,!71 B?:.i Note, "Torts, The Federal Tort Claims Act--Absolute Liability, tbe
_: Discretionary Function Exception, Sonic Booms, Laird v. NeIms," 6

:; ,_ Akron Law Review 105 (1972). Thls short comment discusses the imp]_ca-
_ _ lions of the Supreme Court's decision In the Laird v. Nelms case which

restricted recovery by property owners under the Federal Tort Claims

i,:.i B Act.
Note, "Torts--The Discretlonary Function, Exception and Absolute Liabl]ity

: In an Action for Recovery for Sonic Boom Damage Brought under the Federal

,i _ Tort Blaims Act for damage caused by sonic boonlsfrom military aircraft.

Note, "Utility, Fairness and the Takings Clause: Three Perspectives on

i _ Laird v. Nelms." 59 University of Virginia Law Review 10311(1973). Thisphllosophically searching Inquiry conJectures as to future directions In
sonlc boom lltlgation fo]lo_vlng the Supreme Court's restricl:ive ruling In

I_ Laird v. Nelms.

i;: _ ShurcllfF. William A.. SST and Sonic Boom Handbook. Ballentlne/Prlends of
the Earth Book. New York (1970). This short paperback volume focuses on

[;_ the SST controversy of 197B, Approxhnate]y half of it is devoted to
[_1 sonic boom complaints. There is a seven page bibliography at the end.
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r
_._ Taylor, J, P. and Taylor, E, R. G,, A grief Leqal History of the SonicBoom In America, Advisory Group for Aerospace R& D, Paris, France (]969)

(Notional Aeronautics & Space Administration; N70-13139. This report

focuses on admhilstrativo approaches to the sonic boom problem.
Varner, Robert E., "Legal Aspects of the Sonic Boom," 23 Alabama Lawyer
342 (1962). This short article is an early attempt to deal with the

legal aspects of sonic booms. It attempts to compare sonic boom cam-" plaints to blasting cases and other types of ultra llazardous activities.
z

,. LAW RELATED LITERATURE CONCERNIi'IGNOISE CONTROL
TIIAT AFFECT V IBRATION CONTROL

Very little attention has been to the environmental effects ofpaid
vibration in legal literature. However, recent years have seen an explo-
sive Increase In the number of articles and books dealing with noise

control. Often the ega prlncip]es underlying a noise conLrol actionand a vibration control suit are shnllar, if nat identical. Therefore, an
abbreviated list of law related publications dealing with noise control

is Included,
American Association of University Woman. A Resource Guide on Pollutlon
Control, Chapter B, pages R I-4, Washington, D. C. (1970). This resource

volume materials lutlon contalns short bibliography
on concerning pal a on

legal centre] of noise and a list of citizen's groups, trade groups and
governmental groups Interested in noise and vibration control. Someof

_ the sources listed are specifically concerned with transportation and
with vibration problems.

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York, "Selected Materlals

on the Problems of Noise Pollution and Control," 27 The Record lib
(1972). The New York Bar Association's journal reprints a 15 page
bibliography of articles on the technical and legal aspects of noise

• _ pollution control. Several of the titles refer to vibration, but no
distinction Is made In the ciassiflcatlon system,

_.' [] Bragdon, Clifford R., "Municipal Noise Ordinances," Sound and Vibration,
[] December 1973, pages I6-22.

Bureau of National Affairs, Noise Regulation Reporter',Washington, B.C.(1971). This two volume weekly service reports developments in the
noise control field.

r_ Bureau of National Affairs, Occupational Safety and Health Reporter,Washington, D, C. (1973). This multi-volume weekly service reports
developments related to OSIIA, an act interpreted by the Department of

Labor to cover environmental vibration.

i' Cohere,Joseph L, and Sharon, Leonard, "Noise and the Law: A Survey,"

_" [,i II Duquesne Law Review i33 (1973): A good survey which, however, con-

:' _I_ fuses nolso and vibration cases. The article treats both private and

I'I
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public legal remedies giving a good background discussion on private
nuisance and public nuisance and tile injunctive remedies available to
halt such nulsances.

Comment, "Automobile HoIse--An Effective Hethod for Control," 4 Unl-
versity of Richmond Law Review 314 (]970): This short case note ]s

t_ confined to discussion of sounds from automobile engim.,s and exhaust,and does not refer to olher sources of automotive noise such as tires,
roadways, etc.

Comment, "Noise Abatement at t:heNunicipal Level," 7 or San
University

Francisco I.awReview 478 (1973), This student comment discusses the
problems with noise control in Cali['ornlawhere state and local authority

conflicts. The article focuses on boLh vehicular and air transportation:., noise problems. While not directly on the point of vibration, it
Illustrates the approach of ]ega] planners in drafting local nolse control

Iaws.
Environmental Protection Agency, Legal Compilation, Statutes and Legis-
lative History, Executive Orders, Regulations, Guidelines and Reports,

B Noise, Volume I, Chapter 4, Laws and Regulatory Schemes for NoiseAbatement, U. S. Government Printing Office (]973). This survey chapter
discusses current federal Iaws and regulatory schemes regulat:ing noise.

Military standards for noise reduction as well as the efforts of othergovernment agenc es in the transport:orlon (aircraft and highway) and con-
struction areas to regulate and control noise are discussed.

Environmental Protection Agency, Leqal Compilation, Statutes and Legls]a-
_:i tlve History, Executive Orders, Regulations, Guidelines and Reports,
_., Supplement I, Volunle5, Noise, U, S. Government Printing Office Washington,
:j _ D.C. (]973), This volume in EPA's egal compilation series contains the
_ _ text of the Noise Control Act of 1972 togel.her with documents making up

the legislative history of federal noise control and abatement laws. It

Is a necessary background for establishing the parameters of the federal. control scheme which focuses on sound and not vibration.

E'.*

George Washington University, Law and Requ]atory Schemes for Noise Abate-

ment, EnvironmentaI Prot:ectlonAgency Office of Noise Abatenlent,
U, S.

i! Washington, D. C. (1971), NI'ID300.4, This major report prepared by
". George Washington University's Program of Policy Studies in Science and

Technology served as tile background legal study for E. P, A. on Its noiseabatement authority, While not dealing directly with vibration, it
i' touches peripheral ly on vibration problems of transportation.

• Hatfleld, Mark, "Compilation of State and Local Ordinances on Noise Con-i

, trol," Congressional Record, House of Representatives, Volume 115, No.
! F_ 176 (daily edition), 29 October 1969, pages E 9031 to E 9]12.

B
' Hildebrand, James L., editor, Noise Pollution and tileLaw, William S.

Hein and Co,, Inc., Buffalo (1970). This 1970 anthology reprints without

'_ change a serles of articles dot nn mostly from tileearly 196Os. Several
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classTc artlc]cs on common law nolse control are reprinted but mostattention is given to sonic boom and airport noise problems,

Note, Statute: "A Model Ordinance to Control Urban Noise ThroughZoning Performance Standards," 8 Harvard Journal of Legislation 608
(197]). While this article focuses on noise pollution control, Hie
same analysis and statutory approach would be., used in the vibration
controlfield,

t_

,,.
;3

_'_I Note, "The Noise Control Act of 1972--Congress Acts to Fill the Gap in
,"_ _. Environmental Lcglslallon," 5B Minnesota Law Review 273 (1973). This

student note, the best single short introduction to the Noise Control
Act of 1972, gives a description of the legal remedies at private law

available prior to the statute, and discusses the approaches expectedto be used under the 1972 law. In passing, the article discusses the
Secretary of Transportatlon's duty under the Federal llighway Act to pro-
mulgate nolse standards for hlghways which are compatib|e wiLh surroundingIll

; _ land uses.

h_

)',!
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APPENDIX IV

_' ltU_tAN RESPOltSETO BUILDING VIBRATION

_ The purpose of this review Is to survey the literature re]event to human
response to building vibration as a part of tile overall study of the

, _ Impact of vibrations related to highway use. The known literature
related to human response to vlbratlon is extensive (some have estimated
4,099 relevant reports) and growing at tile rate ef 75 to ]00 papers per

.; year, No attempt was made to present an exhaustive survey. Excellent
}_. summaries are avelIab]e (griffin, 1973; and Gulgnard and Gulgnard,

,_: i_ undated; among others). Host of the studies were directed toward vlbra-
lion experienced by occupants of land, sea, and alr vel_lcles. Hany

: _ involve the criteria of reduced proficiency and threat to health while
the problem to which this study Is addressed is that of reduced comfort
or thresholds of vibration perception.

_jA:' Almost wlthout except ion pubIlshed studies have concentrated on the
C

response of humans to vibration as a function of the frequency, magni-

!:: pl tude, duratlon_ and direction of application of the vibration stimulus.
I_I Vlrtualiy nothing has be_n reported concerning the ways In whicht _

. _;;' envlronmentaIj psychological, and socioeconomic factors may Influence

. vibration tolerance.

' Termlnology

" Vlbration_ with respect to directlon_ may occur In three translational
:! and three rotatlona] directions. Given the nature of bulldlngsp for the

prc_ent purpose It. is necessary to consider only translational vibration,

and that In only two directions. Hotlon In the foot-to-head direction,,generallyreferredto,nth,,ooantryasvert,ca,vlbratIom,n
.; blodynamlcs, wlth respect to a coordinate system of the human skeleton In a

%

normal anatomical position, vertica] vibration Is designated ± az. The;':.; 1974 IS0 Standards refer to vertical vibration as longitudinal. The term

vertlca] vibration will be used to refer to _ az motion In this review.

S'imlla_lyT _'o't_1"ertwo translational motions Zre ± a (chest to back). and -+a (lateral mellon). When referenced to bulldin_ vibration these
two Ios_ some precision so that any motion of:wall perpendicular to that

: of vertlcai floor vibration is referred to as lateral vibration.

'_ Criteria Is a generic term used to indicate some level of human suscepti-
bility to vlbratlon, oenerally with specific reference to comfort, per-

' H formance or health.

i, _ Existing Criteria

The earliest reported study directly related to building vibration was
autilorizadin England by the goard of Trade in I902. Tilestudy was

response to complaints by tlyde residents huildlng
Initiated In Part Of

vibrations Induced by traffic on the Central London Ralhvay. Tile basic
conciuslons, reported by Halleck (]902), were that vibrations of approxl-

A/t- 1
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mateiy O.Ol g were notlceable and those between 0.04 g and 0,05 g were

consIdered unpleasant.

Mellvllle (1903) was among the flr_t to note that human response to
,: vibration was frequency dependent, probably tllemost single aoreed upon

aspect of human vibration suscoptH)ilJty by current |nvostlqaters,
Melvllle (1903) concluded that susceptibility was a constant function

;'I force x frequency = mass x rate of change of acceleration.

'ii _ The unit for rate of chsn_e of acceleratlon Is called the "jerk."

_"_ glgby and Sankey (1911)reported that susceptibility to vibration was

.k' _ a function of velocity. Values of 6,100 to 0.125 in/s wore established
[_ as faintly perceptible.

_'! Probably the most cited study, even today, was conducted In Germany by
;j, I_ Relher and _lelster (193l). They concluded that vertical vibration was
_: felt more strongly than horizontal vlbratlon. They further concluded

that for small amplitudes vibration susceptibility was a funci:lon of
'._ I_ maximum velocity; while for larger amplitudes it was a function of
,_i',i _ acceleration. This response data is based upon laboratory subjective

response tests conducted wlth ten (10) male subjects between the ages
of 27 to 37.

Zeller (1933) concluded that susceptibility to vibration could be quanti-
fied as a function of rate of change of acceleration by the following

,,: _ equation:

i.;_; where X = displacementIn Inches
:_ f = frequency in IJz

,i.'_ Zeller (1933) further proposed the Pal as the unit of subjective Intensity

_::'!)! i where Pal = IO'lOglo(E/Eo)
,;'._ where E ls the measured vibration

'_!,qII_ E° Is the referencevalue of 0,5
l

_'.q Pal values assoclatad with given criteria levels were listed as

_:I Pal CrlterlonLevel

:: 6 - IO Thresholdof perception
'}, _=_ 16 - 26 Generally perceptible
,:, _ :}6 - 30 Traffic vlbratlon unbearable by human beings
:,i Inhuldings

_,_ 36- 40 Vibrations In smoothly running vehicles,

_,,i ]/ alight damage to buildings
t

%' ,,
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On the basis of hls investlgal:ion, Zeller (1933) concluded there was

[l little difference in susceptibility with respect to direction of vlbra-I:] on,

JackIln and Llddell (1933) used only three levels In thelr study -. perceptible, disturbing, and uncomfortable. From thls work conducted
at Purdue Unlwrsity, these Investigations developed the followlng

[] quantlficatlon of intensity

1-._ [] K - AoO'6f

where K = A constant_ cat led the Comfort Index
A = Maxlmum acceleration in ft/sec 2

e _ Base of the natural ]ogarithlnf = Frequency in Hz

The K values associated with uncomfortable and dlsturhing vertical vibra-tion were

Uncomfortable 64.7; Disturbing 31,2

Ceormann (]940), using the results of Relher and Melster and following

the convention of ZeIler (1933), proposed the folIolvingcrlte.rla.

J = lO.log(Vl/Vo) for amplitudes of less than .02 mm

J = 5.4.1og(al/Ao) For amplitudes of greater than ,O2 mm

:, where VI = measured velocity of vibration

Vo ":velocityat the thresholdof annoyance

a t = measured acceleration of vibration

"_ _1_ a2 _ acceleration of the threshold of
annoyance

,]
.,_ J = Intensity of vibration in Pal units

.'( Postlethwaite (1944) constructed frequency scales of equal vibration
4! sensation, calling them Trams, Janeway (1950), after a comprehensive

review of other tolerance studlos_ detemll{nedthat comfort was a constant
function of rate of change of acceleration from I - 6 Hz, of acceleration

:,'_ m between G and 20 tIz and of velocity From 20 - GO tlz. Diechmane (1958)
= on the other hand, developed a weighting scale that deflned comfort as
: [,:_ a function of acceleration (I - 6 Hz), velocity 6 - 20 Hz) and dlsplace m

ment {20 - 60 Hz), obviously one derlwltive away from those of Janeway.
, Using cross-modallty matching of noise loudness and vibration intensity,
: I_ Versace (1963) concluded that comfort was a function of rate of change

of acceleration.

, To summarize and critique, most of the studies reporl:ed used slnusoldal
, I_ vibration in small laboratory studies and developed criteria that varied

_II as much as 100 fold for perception (Allen, 1971). These studies, for
the most part, wer_ concerned with vehicle ride and tolerance. They
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generally agreed that comfort was frequeacy dependent and that the

_, frequency range of approximately 11 - 8 IIz was most crltlcal; generallyascribed to body member and whole body resonance I_requenctes.

ISO Standards

In 197g the international Organization for Standarlzatlon published a

guide for the evaluation of human to whole body vibration. Aexposur_
new standard was publlshed In 197h. In the Introduction to the 1971l
edltlon the authors star(a:

_In view of the sompIo× factors determining the human
::_ response to vlbrat:ions, and in vlm¢ of the paucity of

_,j consistent quantitative data concerning man_s perceptionor vibration and his reactions to it, this International
Standard has been prepared first:,to facilitate the
evaluation and comparison of data gained From continuing

research in this Field; and, second, to give pravisiona]
guidance as to acceptable haman exposure to whole body
vibration. The limTts proposed In this internal:lanai

Standard seem to be a Fair compromise between the avail-able data and should satisfy the need for recommendations
which are simple and suitable For general application.

]_ These limits ara defined explicitly Tn numerical terms toavoid ambiguity end to encourage precise measurement in
practice, However, when using these criteria and limits
It is Important to bear in mind the restrictions placed

I thelr appllcatlon."
u_on

The Following delhnlts the scope and application of the atar, dard:

"_' _ "This International Standard defines and gives numerical
values for limits of exposure for vibrations transmitted

from solid surfaces to the human body in the frequencyrange I to 80 Hz, It may be applled_ withln the specified
frequency range, to periodic vibrations and to random or
non-perlodl¢ vibrations with a dlstrlbuted Frequency

spectrum. Provlsionally, it also be applied to
may con-

t_nuous shock-type excitation insofar as the energy in
question Is contained within the 1 to 80 Hz band,"

"These limits are given For usa according to the three
generally recognizable criteria of preserving comfort,

working efflclency_ and safety or health. The Ilmlts setaccordlng to these crlterla are named respectively In thls
Internationa] Standard the "reduced comfort boundary,"

.. "fatigue-decreased prol_iclency boundary," and the

"exposure limit." For example, where the prhnary concern

Is to maintain the working efficiency of a vehicle driver
or a machine operator _qorking In vlbration, the "fatigue-

" _I decreased preficlency boundary" would be used as the
! _, guiding lhnlt In laying down vibration specifications or

All-If
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In carrying out vibra'tioncontrol measures, while, in

the deslgn of passenger accommodations,
the "reduced

comfort boundary" should be cons!dored."

_PAccordlng to the criteria mentioned, these limits arespecified In terms of vibration Frequency, accelera-
tion magnitude, exposure tlme, and tiledirection of

p_j vibration relative to the torso. Tills directlon Is
_i I_ defined accord ng to the recognized anatomical axes

oftilehumanbody."

H i._ The criterion most applicable for the present purpose Is preservationof comfort, To obtain thu vertlca] (]SO longltudinal) reduced comfort

boundaries from the published Fatigue-decreased proficiency boundarles,
__ the acceleration values must be divided by 3,15 (lO db lower). For

., l_ example, the acceleration limit In tileII- 8 llz range For reduced com-

.,_ fort based on 24-11our exposure v/ou]d be approximately O.O00/l _{I_ RHS.

): Allen (1971) has critized the 1970 standards on the following bases:i;

I. Short term exposure limits to vertical vibration are too Iienient._,_ llegoes on to point out that the 4-minute reduced comf:orLbound-
:,: aries are In the band of comfort of all, and even the intolerable, i

_: region of soma OF the 13 laboratory studies he reviewed.

_': 2. Limits of horizontal vibration above 3 llzare probably too strict
'" and should be set equal to those of vertical vibration,

J _ 3. Criterion limits are based on mean responses and do not reflect
'.:_:. variability (standard deviations) of responses. Tills suggests

that as many as 50_ of individuals would be uncomfortable before
_..__ the comfortlevelIs exceeded,

4, Tilestandards l.lerebased mainly on ]aboratory studies and It is
_:_ possible that tolerance in the laboratory Is higher than In the
_,:_ real world.

Ci
_ _;. Tilestandards do not allow for the possibility of additive or

•_', 111] synergistic effects of vibration in more than one direction,

:"i Griffin (private communication) has proposed as a reasonable limit For

residential vibration ,OOl 'g' RIISor down 30 dB from the 8-hour fatigue-
decreased proficiency boundary, For offices the reduction would be 2/4dB

,i and for critical areas such as hospitals, down 36 dg. For residents this
i would place the limit 20 dg lower than the reduced comfort boundary pro-II posed in the lag standards. Thls is In line with the Reiher and Ileister
: (1931) criteria and with the criteria used by tile German courts

El (SpIIt tgorber, igGg),
i

? To accommodal:e vibration spectra (rather than discrete frequency vibra-

i _ tlon) the lag Standards provide waiglltlng factors relative to the
_I_ frequency range of nlaxlmumacceleration sensitivity. These weights, when

multiple by the accelaratlon in the respective Frequency bands and summed
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over the slgn[f_cant componanl:s provides a single value of measured

vibration intensity. The we ght ng factorss presented In Table 3 ofthe standards, are derived from the inverse of the boundaries provided
by the Standards.

Toklta (1973) has described how an electronic network weighting pro-
cedure based on the ISO Standards has been Implemented ]11Japan in
connection with the consideration of v}bratlon criteria and environ-

mental regulations• Tile rat_o of the output of the weighted network
(a) to the standard (a = 10-5 m/set 2 or approximately .00000) rgl)0
Is then expressed in decibels as

L = 20"loglo(a/ao).

Tokita (1973) reported that complaints tended to be associated withvibration levels over 60 dg (approxlmately .OOl ig,) on the weighted
acceleration scale. This weighted level was found to be Induced In
buildings 20 in away from the road edge in good construction and 80 m

._j away from the Tokaldo line railway express.

FothergIl] (1973) used a method equivalent to the ISO weighting network

and concluded that his work supported the concept. Jones and Saunders0972) constructed a set of equal comfort curves for both men and women
In unrestrained sitting positions• Their curves imposed more reduction

on vlbration ]evels for reduced comfort than those proposed in the 1970ISO Standards. They further cautioned that the curves mere based on
mean responses of 60 subjects and that iegls/ation should consider the

50P_who were more sensitive to vibration annoyance.
.... To summarize, the 1974 ISO Standards provide a technique for weighting
14, frequency components of random _;bration to provide a single level that

reflects the frequency dependency of human vlbration response. The:" absolute value of this level that will reflect complaints of a popula-
tion_ however_ must still be determined. There is some evidence to
suggest that the ISO recon_lended luwls are somewhat lenient, even for

; [_ vehicle ride inhere vibration is expected and tolerated more. Further,
"-'; the ISO Standards are based on mean response where, say, the lower IOth

percentile of a population should be determined and would probably be_ more appropriate. Finally, the ISO Standards do not dlrect]y provide
: for increases or decreases in tolerances that may be assoclated wlth a

_; myriad of other variables, some of which are outlined in the next

"['i, _ section.

Other Variables That Hay Influence Vibration Tolerance

Given that it is possible to obtain a single value from a frequency
" I"] walgbtlng network, how can this value be re]ated to the probability of

m complalnts. A logical starting point might be to try to relate the
probablllty of complalnt to the daily probablllty of exceeding soma

• specified level. In all likelihood, this probability would be Influenced

by a number of factors. Some candidate factors
are given below.
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Physical Variables,: The architecture and condition of the bulldlngw--F]l undoubtedly Influence the probability of complaints, tlost of
the reported vibration comfort criteria, discussed above, are based
on steady state excitation. The transient nature of highway vibra-

Clan using induced building vibration suggests that tile influencei' of tiledynamic characteristics of the buildings, especially damping,
.! must be taken Into account (_Vissand Parmelee, 1974).

;_' Lenzen (1966) reported, based on experimental studies using steel

::_ joist - concrete slab floors, that when damping exceeds 5PCof
.! =m critical damping, Individuals felt only InltlaI Impact. l]_Iow39;

" .!:: _ critical, the response was similar to that of steady state. Between
:_,__ :]_and 5_;crltlcalt tolerance was greater than the steady state by
}::i a factor of 10.

i:! Nelson (1971) suggests an extension of the gelher and Melster fornlula

: to include a damping factor as follows:

A°f = Clt;n+ C2
! ,

; _ where Ao = maximum displacement of the Impact response
_.! _ = damping ratio (percent of critical)
,i

[_ Wlss and Parmelee (no dace) fitted experimental data u._Ingthe follow-
':i_'{_ Ing equal:ionto obtain a subjective response wolghting parameter, R_

aS

';=' [_ R = 5,08(fAo)0'265/(_)0'958

R = 1, Imperceptible vibration

R = 2,barelyperceptiblevibration

R ==3, dlstlnctiy perceptible vibration

t
-_::: Other physical variables, such as the absence of windows, would have

.E'.i to be considered separately. Climatic conditions could also In-
fluence response,

Envlronmenta] Variables: The combined effects of noise and vibration
w[l'] probably int'erac't to lnrluonce the probability of complaint

._ [_ although It is difficult to know in what manner. Seminarand Harris
! _ (no date)j found a synergestlc effect between hlgh Intensity nelse

and vibration. I41threspect to performance, Harris and Shoenberger
m.4 (1970) reported that the effects of noise and vibration may be addl-

tire. Gurgnard (I97]) reported that above 30 llzhuman response to
._:; vibration merges with and becomes secondary to auditory stimu]l,

; _ Psycholoqlcal Var.la,bles: ltuman response to any envlronmenta] stlmu]us
:: m are influenced by many psychological variables, few of which are

J
understood with any degree of clarity.

' _ a. Startle: IF a building occupant knows wllento anticipate
vibration intrusion, he Is less ikely to complain than if
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the Intrusion takes hlm by surprise. Two or throe Incldcnts

above tile comfort threshold per day at random thne Intervalsare probably more likely to generate complaints than a
constant ]evel Just at tile comfort threshold leve].

_} b. Adaptlon Level: A sudden Increase in traffic denslty or the
:: openlng of a now highway should initially produce more
_: complaints than in subsequent months because humans have a

_1 rather amazing capacity to adapt to various energy Input
_', [B levels. This l:ype of response history Is in line _Ith Field
i! research Into the effects of sonic boom (von Glerke and Nixon,

i'! _ 1972).
E o. Time of Day; One might expect that Intrusions at bedthna and
;,, r_ In the early morning would be more I ikely to disturb sleep

[_ and to produce complaints. Griffin (personal communication),
.:;i however, has suggested that the bed provides sufficient
i additional isolation so that criterion levels need not ba

: _ reduced at night.

_: d. Dissonance: Once humans make a major decision they are more
_i _]i likely to attend to positive aspecta resulting From the decision

!:! Ill and less likely to search for or attend to negative aspects.
'.:: Persons who moved kno_vlnglyand voluntarily into buildings
:;i _ that are subjected to noticeable vibration levels are less

likely to complain than Individuals already occupying buildings
prior to the build-up of vlbration problems.

e. Pear of Property Damage: Seeing objects in the building
j |_i vibrate and detecting cracks In the walls and ceilings would
! most probably heighten complaints both From Fear ef property
',i F_l damage and fear of bulldhlg collapse. Owners would probably
; I_ be more attentive to property damage than tenants.

:! t_ f. Urban Versus Rural Environment: Threshold of complaints should

be associated wlth higher Intensity levels In urban as opposed.Ti
it! to rural environments, largely because of adoption levels,

:": I_ g. Psychologlcal Well Being of the Occupants: Stable and well
'i _ adjusted occupants would probably complain less than a family,i

! for example, In the middle of marital problems.
4 _

h. Psychological Well Being of the Community: In communities
_+herethere Is consldarable civil unrest or in time of national

[_ domestic crises one might anticipate more complaints,
[]

I, Economic Status of Occupants: It is reasonable to expect
membersof a higherecenomlostatus,with more perceivedin-

fluenceand power,to compIalnmore at a givenvlbratlonlevel above threshold (Zepler, Sui]Ivan, Rice, Grlffln, Oldman,
Dlckarson, Shepherd, Ludlow and Lange, 1973).
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It Is well established that human response to vibration is a function of
: magnitude, frequency, exposure time and direction of" vibration relative
.. to the human torso. Comfort and tolerance criteria almost all show the
ii most sensitive levels in the 4 - 8 Ha range wlth gradual decreases in
_" sensitivity on either slde of thls range. These consluslons, although

:;! _ based largely on laboratory studies of slnusoidal vibration and concerned
_:i i= malnly viith vehlcle occupants, are nevertheless sufflciently general to

• :_il apply to the problem of bulldln9 vibration.

_ The 197JIISO Standards for tileovaluatlon of human exposure to vibration,
' while probably deficient In some respects, represent a base of departure

for future investigations, The weighting network proposed in tl_e'ii, standards to account for the frequency dependency of human response to
" vibration Is the most meaningful attempt yet to provide a single value

related to human response to random vibration,

;:_ Although many have cited large discrepancies In reported comfort and
Z_q tolerance criteria, It Is probably reallstic to vlew the.sodiscrepancies
_' m as reflections of the consIderabie varlabilIty of human response under
;.ii,,_ varying conditions. No single value Is going to adequately reflect

the boundary between complaint and no complaint by building occupants.e

Some of the factors cited plus many others can be expected to influence

,iI the threshold of complaint.

., It Is recognized that the weighting network proposed In the 1974 ISO
:;:; _ Standards are considered as providing a slngle vibration intensity value.

ii!{_i_ This value could then be referenced to some selected value and reported
_._ in decibels. Based on fleid studies In troublesome areas the probability

:_:,,_ of complaint could then be related to the probability of complaint could-_j .. then be related to the probability per day of exceeding a given dg level.

_ Survey data should be gathered on those physlcal, environment and psycho-
:_;ii logical variables discussed and others relevant variables that may be
_/_ uncovered. These data, when reduced, could provide, for example, a
i_>i,.., vibration susceptibility Index based on an emplrlcal weIghtings of the

_i I variables involved. Separate complaint probability curves cou|d then_! be developed for several levels of vibration susceptibility.

[ i q
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